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EDITORIAL

As the process

of resolving the South African National Question
SAPEM finds itself compelled to devote

the crucial stage,

more pages to an analysis of that scenario. The South African
question is as complex as any colonial question is likely to be, not
least because of the peculiar combination of the internal and
external factors: what some analysts have termed internal
colonialism (what we choose to describe as white settler

colonialism)', and an international community whose perception
(of the problem ) has in turn also contributed to the current and

persistent attempts at concealing the reality of the question that
us. Through this and subsequent issues of SAPEM, we
hopie to contribute to the full exposure of what constitutes the
essence of the problem of transition in South Africa; a fundamental
problem that expresses itself in the kind of confusion that now
afflicts the National Liberation Movement, the scourge of violence
and, therefore, a transition that is likely to be much more painful
and bloody than we have seen in such similar decolonisation
processes as those of Algeria, Kenya, Angola or Zimbabwe.
confronts

Our main contributor

on

the theme is Nokwanda Sithole, a

young, able and established journalist in our midst.
She
demonstrates the kind of insight into the South African question
that is characteristic ofblack radicalism in that country; a viewpoint

widely shared by most blacks, but one which, as Nokwanda
Sithole implies in her article on "The Media Conspiracy", is
hardly entertained in the (white) liberal media.
Also, the interview with Winnie Mandela helps to highlight the
kind of problems that arise as a Liberation Movement graduates
into a post-white settler colonial state, in particular, the tendency
to ‘cleanse ’ itself of those that might detract from the ‘ resf)ectabil ity ’
that accompanies the process of inheriting state power.
So the journey remains long and bloody for all concerned in
South Africa, unless there is established urgently an institutional
framework an international peace-keeping force, preferably
composed of elements from the UN, the OAU and Fronline States
to manage the transitional process, including umpiring the
negotiations between the National Liberation Movement and the
South African government. It is naive to expect the South African
state to supervise its own dissolution; the National Liberation
-

-

Movement itself appears so

bereft of military power that it is
laughable for the SADF.
It is facile to argue, as some South African sources would insist,
that the Zimbabwean and Namibian (decolonisation) precedents
are not applicable in South Africa; the truth is that the current
“South African model” of “peace-making” and “negotiations”
appears doomed to fail.*
almost
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ON THE TRANSITION IN
SOUTH AFRICA

SAFES TRUST

enters

Vol.

Ä

medida que o processo

de resolu9äo da Questäo Nacional na
a SAPEM ve-se obrigada
a dedicar maior espago ä anälise de.sse cenario. A questäo sulafricana é täo complexa como qualquer questäo colonial, mais
devido ä combina^äo de factores internos e extemos; aquilo que
alguns analistas apelidam de coloniza^äo interna; e uma
comunidade intemacional cujapercep^äo(doproblema)contribui
tambéni para as actuais e persistentes tentativas de esconder a
realidade com que nos confrontamos. Esperamos no futuro poder
contribuir na completa denuncia daquilo que constitui a essencia
do problema da transigäo na Africa do Sul; um problema
fundamental que se expressa no tipo de confusäo que agora aflige
o Movimento de Liberta^äo Nacional, o flagelo da violencia e,
portanto, uma transi^äo que podera ser mais dolorosa e sangrenta
do que jd vimos em outros processos identicos de descolonizagäo
tais como em Angola, Argélia, Quénia ou Zimbabwe.
A nossa principal colaboradora é Nokwanda Sithole, uma
jomalista jovem. capaz e bem estabelecida no nosso meio. Ela
demonstra o tipo de discernimento em relacäo ä questäo sulafricana que é caracteristico do radicalismo negro naquele pais;
um ponto de vista partilhado pela maioria
negra, mas que, tal
como Nokwanda infere no seu artigo sobre “A Conspira^äo da
Imprensa”, näo tern aceita^äo na imprensa liberal (branca). A
entrevista com Winnie Mandela ajuda também a ilustrar o tipo de
problemas que surgem å medida que o Movimento de Liberta^äo
entra na fase pos-colonial; em particular a tendencia de se
“purificar” daqueles que o poderäo comprometer da
“respeitabilidade” que acompanha o processo de ascen^äo ao
poder estatal.
Portanto o caminho continua longo e sangrento, a menos que se
estabele^a com urgencia uma plataforma institucional - uma
forga intemacional de manuten^äo da paz, prefen'velmente
composta de elementos da ONU, OUA e dos estados da Linha da
Frente com a responsabilidade de gerir o processo de transi9äo,
incluindomediarnasnegocia9ÖesentreoMovimentodeLiberta9äo
e o governo da Africa do Sul. E
ingénuo esperar que o estado sul
africano venha a supervisar a sua propria dissolu9äo;o Movimento
de Liberta9äo Nacional parece em si desprovido do poder militar
capaz de se igualar ao das SADF.
E facil argumentar, como algumas fontes sul-africanas pretendem
insistir, de que os precedentes de descoloniza9äo do Zimbabwe
e da Namibia näo säo aplicäveis para o caso sul-africano; mas a
verdade é que o “actual modelo sul-africano” de “fazer paz” e de
“negociar” parece estar condenado ao fracasso.*
Africa do Sul

entra a sua

fase crucial,

-
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memory of the gallant players whose
remains were interred in the vicinity of that

Africa it will be necessary to set up new
borders. What different ethnic groups and
races in Africa need to do is to
respect
each other's cultural values. It would also
be essential that governments in Africa be
seen to be multi-ethnic in their composition,
and that

people of all tribes and races be
involved in their respective countries'
decision making at the appropriate levels,
Most conflicts have been triggered by a

feeling by certain tribes that they have
been neglected by the more influential,
more

powerful tribes in their countries.

ERNEST MAPEDZA

Stadium, having died on 27th April.
Finally I wish the Zambian team every
success in its quest for both the Africa and
World Cup. Viva Zambia!
zirom;\vanyan(;a
KADOMA

ZIVIBABWK

IT’S WORTH THE WHILE!
I

came across

your

magazine yesterday

and enjoyed learning about the various
political things like APIA and the state of
the Zimbabwean government recently.
PHAM KI. .SIMETHY
VENDA
.son H AEKICA

BlEAWAYO
ZIMBABWK

THE TRAGEDY OF ANGOLA!
What is happening

OPEN LEnER
African leaders should learn to adjust and
live with the ever changing times. It is time
the

quivering and intransigent predators

of Africa renowned for their monstrous
power, greed and infinite avarice stomach
the fact that the world order is now skewed

ETHNIC VIOLENCE

in favour of

interesting and valid points but I find

democracy. The elementary
watch words are now transparency and
accountability and not the rule of animal

it difficult to go along with your assertion
that the solution to ethnic conflicts in Africa

farm. The Zambians did it! The Malawians
are on the brink of doing it! The
Kenyans

would be

adjustment to the existing

nearly did it and they will certainly do it. The

internal and international borders, and
new nation states based on tribe
and even race. I have come to resepct

Zaireans are agitating and the writing is on
the wall. Freedom is not given on a silver

Your cover story on ethnic violence raises
some

an

create

magazine for the progressive ideas
you have always stood for, but I totally
disagree with your proposal to replay the
Berlin Conference of 1885. Your proposal
would go along with views aired by such
thugs as Chief Buthelezi, who for his own

plate, it is acquired by conquest.

selfish reasons wants to create a Zululand
detached from the rest of South Africa,
and Eugene Terreblanche who instead of

going back to Holland where he came
from, wants to impose a Dutch state in the
future majority ruled South Africa. The OAU
declaration on maintaining borders
inherited from colonialism should be
upheld as the best solution to the problem.
BEN.IAMIN .sn HOLE
CISKKI
.SOI I H AFRICA

ADVICE TO ETHNIC GROUPS
I am

totally opposed to

your proposal
that in order to end ethnic conflicts in

CHiTi NowTZA

ZIMABWE

RENAME

INDEPENDENCE STADIUM "27
APRIL STADIUM"
1 have developed a keen interest for
Zambian Football teams past and present.
I

always support the Zambian team even if
playing Zimbabwe or Malawi - but I am

it is

Zimbabwean!
The sad death of the Zambian players on
27th April overwhelmed me and the
memory of those fine
haunted me.

destruction of valuoble infrastructure that
will cost hundreds of millions of dollars to
rebuild. What Angola needs most at the

moment is not talks. The two main players
country s political game, the
government and Unita, agreed in May
1991, to stop fighting, hold elections and
respect the results of such elections.
Allegations of fraud

by

one

of the

contestants, are subject to debate. By
coincidence it is the loser who claims to
have been cheated. But in any civilised,
democratic system such as the one Mr

Savimbi claimed to fight for, allegations
ot that nature would appropriately have
been dealt with by a constitutional

PHII.1.IP MA,ioMBo

your

in Angola is a tragedy,
Negotiations, negotiations
negotiations, accompanied by
deaths of innocent civilians and
to say the least.

players has since

May I, through your popular magazine,
appeal to the Zambian government and
the Football Association of Zambia to
rename the Independence Stadium in

Lusaka, "THE 27TH APRIL STADIUM" in

lasting

tribunal, whose decision would be final
and binding. It is so tragic to observe that
the so-called international community,

undoubtedly commamnded by the
Americans, did not act decisively to show
Savimbi that they would not entertain any
avenues to power that would exclude
democratic procedures. The Americans
clearly supported Savimbi and they were
so disappointed that they had bet on the
wrong horse; so they turned a blind eye to
Savimbi's plans to take over power by
force. They were wrong.
After almost a year of attempting to
unseat the government in Luanda by
force, Savimbi should agree it is time he
comes to terms with reality.
CAROL VAN BROS

VMNHOEK
NAMIBIA

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be addressed to: THE EDITOR, P.O. Box MP
111, Mount Pleasant, HARARE, Zimbabwe
Letters must include writer's full name and address and may be edited for
purposes of clarity or space.
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WINNIE MANDELA: A SPECTACULAR

COMEBACK

Nokwanda Sithole

Winnie Mandela and husband. Nelson, greet more

than 35,000 supporters at the ANC’s 80th Anniversary

Rally held in

Dynamic Images

Bloemfontein, where the ANC was formed.

oftheANC, were, in traditional local fashion,
in a room with Mrs Adelaide Tambo at her
house to comfort her.

Deputy ANC President, Walter Sisulu and
General Secretary Cyril
the

4

room.

Ramaphosa entered

Two ANC men, huddled together

democratic organisation" that when national
leaders walk in, "the subjects don't stand”,
The conversation goes on until Winnie
Mandela enters with her daughter, Zenani.
Without warning or hesitation, and with
only Mrs Tambo's exception, everybody in

contradictions. Still respected and even
feared by the same ANC who, together with
local media, in the past four years tirelessly
campaigned for the removal of her name

from the annals of South African history.
She has always been denigrated in the
Sapem Augu.st. 1993
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corridors ofSouth African economic power,

differences. Wildhorsescouldnotconvince

represented by a totally white-owned media
and supported by a small, black middle

Winnie - as her husband

after his release

class which has

Klerk

limited.

access to

the media, albeit

They believe asettlement will bring

investment back into the country.
She is stigmati.sed as one of the "radicals"
who stand in the way

of a peaceful,
negotiated settlement by constantly asking
why the negotiations have been going on for
so long while the
people in who.se interests
they are ostensibly being held, are getting
killed every day by agents of the state.
Winnie charges that ANC leaders have
been "drinking tea and biscuits" with the

-

so

boldly declared

that President F. W. de
of

integrity,
Characteristically, she made that position,
and the fact that the national leadership
should not abandon the armed struggle at all
was

a

man

long

quite clear.
While it would have been easy to write off
their political differences, to their different
experiences under apartheid - him as
(ultimately) a Class A prisoner and she as
one physically tortured for three decades,
their differences of opinion were played up
by the media to prove she was a loose
cannon with ulterior motives to usurp power

have lost touch with the frustrations
and aspirations of their constituency.

from her husband. That, coupled with the
fact that he had ignored her complaints that

whites at the World Trade Centre for so
that they

The contradictions and the

ambivalence with which her
her

are a recent

life. For

over

seeming
people regard

feature of Mrs Mandela's
two

decades, she

was

unconditionally revered by people of all
a relentless
champion of the cause
of the underdog. However, in the years
which followed her illegal return in 1985
classes as

from exile

in

Brandfort

conservative white

State

to which

town

in the

-

a

small,

Orange Free

she had been banished forher

anti-apartheid sins - her media image was
shattered under the weight of kidnapping
and assault charges, a calculated
misinformation campaign regarding the
death ofthe "child activist" StompieSeipei,
allegations ofembezzlement, corruption and

infidelity.
When her husband. Nelson Mandela,

was

relea.sed from

prison in 1990, he returned to
his wife's pending trial on charges of assault
and kidnapping, which followed the removal
of four youths, including Stompie, from the
Methcxlist Manse in Soweto afterallegations
they were being sexually abused, to Winnie's
house. The true nature of the charges laid
against her was lost in the confusion caused
by the insistence of local and international
media that she was going to court for the
murder of Stompie.
Nelson Mandela was quick to declare his
conviction of his wife's innocence. However,
it became clear, after his release that while
both

were

committed

to

the freedom of their

people, tactically they had serious
Sapem August, 1993

cost,

hewasbeingtoofriendly with the men who,
after Stompie's death, had called on the
community to distance itself from her, and
her decision

to retain her

lover, 30 year-old
lawyer Dali Mpofu after his release, were

early warning signs that all would not be
well with the First Couple,
With the publication late last year of a
personal letter she had written to her lover,
sneaked to the media by the ANC, after a
public announcement by Nelson Mandela
di.stancing himself from her, it seemed she
had lost everything, most importantly her
dignity,

temperament, had helped her survive the

might of the South African Security forces,
would not be

they

were

spared the ANC when she felt

straying from the policies of the

movement which she defended at great
personal sacrifice for three decades.

Having worked for the ANC
for

on

her

own

many years, sometimes on sensitive
tasks connected with the armed
struggle.
so

The

Struggle never trained Winnie in
"consulting" or being a disciplined member

of any

local structure. Her interviews also

reveal that she

was

convinced that other

local leaders were as committed to liberation
as they should have been. "When 1
went to our people looking for
accommodation for our cadres, they would
say to me 'but comrade, this is not safe. We
cannot do this'," she .says. So evenafter her
work

return

from exile in Brandfort,

to

organised

structures of the United Democratic

Front,

.shecontinuedtodoherownthing.oblivious
to advice and pressure to

"belong". She also

remembered that herentry into Mr Mandela's
life, and his extended political

family

way

back in the 1950s, had been difficult,
characterised by gossip from the political

family that she was a young, publicityseeking shyster when she was arrested for
her work

on

the ground,

So when the bubble of the Mandela
Football Club

obituary so that even her
became unsure of
her ability to survive that latest onslaught.
The ANC finally had cau.se to celebrate,

good cause so seriously
by the destructive black
psychology of the moment and the system
alike, and gone bad - burst, Mrs Mandela
got no support from the local structures.
The rift was unfortunate, because in many
ways it obscured the vicious realities of the
mid 1980s behind the activities of a few
young men with the name Mandela on their

Mrs Mandela who

shirts.

Even while the ANC, whose officials

were

sources
in
media
stories
about
embezzlement, publicly cleared her of any
suspicions of theft. South African media

finally

wrote her

most ardent supporters

never

left South Africa

but

-

a

infiltrated

physically bore the brunt of working
among her people inside the country, had

The townships were, at that time, abuzz
with vibrations that freedom was just around

refused

the

on

to move

into her husband's shadow

his release, and therefore remained

an

"Other Mandela" who posed serious support
threats for the national

leadership among a
constituency which already knew her, rather
than the names and faces from exile and jail.
The ANC had also found

out

-

the hard

that her arrogance, brash
outspokenness and total intolerance of the
system, which, together with her brazen
way

-

corner.

Children of Stompie's age, some

older, others younger, were getting beaten
and shot at by the police in front of their
helpless parents and teachers. Suddenly,
up

they had become bigger than the struggle,
Their battle-cry "Liberation Now, Education
Later", schools and homes

them

out

into the

were

spilling

streets in their hundreds,

Whatever they wanted,

they got by force,
They raped because they felt entitled to. If
5
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they walked into a
bottle store, usually black-owned, and
demanded liquor in the name of the struggle.
they wanted

a party,

To attend comrades' funerals,

they simply

hijacked cars and buses. They were also

for a government desperate for
well-placed spies.
They came from all over the country.

easy prey

therefore with

a

constituency base of

millions.

only instructive of the
negative publicity around her
trial to diminish her popularity among rural
and squatter communities - the reservoirs
of the black vote. It became the biggest
The event

was not

failure of the

Mandela's forced resignation from the ANC.
In a petition delivered during the march, the
women argued thatthe ANC wasaliberation
movement, not a

marriage-counselling

institution,
So that whatever problems the First Couple
had at home had nothing to do with the fact

After her return from Brandfort, some of
them made it to the backrooms of her home.
She opened her doors. Often, when questions
mount

about

why she did not control them,

fears of how unsafe she herself could have

been,

are

inevitable.

She showed

signs of physical strain at that

time, with allegations that she was drinking
too much. Faced with the alternative of

turning them in to the police, she defended
the boys. Some of themembers of the team
were

arrested and turned into government

.spies. In fact, three of the boys who led the
arson

attack on the Mandela home in Orlando

in 1988,

an

incident widely sold to prove

Mandela,
original members of the Mandela

that Soweto had turned against Mrs
were

Football Club.
Followed her trial and

appeal, and all the
personal life which, many
thought, signalled that all was lost.
Y et, characteristic of her invincibi lity under
the shackles of the apartheid regime, Mrs
Mandela has risen again - with the help of
the underdog whose cause, despite hurdles
on her path, she has never stopped
championing.
At the end of June this year- and at the
height of negative publicity which followed
her acquittal on assault charges and
communal ofherjailtemi on the kidnapping
charge to a R 15,000 fine (the media argued
that the judgement was a travesty ofjustice)
the powerful Southern Transvaal region

drama in her

-

of the Social Welfare Dept, of .ANC visited victims of police
shooting at Attendsvile during the protest against electricity cut off.
Winnie Mandela, Head

affirmation of the ANC constituency's (most
members of the Civics

are

traditional ANC

supporters) increasing impatience with the
national
leadership's
continued

marginalisationofitsindigentconstituencies

in favourofundue concern with white fears,
The Sunset Clause, authored

by the

Communist Party's Joe Slovo and now
adopted as an official ANC document,
guarantees for 10 years the jobs of white
civil servants in

a

situation where the

civilservice already needs trimming; the

of the South African National Civic

ANC's own members are looking forjobs in

Organisations (Sanco), elected her
chairperson, with significant support for the
election coming from rural and squatter

the

communities.
In

what

became

an

indicator of

a

spectacular comeback to national politics,
Mrs Mandela led her closest rival by 60 per
cent

of the votes in the elections of Sanco,

same

civil service; and GDP continues

to lag far behind the population growth of
2,5 per cent a year, and therefore already
places a .serious tax burden on the majority,
people who have immediate interest in

saving white jobs.
Hot on the heels of the judgement, followed

a press

conference called by a faction of the

organisation representing township, rural

ANC Women's League who marched on

and informal-settlement dwellers, and

Shell House last year to protest against Mrs

an

6

Pic .C Sols

Dynamic Images

that rural and .squatter communities valued
Mrs Mandela's leadership and social work
among

them.

a woman ANC leader in
the East Rand, said after the Thokoza
massacre (Inkatha killed 20 ANC marchers
in the township in June): "Our leaders were
quick to suspend the armed struggle. Our

Doris Mavuso,

people are being killed at the time by agents
of the government. Our leaders, who never
come

here, issue media statements from

Shell House pleading with us to be calm,

Winnie Mandela is the only one who protects
us

...

who remembers us in our time of

grief

.
The women were suspended after last year's

march. Mrs Mandela was also suspended
from the Women's League at the same time,
on suspicion that she had instigated the
march. A subsequent commission ofenquiry
- whose findings the ANC never published
found the allegation of the instigation to
-

be groundle.ss. Yet recently, the executive
S.XPEM AUCillST. 19V.f
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of the Women's

League announced it was
extending Mrs Mandela's suspension on
grounds of "dishonesty”, a word which
triggered international media interest.
At their press

conference, the

women

in.structed the ANC to reinstate Mrs Mandela
an

-

unlikely demand, since in effect, Mrs

cold. Two years after we returned, we still
wear the same second-hand clothes we had

in exile".
In

interesting departure from ANC

an

policy

on

the Winnie Mandela trial

the law take its

willing to

-

to

let

course
Mjekula is not
the favourable Judgement

use

-

strategic decision of simple spite
against the organisation which has treated
her badly - personally and
politically. In
was a

criticisms of her husband's and his

organisation's leadership, she has said that
the major problem with the ANC is that it is
led by people who have "never been tried
andtested by the struggle, hut are
being
rewarded with the top positions simply
because they went to jail or exile".
Further, .she is sending out coded mes.sages
that the leadership of the ANC needs to be
challenged, while guarding against placing
herself in the position of being an alternative;
or the
likely candidate for strong, hlack.
parliamentary opposition to the new
government of national unity.
Her increasing public opposition to Nelson
Mandela's leadership is being interpreted in
some quarters as the utterances of a woman
scorned, following her public humiliation
by Mr Mandela's announcement of their
separation only a day after she had issued
her own statement: "My marriage is still
intact".

Mrs Winnie Mandela who led the anti-cricket tour
protesters at

Airport, being given warnings by
Gattingh from England.
Mandela

Jan Smuts
a police major. The Cricketers were led by Mike

resigned from the ANC, albeit

under duress.

However, the press conference is one of
several

examples of increasingly vocal
support for Mrs Mandela from among the
ANC's marginalised, majority constituency,
Umkhonto weSizwe

(military wing)

leaders, largely left out of action after the

unbanning of the ANC, recently petitioned
Nelson Mandela-the reinstatement of Mrs

Mandela.

"When Nelson Mandelacameoutof prison
he

glorified the role of Umkhonto weSizwe
struggle," says Dumisani Mjekula,

in the
one
was

of the MK leaders. "When the decision

taken

to

cadres

were

which

never

which accepts
nowhere

.scene

of the

was

beatings

Mandela's

leadership, caused hy a
negotiation process which has gone on for
too long over the blood of
ordinary b'-'ck
South Africans who

the ANC

were

disarmed

v\.ien

unbanned, allow aig faceless
assassins space to unleash a killing spree on
.selected community leaders,
ANC youth continue to chant "kill the
boer, kill the farmer" after the national
was

Mandela. In fact, he stops short of admitting
belief that she may have been in Soweto,
rather than in Brandfort, on the night of the
beatings: "There are people within the ANC
and most other parties who have authorised
killings, but still remain in leadership
positions." .says Mjekula.
The cadres speak highly of Mrs Mandela's
commitment to the destitute, using that as
leverage for wanting her hack in the ANC

go on strike. The current violence in the
East Rand, unusually claiming more inkatha
casualties, is an indication of an ANC
constituency no longer prepared to remain

leadership,

calm.

came".

intention
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that Mrs Mandela
the

which culminated in Stompie's death to
that the ANC was unfair to Mrs

hard

people who are being accommodated
(by the ANC) are in the national leadership,
They take their children to the most
expensive schools while we are hungry and

Dynamic Images

prove

suspend the armed struggle,
promised the necessary help,

"The

near

Pic.: Elmond Jiyan®’

However, her utterances are underpinned
by the growing contempt by notably ANCsupporting unions and the youth of Nelson

Mrs Mandela's
to

own

predict. She denies
to

form

a

It

plans remain

rumours

of

an

social democratic party

after the first election

remains

future

next year,

saying she

a

committed member of the ANC.

seems

unlikely, though, that she would
politics, unless it

return to main.stream ANC

leadership banned the slogan on grounds
that it is bad for race relations. The
Democratic Teachers Union (Sadtu), has

defiedNelsonMandela'scallthattheyshould
not

Harry Gwala, the fiery Natal Midlands
ANC leader, has openly called on the

national leaders to allow every black South
African access to an AK^7.
White South Africans, represented by the
national

mainstream

media,

delude

them.selves that the "radical" element within
7
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the ANC is confined to

a

whether Mrs Mandela has

few firebrands,

They

Gwala; and

programmes to

Harry
Tony Yengeni.
The delusion conies mainly from them
believing their own false images of South
African black society: that it is made up of
professional people who beat the odds, a
high number of "exemplary "working-class
people, and a few radicals who can be sorted
out. It is worsened by the fact that the blacks
with

access

to

see

affair

or not.

her

R70,()00 (about US$2(),7(X))

earlier this year, Caap's telephone

an

informal

settlement

neighbouring Thokoza in the East Rand,
housing 22,000 mainly unemployed blacks,
to implement upliftment programmes there
and then export the idea to other infonnal
settlements a growing feature of the South
African landscape.
In just 10 months, the plans for a clinic, a
school and low-cost housing for the area
have been completed, but the programme is

mainly middle class, with aspirations which
white middle class.

-

reality is that out of over 30 million,

professional blacks numberabout 1,5 million
population, while the rest, who have
nothing to lose, are least bothered about

of the

by lack of funds from an
unsympathetic local business community.
After Mr Mandela instructed the telephone
company, Telkom, to cut Mrs Mandela’s
home telephone following a dispute over a

(Caap), an
organisation which has targeted as its pilot
Programmes

Phola Park,

South African media are

threatened

Mandela initiated Co-ordinated Anti-

Poverty

have moved closer and closer to those of the

The

an

as actively involved in
uplift them.
After the ANC squeezed her out of its
Social Welfare Department last year, Mrs

Winnie Mandela; Peter Mokaba;

also been cut

telephone bill
1 ines have
for lack of payment. It is a

suicidal isolation since Mrs Mandela lives
with three of her

grandchildren and is the
the hitlist of the rightwing.
She also almost went to jail for failing to
pay her R 15.000 fine. Mr Mandela, who
paid for the appeal of Xoliswa Falati. Mrs
only

woman on

Mandela's co-accu,sed, looked the other way.
She raised the money at

the final moment,

but otherwise remains cut off from the

world.*

leaders were sent to jailfollowing the Rivonia trail almost 30 years
ago, his wife Winnie, was most discouraged. Having to shoulder the responsibility of bringing up tH'O daughters (and
later grandchildren), almost in solitude, could have never been easier to anyone. She put herself on the forefront of the
struggle, hoping that one day freedom would come to the people of South Africa. At a personal level, fressdom would
signal her husband's return home to hisfamily. It was Just a dream. Things have gone bad politically within the ANC,
and ironically, a marriage that had survived decades of isolation, immediately collapsed on the road to freedom. The
anger built up in her was such that she no longer gave press interviews, accusing the press of being too unfair to her.
However, she acceded to talk to Nokwanda Sithole:
When Nelson Mandela and other prominent ANC

NOKWANDA: Daniagingquestionswere
first raised about you

the 1980s,

following

a

towards the end of
reign of terror by

your Mandela Football Club which
culminated in an arson attack on your

by a group of Soweto youth. Can
comment on the beginnings of the
club, and what subsequently went wrong?
Winnie: 1 had just come back from
home

you

Brandfort and I
which

was ten

came

times

back to

worse

a

situation

than I had left it.

I found the education crisis worse. I

had

myself been bombed in Brandfort, 1 did not
back voluntarily. I defied my banning

come

order. When for the third time, the Boers
burnt down every thing
back to Johannesburg.

1 had, I just drove

When 1 got back here, there were more
children in the streets than I had ever seen.
The

their worst. Our children

were

detention without trial. Some

victims of

were

at

8

it

w'as

:

dying in

prison. When I returned, they remembered
my role during the student uprising of 1976,
so

;

political and crime situations were at
Winnie Mandela

’

natural for them to come and hide

home because

they knew I would protect

:

visiting victims of violence in Dube.

them. In the beginning it was children from !
the neighbourhood, then they came from all |
over

the country.

Pc.; C. Sobs
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There was something wrong, though, in
the backrooms of your house. Allegations
that the boys w ho lived there were raping
S.xPEM August. 199.1
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white

a

priest doing this. I

was so

shocked,

so

ashamed, because of his youth. He was

13

at

I

the time.

ashamed because of the

not

was

homosexuality. No, I had come across that
in prisons when 1 was doing practical work
for my social work studies. I quickly referred
this thing to Rev. Frank Chikane (South
African Council of Churches). 1 felt he was
better placed to deal with it because he is a
priest. 1 wiuited to dismiss it... it wtis just too
dirty.
The child continued to live at my home
after the priest, Paul Verryn, withdrew his
schtx)l fees. The following year, 1 got the
same report, andagain phoned Rev. Chikane.
I could

see

he had not believed

me

the first

time. In fact, he confessed he had been

Mrs Mandela

after appearing in court where she

was

chargedfor kidnapping
right is Dali

P>c. C Sols
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and sentenced to 6 years. She was released on R200 hail. On her

So Katiza Cebekhulu

Mpofu {with spectacles).

case.

and

stealing from the community.
There was nothing wrong I could see with
the boys at home. What 1 do know is that the
police started raiding the house, arresting
theboys and recruiting some of them to

true. I

ho

only

saw

Katiza Cebekhulu. the boy

brought to me by Xoliswa Falati
on that day. I took Katiza to the doctor tuid
then left for Brandfort before the other boys
were brought home,
w

was

work for the state. Some of the children I
had harboured

were

ultimately used against

me.

Some of the boys

who led the ar.son attack

my house were original members of the
Mandela FC. 1 had heard that they had been

on

in

dispute with some local boys about who
had booked the soccer ground first. But no
right-thinking person can believe that a
dispute about a ground can lead black
a

children

to bum

down the Mandela home,

Stompie was a suspected spy. Is it possible
that you, as a leader, may have had to
make a decision on his life, had you been
there?
That allegation 1 heard for the first time in
court, during my trial,
Do you ever think about Stompie?
In retrospect, I would have loved to speak
to the

child. I

w

ould have loved

would have liked

to

never to

to

give him

have had. 1

speak to his mother;

to

help him.

1 couldn't vouch, of course, that 1 knew

theirbackgrounds. They came from all walks
of life. I did not have the opportunity of
investigating who they w ere. If they raped
and stole, they did that because of who they
before

they

came to my

house,

not

because WinnieMandelawasonacampaign
to

harass the

Can

you recount

the events

w

hich led to

Xoliswa Falati bringing thechildren to
house?
It

began in 1987, when (Youth X)-one of
the defence witnes.ses at my trial came to me
and said he had problems at the Methodist
some

of

the children being displaced by the violence.
Is there anything you

could have done to

prevent the death of Stompie?
The trouble is that I
never saw

never met

him. What 1 said in

SaI’KM AutiliST, 199.^

He said he would not go back there. Up to
even during my years of practice as a
stxial worker, 1 hadneverreallycomeacross
this thing. On top of that, he told me it was
then,

the

boy. I

court was

him! He

state

was

properly. He

was

in which he

in such

a

rage

not

was

the first

when I

.saw

he could not talk

trembling like a leaf. 1 do
not think that boy will ever be alright
again.
was

When 1 took him

to

Dr Abu-Baker Asvat,

made arrangements that we would take
him and Venyn to psychiatrists as soon as
we

they

available.
by the whole thing now
that the reports had piled up. I could not
believe that a minister of religion, entrusted
I

were

was so

d isgusted

with children’s lives, would abuse them.

Children who could

not

make any

other

beast

depended on him. What kind of
is this? Who wears a collar on Sunday,

and goes to

preach to parents of those
children, and preaches the word of God
even to some of these children? At
night, he
becomes something el.se. Mostof those
children did not know anything about sex.
But because they were black, they are thought
of as knowing about these things at an early
age.

your

Manse in Sow'eto. which housed

community.

The

choices but

the warmth he seemed

Would you agree that there were
criminals in your backyard?

were

sceptical with the first report. This time, he
told me that he had received other reports of
the same thing since my first call, and he was
refemiig the mattcf to the Bishop.

You

have

just survived the most
unpredictable onslaught yet. What kept
you going?
The sound of the fimtsteps of my people
behind me. Were it not for the support of my
people on the ground, and members of my
family, I would have broken down.

How did they survive? Particularly the
9
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As I

saw

heart

that this

members of your family ?

y ounger

had

woman

a

certain

finding solutions to the country's
problems, they always find scapegoats.
I worked with people like Tsietsi
Mashinini. And that was the height of

of

agenda.

all those stories in the media, my

went

out

to

my

children and

grandchildren and the majority of South
Africa
the people who cared and were
getting hurt by these stories.
I have a w onderful family. 1 think because
of the brutality of apartheid, we became
such aclosc family. My children have always
understood and have sto(.)d by me. They
understand the world of the press. My
grandchildren have grown up in an
atmosphere of trust and faith. They knew
—

Have you
before?

had experiences of betrayal

Oh yes. It has happened quite a number of
times. From the moment I was amested in
1%8.1
me

saw

with the

close friends of mine

; apartheid - to be in the frontline

knew what was going to happen to me. I was
aware of the fact that taking this mantle of
protecting the children was going to get me
into even worse trouble than 1 was in.

betraying

police.

Has that affected your

'

at all?

those days

invited the worst from the government. 1

faith in humanity

that because of what 1 stood for. 1 would

always be bad news. They go to school in
South Africa and have had to read all the dirt
linked to my name

and image. They have

been very strong. They have been abe to
hold their heads up high during the most

trying moments.
the outcome of the
judgement?
Naturally 1 am happy that I have lx:en
exonerated, but not altogether delighted at
the final judgement, because I had absolutely
nothing to do with (co-accused) Xoliswa
Falati bringing the children to me. The
judgement explains that the judges say by
Can you comment on

inference that Xoliswanuist have mentioned

bringing children to me. That
neverhappened. I am very hurt by the whole
thing. This had been going on for four years.
I am particularly hurt by what Xoliswa
that she

turned

viilue,
to me

was

out to

be. 1 took the

w'onian at

1 do w'ith all the people
for assistance.
as

When I met her. she had

face

who come

Ptc

Not at

thing. I think in the struggle, ifs the
type of thing one has to live with. I still
cannot shut my door to people. If I had
sort

brought her

me. The child could not attend
school in the East Rand. She claimed to me
that her house had been bombed

by the

Inkatha

system. 1 sub.sequently discovered after the
that Xoliswa was bombed by the
comrades themselves, and th;tt

other

case

long ago
1988 it had been known that Xoliswa was
as

a

statement before

going to

prison saying you were the real culprit.
What probably happened was that there
must have been an arrangement which went
wrong somewhere. Maybe she went
overboard in the ludicrous allegations she
made against me. 1 never really believed she
was going to be found guilty becau.se it
became quite clear in the process of the case
10

the

or my worst opponents for that
Tltis is what happened even during

a lot of things
dream of doing

underground days. I did
would

W'Omen

when I

was

activities of

working for the system.
She issued

;
i

never

involved in the
our

Were these

underground

children.

military underground

activities?

necessarily from a military angle as
began from a mother instinct. I felt
it was my duty to shelter them. This is one
reason why the government will never
forgive me. As long ago as 1976 they claimed
Not

such. It

1

was

responsible for the uprising. As you
general attitude: instead

know that is their

You

must

be relieved that you are not

believe you were charged with
I have never really bothered

position, 1 probably would never have had
these experiences. It does not matter w here
they come from. They can be children from
matter.

Herbert Mabuza

Dynamic Images

going to jail. But aren't you concerned that
the conduct of the trial still criminalised
you. White South Africans in particular

of

behaved like other mothers in the .same

daughter to

as

addressing Kinross mine-workers.
all. 1 have learned to live with that

Mrs Mandela

;

murder.

about what
white South Africans think of me. They
have never been my yard.stick. Otherwise 1
would never have been who I am politically.

Why did the Nationalises not use their
judicial system to get you out of the way
by sending you to jail, to get you to stop
asking questions you ask? Did you ever
feel that they might?
1 think 1 lost the emotion of fear with all the

brutality of apartheid. I have seen so much.
So much has been done to

emotion

me

that 1 lost that

long

ago.
1 have had the kind of life where 1 have to

expect anything because of who 1 am. I
knew if I continued to resist apartheid I
would have
honest

to pay a price. 1 believe in being
politically. My views are my views.

Sapem August. 109.^
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So

really, I could not stop working and
living simply because of being paralysed by
the expectation of a judgement I could not
predict.

really hurt by those stories,

Star

Your personal life - allegations of
infidelity - were in the main used by the

(Joe Slovo is a member of the National
Executive Committee of the ANC
coauthor of the controversial "sun.set clause"
-

media to try to prove you are not fit for
South African

media, .sometimes with the

assistance of the ANC,

were are at

the

forefront of the most recent attempts at

destroying
Yes. And

your

image

...

now

1 have

piles and piles of

screaming headlines about Joe
was
nothing about us.

ran

Slovo. Tliere

political ofUce. Can you comment on the
legitimacy of that?
1 never really bothered because 1
understood that to be part of a broader
vilification campaign to get me out of the

which hatches

out an

ANC commitment

to

powersharing with the government.
Mokaba, a Winnie Mandela supporter, is
the only "radical" left at head office. Winnie
Mandela has been squeezed out and the
third, Chris Hiini. was tissassinated recently).
At the

height of the storm about
personal life, you remained silent.

your

And I will only begin to worry and respond
when those stontis affect my people. If for
instance 1 went to the squattercamps and the

people

on he ground began to doubt me,
then I would wony. For now, even at the

height of that vilification
always behind me.
You

are a woman

with

a

my

people

were

lot of pow er in a

male-dominated

society. How has ma*e
impacted on you personally?
I think every black w'oman has encountered
this problem of patriarchy. Our .society .still
has a very long way to go. Even my problems
with my organisation, as head of the social
welfare department. I often wondered to
what extent I would have gone through
what I went through if I was not a woman.
Firstly, what was the connection between
whatever happened to my hu.sband and
myself-my estranged, desertinghusbiutd...
domination

Nelson and Winnie Mandela at their Orlando W'e.vr home.

letters from them requesting interviews.
Suddenly 1 am called an opinion-maker by
the samepeople who not so long ago were
.saying I was finished.
The hypocrisy of the white, .so-called
liberal press does not suiprise me at all.
Their role is known to each and everyone of
us who are freedom fighters. I do not think
anyone of us have ever fooled ourselves
into believing we have the support of the

Pic

C. Sols
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politically. Unfortunately, some of my
colleagues were of course part of the whole
thing. We cannot fool ourselves into
believing that we do not have problems
even within our own
organisation. Tlie whole
thing is a power struggle, and politically it
did not surprise me at all. So whatever
happened, no matter how much they dragged
my personal life into the whole political
scenario. 1 knew where it was coming from.
way

press at any stage. Not even the ANC should
believe that. The main.stream media's role is

There is documentation in the ANC about
a General
Basson who was assigned

protect white interests; white privilege.
when 1 see those ridiculous editorials. I

specifically to discredit people like myself.

really bothered because they are not
going to change me.

it suits even my own organisation
highlight that.
And you saw clearly what happened now
when (Youth League President) Peter
Mokaba and myself were threatened by the
right wing. Our names are on the same hitlist.
You saw' what happened. Shell House was
screaming about the assassination plot on
(Communist Party .architect of the Sunset

to
.so

am not

Did you
With

personally read all those stories?
your unnamed comrades making

allegations of corruption?
No. 1 got to a stage when 1

no longer read
the trash, because 1 did not want to hurt

myself. My only
care

—

concern was to
and it is the majority -

Sapem Alichi.st. \W?i

those who
w'ho were

My

name

I

see he no longer forgets to use
"e.stranged" when referring to you. But
can I use "deserting"?

You

...

was

between whatever
-

whoever

happened to my
w'as wrong in the

public-and the duties I had been
resigned
my position I asked the question whether 1
had been employed as head of social welfare
selected to do for the ANC. Whenl

And yet

li.st. The

I often wondered what the connection

eyes of the

not to

same

oppressed yourself. Desertion is
who pcipetrates it.

no matter

husband and 1

is mentioned in that document.

Clause) Jtte Slovo, from the

are

de.sertion

because 1 was Mandela's wife. Because if 1
had known; if that had been the case; if it
:

had been clarified

to me

I would

not

have

taken that position. I would have considered
it an insult. And yet I was pressured out of
.

'

my

position because of what happened
us
to hand in my resignation.

between

-
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There

seems

to have been a definite

campaign after Mandela’s release to push
you into his shadow after decades of your
own position as leader. How did you
respond to that?
Fortunately, I never had to respond to that
specifically because even before he was
released. 1 was aware of a campaign to
marginalise me and ultimately him.
We have been

talking about male

domination. W'e witnessed certain

experiences in the 70s and 80s. The Dube
shootings; where grown men were being
abused by the apartheid forces. When
you appeared, alone, female and
unarmed, they all ran to you to protect
them against the police. Did that not
irritate you? Did you ever think to tell
them that with their manhood, supremacy
and number,

they

can

peoplefromthesquattercamps.lgetfetched
by men to go and stop the Boers from killing
them. And it has never really occurred to me
that this is acontradiction. I am only thinking
now

that you

mention it.

What role did you envisage for
after Mr Mandela's release.

yourself

1 have

never had the opportunity to think
myself as such because were really
inairied the struggle.

were

allegations that you did not

want him to come out at all to

interfere

with your power

base.
Idismissthatwiththecontemptitdeserves.

Can you describe what waiting for Mr
Mandela to come out of prison meant to

family?
Looking back, of course

you as a

one does feel a
of guilt in the sense that when my
children ask me "was it worth it. why are
sense

doing this to you now, you
hardly had time to bring us up". sometimes
1 run out of answers. My children say they
spent their most tender ages in boarding
schools while 1 was in prison or exile for the
your coileague.s
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return to

lead the

family

on one

hand, and

the nation on the other,
Of course we did not envisage that that
wait would be continuing to this day. My
children joke and say ”mummy we are still
waiting for our father. He came out for the
ANC and we are still waiting for him to
come

home",

In your letters to prison, you told Mr
Mandela you missed him, while
acknowledging that you had not really
got the chance to get to know him. Did
this pose any challenges to your marriage
on his return?
Not at all.

literally destroy the wliole family. Murphy
supposed to
have been written by Mohammecl Valli
Morobe's statement, which is

Moosa. turned

me

into

a

murderer. 1 have

been exonerated

now

by an apartheid court.
numerous newspapers started

At that time,

openly calling me a murderess.
Tlte same people who were responsible
for that statement were put in Mandela’s
Reception Committee. They were mtide to
appearto be his right-hand men. To me. that
w as
really an affront. Here were these men.
Right there. Playing a major role in the
release of my husband. The statement they
had drawn
out

come

calculated to make him

was

and find

have written

no

family. Could

a statement

anyone

like that without

hulling Mtuidela?
Do you think
was cause to

worry

the cause of your separation. One is that

Mr Mandela believed there
about you?
Don't you see? That was my problem. If he
showed that degree of wannth to the men

he succumbed to pressure

who did not

ant

There has been a lot of speculation about
from your

political enemies. .Another is that he was
embarrassed by the fact that on his return,

did not echo his ow n vlews. Another
is that he believed that the allegations
which were levelled against you, outside
the courts about Stompie's death. The
other is Dali Mpofu.
Campaigns to separate us started long ago.
After the death of Stompie. a group of
you

w

him to find

his release, what

was

a

Family after

that calculated to

mean?Toany right thinking person? People
who meant to destroy his family totally?
Actually in and out of my house?
And 1 am supposed to hug them and
fraternize with the
that

same men.

What does

suggest?

So there

were

big problems even at that

internal so-called leadera issued a statement

stage?

culling on the community to distance itself

problems at all. That is the
only problem in this family.

from

about

There

knowingthatultimately.myhusbtindwould

do better than

you? Because in the end the men were
behind you. The police were pushing you
and you were pushing back.
1 have never even thought about it. I never
think
about
it. (Starts laughing
uncontrollably). You know. I get woken up
here at 2 in the moming. 1 get fetched by

about it

struggle. They remind me 1 was in prison
w hen Zeni got married. 1 concentrated on
the struggle consciously at that time,

me.

It said I should be isolated: that no

democratie law yers were to defend me in an
ensuing trial. That statement went as far as
tocall on me to relinquish the .Mandela name
and start calling myself by my maiden name.
That statement made a lot of dents in our
private lives. In fact, it proved to be the main
obstacle becau.se my husband and I did not
loisk at the situation in the same way. We
had serious problems about the matter even
before he came out.
Comrade Dali got involved at that stage,
taking me to lawyers who would be prepared
to do my case. In fact, that is

why in the end

he was so involved in my trial - because he
understood the forces which were behind

all the allegations,
Things were bad after that statement that 1
am amazed that the rightwing did not use
thatopportunitytoattack me. That statement
invited every enemy of the movement to

There

The

were no

day he announced

to the nation.. did you

Yes. In fact I do not
all. Not at this stage.
...

your

separation

watch that on TV?

w ant to

talk about it at

No. perhaps later on.

That announcement

w'as

made at the

height of Xoliswa's lunatic allegations. At
that stage, he found it difficult to be
associated with a woman who w as not only
charged with the murder of Stompie in the
eyes of the public, but was charged with the
murder of her closest friend. .Asvat wasn’t

just

a

doctor, he

was my

closest friend.

the Chief Executive Ottlcer of a

You

are

new

programme,

Co-ordinated

(C.AAP) is

a

CA.VF...

Anti-Poverty Programmes

project 1 have been running for

the past U) months. We identified Phola
Park, an informal .settlement housing about
Saphm Aica ST. inn?

COVER STORY
22,000 mainly Jobless people, as
study. 1 believe in the first place that

a case

country's problems. The reality of it is

we can

we

have thousand.s of Code.sas.

have

goingtodo with the illsofapartheid?
How are w'e going to conect the imbalances
in the country? How are we going to provide
our people with housing and health facilities?
How are w-e going to do that in a country which we will inherit-whoseeconomy is in
tatters? Even going to elections, what are
we going to promise our people? The ANC

we can

are we

a

million multiparty talks. As long as we have
not addres.sed the
reality of South Africa
fu lly - the issue of the poverty of our people,
which is

contributing to the violence in this

country —1 believe
our

we

have not even started

real battles.

^

We are going to use Phola Park as an
experiment to assess how we can uplift the
!i\ esof ourpeople in the infonnal settlements
and how' we can change the face of our

counti^.

yes

shall be in power tomorrow. But what

doesn't have

access to resources. It is these

issues which worry me a great deal,
What has

Unless

we

can

show what

an

ANC

government can do; what the future
democratic government of unity can do for

people in the ground, we can really
forget about any other solution to the

our

happened at Phola Park since
study?
We tue going to build a school <md a clinic
there. We will provide affordable homes for

the initial

Phola Park. We want
how

we can

experiment as to
provide these facilities for
to

communities which are totally unemployed,
Do you get material support?
Not yet. But we are currently on a drive to
get funds to be able to implement the
programme. The plans themselves are
finished, and there is a temporary structure,
made up of tents, which acts as
school in the tirea.

temporary

a

What would you say are the biggest
challenges facing South Africa now?
Poverty, violence add ensuring that
ordinary people are represented in the
negotiations currently taking place. That
needs to happen .so that we do not have the
fears that

have

we

oppressed and

tut

now:

that

elite of the

an

elite of the

oppressors,

who do not know what is happening on the
ground, are striking deals on ourbehalf.N.S.u

APRIL 27: THE UNCERTAIN ELECTION DATE
for different

reasons.

The beneficiaries of

apartheid, including
Party government itself. Chief
Gatsha Butlielezi's Inkatha Freedom Party
and his homeland partners. Lucas
Mangope
of Bophutatswana and Qupa Gqozo of the
Ciskei, have moved to the right of the
government which created them. They are
simply in no hurry for the end of apartheid.
the National

For them, any

election date within their

lifetime would for obvious

reasons

be "too

near".

The

practical realities which

concern

are

causing

in liberation-movement circles

mainly centre around the readiness of the
majority of the black voters to go to the polls
in six months. Firstly, there is the
nagging
question of whether it will be possible to
supply all potential voters with ID
documents
a must if
double-voting is to
-

be avoided.
"The Citizen",

a

referendum

majority rule.

A
ever

on

while Conservative paper, campaigningfor a ‘No’ vole

non-racial. democratic elections in

South Africa-an ideal for which thousands

prayed and

even

died.
At the

it

was

height of the anti-apartheid struggle,
common

rhetoric for activists

Sai'km Aixaisi, luy.t

no mean

task, given the political

affiliations of the

pril 27 is the date agreed upon at
the Multiparty Negotiation Forum,
formerly CODESA. for the first

have sacrificed, marched,

This is

during the 1991

to

declare in their speeches: "Wedon't wanour
freedom tomorrow', we want it here and
now

So

.

hy are some of the fiercest opponents
id' apartheid beginning to make nuimuirs
tliat the April date is too near? Are they no
longer hungry for "freedom"?
w

Similar noises

are

traditional supporters

Affairs,

and

Department of Home

the

size

and

general

inaccessibility of the poorer classes of South
African society, mainly found in the slummy
squatter camps

and remote rural

Secondly, there has
concerted,

areas.

up to now

national

voter

been

no

education

emerging from the

campaign for 20 million or more voters, the
vast majority of whom have never voted

of apartheid

before and

-

albeit

are

illiterate.

l.t
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non-government

And signs of Savimbi-like behaviour have

the white security forces do with their guns

organi.sations have embarked on some voter
education programmes, with church groups
expressing a willingness to get involved in

begun to emerge. The Savimbi option will
become easier to access for losing parties

after working hours-an impossible dream,
In the past, the suggestion of a joint peacekeeping force was scoffed at by the ruling
bloc. Interestingly, however, this time the

A

the

number of local

more

remote areas.

However,without

experience, when the UN
practically power millions into voter
education and ensuring the accessibility of
voters to all political parties, it is difficult to

the Cambodian

ifthey are able to argue that all the people
for

who did not vote would have voted

NP has indicated acceptance,

merely postponing the election
will not necessarily solve the problem. Such

cabinet ministers giving their thumb.s-up to
the idea on national television, followed by
De Klerk himself, a week after it was mooted
by the ANC alliance,
There is validity in predicting that the
townships, who have made the tasks of
white security forces uncomfortable and
dangerous, will feel morally constrained
from throwing stones and petrol bombs at a
peace-keeping force which includes their

However,

postponement would only

be sensible if it

nationally by just the agencies who are

into effect new
strategies to deal with the violence all the

involved in it

old

see

how voter education can be

effected

now.

political side, the violence currently
raging in the country threatens to delay the
election. Fatality figures have shot up since
the election date was announced, with July
1993 becoming the most violent month in
On the

1990, when Nelson

South Africa since
Mandela

released and the process

was

of

change went underway. Supporters of the

were

intended to put

ones

have failed.

suggestion has come from the
namely the structuring
ofa multiparty peace-keeping force intended
for deployment in the violence-tom PWV
The latest

ANC and its allies,

and Natal. This would be in the form of a
loose amalgamation of elements of the
present SADF and SAP, homeland defence
and police forces, military wings of the

view that De Klerk has a hand in the violence
are not

blind

to

of

as

and

chaos

be

a

new

source

of

Rightwing protestor at the Codesa

region, rather simplistically declared at a

liberation movements and

Convention.

mindful of the

dangers of a low turnout - a
likely result of the violence - at the next

:

C- Sols
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possibly right-

is designed primarily to
addresstheque.stionofthe lack of legitimacy
ofthe present .security forces, cited as one of
the

reasons

been

difficult, if not

impossible, to deliver even half of what the
population will expect and demand. No

these problems to be
compounded by the tag of illegitimacy.

for the ineffectiveness of current

stemming the violence. It has
argued that until the question of
legitimacy has been addressed, any other
strategy will be still-born.

attempts at

generally accepted that the first
democratically-elected government of
It is

The argument assumes
will

mean

that joint control

that forces from the liberation

movements

who will be part

of the

the

of

peace-keeping forces will not translate
a practical reality within the next six

into

months.

going to be ignored
in favour of an election in April "at any
If the realities

wing paramilitary fomiations.

election which will in effect be the first.

South Africa will find it

Pic

This strategy

Commentators and leaders alike are

few hundred soldiers,

Clearly, in the short space of time available,

April, "even if we have to duck through
bullets to reach the ballot box," as Tokyo
Sexwale, the Chaimian of the ANC's PWV

July violence.

a

which includes members of Umkhonto.

Therefore, the elections must be held in

of the victims of the

than

APLA, whose problems

participation may also be linked to its
policy to continue with the armed
struggle. Gatsha Buthelezi has already
opposed any idea of a peace-keeping force

apartheid.

14

the hitherto monolithic

declared

voting for an extension of the life of

some

more

let alone

delay of the election day due to the rise of
they would be

wants

.scenario the

largest liberation
Umkhonto, will be able to realistically

deliver

the orchestrated violence,

party

a

It is alsodoubtful that the

amiy,

very sophisticated forces behind the
violence. Ifthe ANCand its allies supported

funeral of

-

instability.

termed

On the other hand, it is clear that there are

mass

peace-keeping force

be dominant

white forces to create

of

"democratic"?

a

to

discontent among

political intolerance, how can any

instability

But for this tactic to succeed, the "legitimate

elements" withinthe

government would resist vigorously. In fact,
the scenario would generate enough internal

is the

the violence is to a culture

elections held under current conditions

heroes; the ex-combatants of Umkhonto
weSizwe and the Azanian People's
Liberation Army (APLA).
would have

these "coincidences".

Of all the other i.ssues, violence
thorniest. Tied

with three

them.

peace-

keeping force will necessarily know what

are not

cost", it is safer to assure there will be no
election in April next year. The problem is
who is going to be brave enough to suggest
a postponement. The NP government will

bereluctanttodosoforfearofbeingaccused
of once again delaying the process and
being afraid of the elections. The ANC is

already under tremendous pressure from its
constituency regarding the tortoise pace of

and the number of
important concessions it has made in the

the negotiations

-

Sapem August. 1993
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process

-

and will be equally reluctant to

suggest another delay.
There

seems to

that the

be sufficient

con.sensus

ANC, the oldest liberation
will win the first non-racial

movement,

election whenever it takes

place. In the first

election.themajority ofSouth Africanswill
not

be

that the majority is being left out in favour

are

of

and the

a

settlement between the elites of the

oppressed and the oppressor, will rise. The
government of national unity will fail to
deliver any real change in the conditions of
the oppressed. The major players in 1999
are more likely to be the ANC radicals who

currently being discredited by the ANC
regime - Peter Mokaba. Winnie
Mandela, Tony Vengeni and Harry Gwala.

IfthePACandAZAPOgottheiracttogether.
they have a lot to gain from a constituency
which already suspects it is being sold a
dummy. N.S.b

voting on bread and butter issues and

studying manifestos. They will vote against
apartheid in favourof freedom. The ANC is
exploiting this to the fullest using Nelson
Mandela

the

-

"freedom" yet

-

as

strongest symbol of

the central figure in its

election

campaign.
Cynics even say that if there

was ever any
doubt that the ANC would get the largest
amount of support at the next
poll, the

elections would have taken

place long ago.
Ironically, the ruling NP is the likeliest

candidate for second

place. Its traditional

majority support in the white
community,significant inroads into the
Coloured, Indian and
communities,
a

well-oiled

even

African

huge financial resources and
electioneering machine are

factors which few of the other

parties

can

match. The NATS have, after all, been

preparing for this election since before they
released Nel.son Mandela.
The

image-building around theNPand its

leader, F W de Klerk, boosted by Mandela
himself when, in his first speech as a free
man

called him "a

been

so

man of
integrity", has
vigorous both at home and abroad
that some people may be forgiven for
remembering De Klerk as the great reformer
rather than the leader of a racist regime.
After the NP, the race is really open
between the Democratic Party (DP), whose
programme has been stolen by the Nats, the
Pan AfricanistCongress which isconstantly
promising to pull a surprise and the paper
tiger, the Inkatha Freedom Party.

In this scenario. Nelson Mandela will be

the first black

president of South Africa-F
a compromi.sevice-president in a government of national
unity, or at least a senior cabinet mini.ster.
The irrepressible Gatsha Buthelezi will also
be given a compromise important post.
None of the three men are likely to be
significant features of the 1999 election,
however. Current rumblings from the ground
W de Klerk

possibly being

Sapem August. 199.T

Chief Mangosulhii Buthelezi ahd Chief Lucas Mangope at Indaha Hotel where
discussed the summit with other Conservative Party members.

they
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VIOLENCE) THE MEDIA CONSPIRACY

1

992; South African
been

readmitted

soccer

to

has

just

international

competition. Appointed to lead the
local boys to international glory is one Jeff
Butler, a football coach of repute. A scandal
later, he resigns in shame, followed by a
politically correct choice; Screamer
Tshabalala; good record, but no international
experience.
He is black; he is right. Afterall. he will
learn with the team. The

team

blunders

-

again and again. Tshabalala is under
pressure. Criticised, he gets physical. He
later turns out to be an equal-opportunity
basher. One day. after a press conference at
FNB Stadium he slaps a white journalist
from the Suiulay Times.
The outcry is deafening. The black-led
South African Football As.sociation. which
has shown

an

extreme sense

of

patience

with his obvious failure to deliver on the job

for which he

was

hired sacks Tshabalala.

All attempts to

catch a glimpse of this
history making incident in South Africa
history - a black man hitting a white man prove fruitless. Not even the black
publications publish a photograph; just
denunciations of the e.x-coach without

a

heart.
Miles away, in Bophutatswana, sun
king
Sol Kerzner kicks a woman journalist for

"asking a stupid question" at the launch of
his latest innovation. Lost City.
Not
The

a

word
two

-

from anyone.

incidents

are

an

important

illustration of local media treatment of

violence placed as they are outside the classic

"political" realm. In so-called political
violence, the picture is no different.
Since the outbreak of violence in Natal.
South African papers and TV have stopped
at

nothing to play up images of black coipses.
LS

COVER STORY
and black

black violence. They have

on

published pictures of naked necklace
victims who have been killed and burnt.
then made to sit

on a

chair and cigarettes

pushed between their teeth. South Africa
seen black children holding the limbs
oftheir black parents who have been killed

has

televi.sion, with total disregard of the
consequences. The youth of the people
taking part in the hostilities adds a dangerous
dimension to the scenario. It is usually not
only the young "combatants" who face
danger, but they also tend to be
indiscriminate, placing added danger on

itself

to

copycat incidents.

Cape youth killed community
together

When

councillor T B Kinikini in 198.'S.
with his

sons

Silumko (18) and Kwala (II).

they were photographed, proud fists up in
the air. one holding up human remains which
were

In

believed

no

time,

be those of Kwala.

to

youth in othercentres followed

suit.

surprising, therefore, that when a
of armed blacks attacked a white
family in Bramley last year, the independent,
regional radio station. 702. was the only
local or any medium which covered the
racial attack. The following day and week,
it was a non story for national media. The
price of copycat attacks was too clo.se to
It is not

group

home.

the only reason Chris Hani
biggest funeral South Africa has

It is argued that
had the

is the fact that reporters were

ever seen

allowed to take

photographs of his bloody

corpse, which then made
almost all newspapers
cameras were

the front pages of
locally. The TV

there too.

base inside the
coupled with the outrage of his
assassination, were enough to draw the
Chris Hani's support

country,

crowds who

came to

his burial. There is an

journalism which protects images
of the dead, and publishes the pictures of the
dead terrorists and thugs to dissuade their
followers. The use of Hani’s last photograph
was no exception.

ethic in

Ptc

The launch

of the ANC Youth League.

suspicion or confirmation
being collaborators.
So widespread has been the gore that
pictures of dead blacks - however horrific -

and mutilated

on

of

Black

on

black violence has been

normalised in this way,

mainly for people

directly involved, that in Natal,
children no longer play house. They go out
into the fields to play body-count - each
time comparing the decomposition stages
between the corpses, and attempting to guess
who

are

not

when each

Of

one

course,

are

socialised, like their

traumatised elders, into underestimating the
value of life;

thinking that violence is a way

in

the fields, the presence

cameramen

16

of

has been known to fan the

flames, with mobs attempting
one

On 20 July

198.*), TV viewers in SA and

abroad saw theirfirst local picture of human

burning: 24 year old Maki Skhosana fighting
were

against a mob. mainly youth, who
chanting, kicking and stoning her.

Maki was trampled on and burnt to death,
and two huge rocks banged on her chest,
In the trial that followed,

17-year old

Youth X from KwaThema. who was l.^i at
the time ofthe attack, was asked w'hy he had
placed twigs on Maki's body, trampled her
and

placed a stone on her chest.
"Because I

was

angry

that Maki was an

informer." he .said. "And 1 wanted to be on
TV," he added, simply.

of life.
Out

their cho.sen targets,

several times, hit her with a broomstick

died.

they

Elmood Jiyane

in vain

fail to shock.

now

:

Dynamic Images

tooutperfonn

another, in order to make it on to national

Editors understand the effect

the media

have in a volatile situation. There have
been other cases such as the one of Youth X.
Editors also understand that publicity lends

can

In the racial attacks which

followed the

whites were reportedly burned in
Cape Town, with not so much as a graphic
description of the scene on national media.
Since the start of the media campaign

anger,

against the ANC's "Kill the Boer Kill the
Famier" slogan, calculated to embarrass the
Movement into

denying its history, local

media's treatment of black on white violence

changed somewhat, with an
unprecedented amount of stories of farmers
who get killed by their workers, and white
has

families who

are

attacked and robbed.

Attention is also
tend to focus less
on

paid to the trials, which

on

the evidence and more

the victims.

begun to see wide
of stories on black on white
unillustrated when in July. 12

South Africa had
coverage

violence

-

-

S.xPF.M August. 199.1
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black leaders, outside the less
diplomatic PAC, and no doubt also
affected by the media Images, have also
fallen Into a trap of behaving as though
black life Is cheaper.
...

white churchgoers were killed in an ambush
at St James Church in Kenilworth.
Cape

Town.
At that time, white South Africa had not

recoveredfrom the attacks at
Golf Club and

byAPLA

-

King Williams
Highgate Hotel - both claimed

which had also caused such

uproar as to cause PAC
Makwetu to ask why
shocked when

when black

a

an

president Clarence
the world got so

handful of whites died,

people

getting killed every

are

day.
The church attack

has been arrested

time:

-

-

member of the PAC '

a

happened at an interesting

at the end of the month which saw

South Africa's
massacres

most

gruesome

township

since 1990. which had claimed

the lives of 500 blacks. It

happened as the
were grappling
with the issue of the autonomy of the regions,
and Nelson Mandela was taking time to
con.stitutional

negotiators

address the fears of minorities

Afrikaans

at

the Rand

University.

Again, the

uproar was

deafening. And all

the corpses that were photographed had
been covered, even though they were still
on

the

bloody

scene.

International

governments and other agencies, local
business and church goers, were unanimous
in theiroutrage that South Africahad .stooped
low that

ANC youth are

have of

we

Elmond Jiyane
defying the national leadership and continuing to use the slogan. Pic.:Dynamic
Images
going to the polls peacefully'.’" shed its parastatal image, released its findings

unsuspecting worshippers were
getting killed in the house of God. The

asked the Democratic

ANC's Alan Boesak rushed the church. The

going ahead with

ANC issued

climate.

so

a

statement

deploring the

attacks.

In the

This after making no noi.se about the Power
Park massacre of the day before.
The ANC's response was predictable. Only
weeks earlier, after the Sebokeng mas.sacre,

the ANC had called

its constituency to
protest against the rightwing's occupation
of the World Trade Centre, the venue of the

constitutional

on

negotiations.
The response from the ruling bloc
immediately pointed to the impossibility of
holding an election: "If we cannot go to
church peacefully anymore, what hope do
Sapem August. 199,T

Party's Robin Carlisle.

F W de Klerk also stated his doubts about

was

election in such

a

townships, the national self-esteem
Why was it that the police had

an

unprecedented R250,000 reward'?
the ANC so vociferous in its

was

chasing a white vote it would
never get, while
being less sensitive about
the killings in the townships'? Why were the
church killings so much more "callous" and
"shocking", when so many blacks had been
attacked at their sacred night vigils without
parallel outrage?
outrage

It

was

most recent survey of about 1,000
black South Africans. It echoed De Klerk:

"The

most

voters was

low.

issued

Why

an

of its

-

also

at

the

same

time that the Human

Sciences Research Council, embattled

to

difficult obstacle for prospective
the level of violence".

(They could do another
townships, asking blacks of all
have

ever .seen a

As much

continue

as

to

white corpse

the

run

in
if they
or prisoner).
survey

ages

guilt of the media, who
their divisive headlines:

"Gang executes 7 Zulus", "Attempt to derail
carrying Zulus", which contribute to

train

the institution of manhunts for the "hostile

ethnic

group", black leaders, outside the
diplomatic PAC, and no doubt also
affected by the media images, have also
fallen into a trap of behaving as though
black life is cheaper. N.S.b
less
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MULTIPARTY TALKS: THE ANC GIVING, THE NP
n

I

content,

there is nothing particularly

provisions of the
which the Multiparty

December 1991, these twosides were poles

government side, and for obvious reasons,

crucial issues: including
federal state, powersharing, the

forum which would draw the constitution,

the viewpoint was that multiparty talks must
be long and protracted and deal with
substantive issues, draw up a constitution

on.

with elections for

dramatic about the

apart on most

constitution

unitary

Negotiations Forum has produced for South
Having been drawn by leading legal experts
and constitutional law professors, it contains
provisions found in many constitutions the
world over. In short, it provides for a federal
system

vs

the relative life of "talks about

Africa.

locked into a three-tier government

The stage was

of South African
politics than what it .says. It is an important
and useful barometer of the trend

in which

Three years

government.

a new

down the line and with a draft

constitution, the

same

unrepresentative

forum is still sitting in Kempton Park, the

majority support, what it could not achieve

TBVC homelands are still intact and the

the table would be demanded

mass

represents in the context

which would be binding and then proceed

pointed out that with its

Constitutional Court.

significant for what it

therefore set for "give and

The ANC bloc

at

This constitution is

talks" and so

take".

Presidential system, a twochamber parliament, a Bill of Rights and a
structure, a

TAKING

by the

people via complementary programme of

action. This would also be a method of

involving the masses in the process,

climate is not better than it was in 1991. It is

therefore clear that this round has been won
by those who favoured the perpetual
undemocratic process.

position of the ANC and its

To be fair, the interim constitution does

allies was that Codesa, as the forum was

provide for the later transformation of the

The initial

then known, was to sit for a few months and

twohousesofparliament intoaconstitution-

negotiations are drifting. It has been a
long way since the current forum was called
"talks about talks", to a stage where it has

the

now

produced

interim

one,

a

constitution, albeit an

containing certain immutable

provisions.
Although the negotiations forum at face

participating parties
gives the image of a round-table, on crucial
issues there are really two sides: those
organisations representing the oppressed
and voteless on the one side, led by the ANC
both in practise and in tenns of size, and on
the other, those organisations or parties who
have either participated fully or collaborated
in the apartheid system, led by the National
value and with its 26

Party government.
There are a couple of peripheral parties,
such as the Democratic Party and PAC,
which do not strictly fit into this
categorisation. However, in "sufficient

consensus"

tenns,

their influence is at best

insignificant.

it becomes easier to
by looking at the interim constitution
in view of the well worn cliche that

Viewed in this way.
as.sess,

and

De Klerk and Mandela at one of the multiparty talks: In content, there is nothing
particularly dramatic about the provisions of the constitution which the Multiparty
Negotiations Forum has produced for South Africa.

reach agreements only on general
constitutional principles, a time-frame for
the installation
and the elections

the democratisation process,

negotiations involve "give and take", who
has done most of the giving and who the

of an interim government

taking.

of

for a constituent assembly and the creation
a

free climate for

an

election.

Pic.: E. Jiyana
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making body. Bearing in mind that the
majority of these people will have been

elected on a system of proportional
repre.sentation, one could say this comes

closetothedemandforanelectedconstituent

assembly. Furthermore, there seems to be

evidence, is that the ANC bloc had been

pointed out that Codesa was an
unrepresentative forum, most of whose

comfort in the provision of Chapter 5 that
the constitution-making body will be

makinscompromises.orgivinggainstothe

participants had no constituency to speak of

charged with "a total revision of this

The

prevailing view, supported by
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was

and had been invited

government.
When the process

It

kicked off at Codesa 1 in

merely on the basis of

having been partners in apartheid. On the

constitution and adopt a new constitutional
text in accordance with the provisions of
Sapem Augu.st. I99.f

COVER STORY
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5^^

thischapter".
However,

state.
as

one

reads

on

into the

document, the cause for comfort disappears,
The

"provisions of thischapter" goon to say

that such

new

constitution

as

the CMB may

with will be BOUND by the
constitutional principles agreed to at the
present forum.
come

up

Notonlythatibutifanyonesensesaconflict
between the two,
matter

should

provision is made that the
be dealt with by the

Con.stitutional Court, whose decision "shall

decentralisation under the constitution

binding". There can surely be
political justification for allowing a forum
of self-proclaimed leaders to pre.scribe with
such inflexibility to an elected body.
Another victory for the ruling bloc.
To put the areas of "powersharing" and

to

the lowest levels will result in stripping the
central parliament of power to effect social
and economic transformation. The
government's constitutional proposals
therefore fall far short of the demands of our

people. They are in fact designed to frustrate
our people’s aspirations for majority rule, a
non-racial democracy,social and economic
justice and the protection ofhuman rights of
all people",

be final and
no

Its call for maximum devolution and

That

was

1991.

In 1993, the ANC has given in on both
points. A "discussion paper" written by ANC
and

SACP

executive

member

and

intellectual, Joe Slovo in 1992 strongly

argued that powersharing

was

inevitable

powersharing. Winnie Mandela, said in a
public speech that some leaders were so
hungry for personal power that they were
prepared to take "short cuts to parliament",
She dubbed the scheme

as a

deal between

the elite ofthe oppressed and the elite of the
oppressor, and warned that the masses would
revolt when they di.scovered that their leaders

sharing

were

bed. "in between silken

a

sheets", with their oppressors,
The insistence of the ANC,

despite
rumblings from a constituency which
complained it had not been consulted.
signalled yet another unmitigated victory
for the ruline group,
On the question of devolution of power.
the ANC started off with a strong call for a

unitary state divided into regions only for
functional purposes rather than the exerci.se
of

political

On the other hand, the

power.

government and its allies, all of whom

are

regionally-ba.sed minority parties locked
into one or other homeland or province,
obviously rooted for regional based
government with strong political powers.
In 1992, the Johannesburg based
Sunday
Times

wrote an

article which stated that the

ANC's constitutional chief. Zola
Skweyiya,

moving towards an acceptance of
Skweyiya wrote a stinging reply,
accusing the paper of distortion and saying
nothing could be further from the truth.
In August 1993 after the relea.se of the
present interim constitution, a senior
was

federalism.

executive member of the ANC conceded
that it provides for "a federal
type of
Members of the SACP at CODESA II: A “discussion

paper" written by the ANC

and SACP executive member and

intellectual, Joe Slovo in 1992 strongly argued
that powersharing was inevitable and that “sunset clauses”
guaranteeing
participation of minorities were inevitable in a new constitution.
"form of state" into
to look at

an

perspective,

ANC resolution

one needs
its National

at

Conference in 1991:

"Powersharing
The

Cabinet (or Executive) and Head of
State also seek to provide for’powersharing'
means

the exercise of

minority parties

...

The result:

a

no

veto

by

majority

rule.

Decentralisation

of

Authority and

Devolution of Power
The government’s

proposals reject a unitary

Sapem August. 1993

government, if you
Viewed from this
that

the

like".
perspective, it is clear

interim

constitution

is

of liberation have virtually been forced

in

fundamental issues of the past.

a new

constitution.

by the ANC's Pallo Jordan. In his belicose
response to Slovo. he pointed out that such
sunsetclau.ses would lead to the twilight for
the true democracy that the ANC had fought
for. However, when Slovo's paper came

abandon their

a

Sunday

of the ANC's chief

negotiators, Mohammed Valli Moosa,
responding to an earlier article, posed the
rhetorical question: When did the Inkatha
Freedom Party last make a real concession?
Inkatha's

But viewed

adopted and therefore
of ANC policy.
Another vociferous opponent of

to

non-negotiable.

It is significant that writing in

before the ANC's National Executive for
made part

most

newspaper, one

discussion, it

was

a

demonstration that the ANC and the forces

and that "sunset clauses" guaranteeing
participation of minoritieswere inevitable

Thissuggestionwasshotdownvigorously

government's proposals with regard

to the

which

Pk:..6 Jiyane
Dynamic Images

answer

is "never".

against the ANC's own "every
day", Inkatha probably has more reason to
be proud. N.S.b
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ANGOLA: A WAR FOR NO APPARENT REASON
Tazuary Nkeita

aid to be delivered in
government-controlled areas, which have
been under attack from its forces, such as

Security Council
September 15 deadline draws
closer, a new pattern of events is

fronts indicate that the casualties of the
conflict, officially estimated at 1,000 per
day, by far surpass those of the 16-year war

not allow the same

taking place in the continuing conflict in

between forces loyal to the MPLA
govemmentandUnita, which was supposed

the cities of Kuito and Menongue, in Bié
and Kuando-Kubango provinces,

A

the

s

UN

Angola. The world body has threatened the
rebel Unita movement with sanctions

if it

with the Bicesse peace

to have ended

has

agreement of May 1991, which also paved
the way for last year's general election.
Almost a year after the elections, hunger,

systematically frustrated previous peace
initiatives, possibly believing in a military
victory since losing elections last year, has

deprivation and disease resulting from the
unceasing war have continued to claim
thousands of innocent lives while creating a

does not honour the 1991 peace

accords by

that date.

Unita's

called for

Jonas

a

who

Savimbi,

cease-fire and his movement’s

unconditional acceptance ofnew peace talks,
The

Angolan government has dismissed

the calls

as

pure

political propaganda, and

has since intensified its aircampaign against

thecentralhighlandscityofHuambo. which
Unita captured from government forces in
March, and set up its headquarters there.
Reports emanating from the various war

new

class of internal refugees who flee their

home areas in search of safety.
In most

cases,

humanitarian aid has been

unable to reach the targeted populations as
the w arring parties have failed to reach
agreement on conditions for its distribution,
Unita needs urgent supplies of medical
equipment and basic food aid for the people
who live in

areas

under its control, but does

ANGOLA: UMA GUERRA SEM

For at least three months relief planes

have

beenunableto land at Kuito, where bodies

lie in the streets and have become food for

hungry dogs, and where survivors have

been eating the roots of trees,
The government

has also ordered all relief

flights to Huambo to be suspended, as long
as

Unita does not lift its seven-month long

siege of Kuito and Menongue.
Heavy artillery and bloody battles have

been reported in several parts ofthe country,
leaving unfulfilled past promises that war
would never return to Angola.
There is

a

general

consensus amoung

observers in Luanda however, that neither
party is nearer a military victory, despite the

RAZÖES APARENTES

Tazuary Nkeita
V

A

medida que se
de 15 de

aproxima o prazo

Setembro, estabelecido

pelo Conselho de Seguranga da

do planalto central do Huiimbo. capturada
pelaUnitaemMargo,depoisdeencamii^ados
combates que reclamaram a vida de 12.0(X)

imposigao de medidas
punitivas contra a Unita caso este
movimento naocumpra com os acordos de
paz de 1991, novos acontecinientos
comegam a registar-.se no longo conflito
angolano.

pessoas.
Informagöes provenientes das varias

Savimbi. que
frustrou sistemäticamente todas as

guerra entre as forgas do govemo do MPLA

ONU antes da

O h'der da Unita, Jonas

iniciativas de paz no

passado,

na

obscura

crengadeviraconseguirumavitöriamilitar
depois de ter perdido as eleigöes do ano
passado, declarou recentemente que
aceitava regressar incondicionalmente ä
mesa das negociagoes com vista a porfim
ä guerra em Angola.
O govemo angolano nao so recebeu a
oferta de Savimbi com

cepticismo,

considerando-a de pura

propaganda

politica,como intensificou a suacampanha
debombardeamentosaéreoscontraacidade
20

frentes de guerra indicant que as vi'timas do
conflito. estimadas oficialmente em 1.000
por dia, irao de longe ultrapassar o total de
mortes

registadas durante os 16 anos de

edaUnita.quedeveriatertemiinadocoma
assinatura dos acordos de paz de Bicesse em
Maiode 1991, queabriramtambémcaminho

eleigoes gerais do ano passado.
Aproximadamente urn ano apos as
eleigöes, a fome, niidez e epidemias
resultantes da guerra continuum a dizimar
para as

porque as partes em

chegaram

conflito nunca

acordo quanto iis mcxialidades
distribuiyäo.

a

para a sua
A Unita necessita de fornecimentos

mcdicamentos e bens

urgentes de
alimentares de

primeira necessidade para
as popula^oes que vivem nas areas sob seu
controlo, mas nao permite^que a mesma
ajuda seja distribui'da nas zonas controladas
pelo govemo. e quo tern estado sob o flagelo
suas fon^as, tais como as cidades do
Kuitoe Menongue. nas provmcias do Bid e
do Kuando-Kubango.
Durante pelo menos tres meses avioes
fransportando ajudti de emergencia tern

das

sido

impossibilitados de aterrar no Kuito,

onde corpos encontram-se espalhados pelas

da

cidade,

tendo-se

tornado

niilhares de vidas inocentes. enqutmto se

ruas

cria uma nova classe de refugiados intemos
que abandonaram as suas residencias a
procura de seguranga.
Na maioria dos casos, a ajuda humanitaria
näo tem atingido as populagöes visadas

aiimentaijäo regular para cfies famintos,
enquanto os
de

sobreviventes alimentam-se

raizes.

O govemo ordenou a suspensao de todos
de assistencia humanitaria para o

os voos

SaI’EM AlXll'.ST, IW.t
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government's successful diplomatic

control of Huambo. the heartland of the

initiatives

Umbundu

to

convince the international

community to lift an armsembargo imposed
on

both

parties by the May 1991

peace

agreement.
Recent reports indicate
in the past was Angola's
weapons,

that Russia, which

largest supplier of
is now considering a request from

Luanda for fresh

arms

supplies. The British

government announced early in the month
that it

was

lifting its

amis

embargo against
but Washington,

the Luanda government;
which for many years oiled

Savimbi's

war

machinery, has denied requests from Luanda
even for non-lethal
military assistance.
In recent resolutions, the three observer

countries which brokered the 1991 peace
settlement - Portugal. Russiaand the United
States

-

and the United Nations

Security

Council said the government

of Angola had
a right to defend it.self. And since then.
Luanda has purchased weapons on the
international market,

notably from Israel

and

Europe.
After .S.'S days of heavy fighting for the

Unita to go back to the

negotiating table and
unconditionally sign the Abidjan protocol
which has been ready since May.

whose
tribespeople,
"emancipation” Savimbi claims to be
fighting for. the rebel leader galvanised his
trtxipsforadeadly strike against government
forces in Kuito. in the central province of
Bié. where a 2..‘i()()-strong force has been
resisting a Unita take-over.

But Unita officials
of

pursuing

accuse

“hidden agenda" aimed at

a

liquidating its leaders and exterminating the
Umbundo tribe, the single largest ethnic
in Angola, which Savimbi claims

group

The government says I4.(XK) people have
been killed in the seven-month long rebel

repre.sent.

onslaught against Kuito. a city of 25().()()()
inhabitants. 12.000 people died in the battle
which led to the capturing of Huambo by

those who advocate that the

Amid all the mutual distrust there

important

Unita's international isolation after US

to retreat

recognition of the government in Angola
and the establishment of diplomatic relations
between Washington and Luanda. This view
is held by those who believe isolating Unita
may create a vacuum thereby shutting all
doors

on a

meaningful dialogue.

The government’s air bombardment by
Soviet-built Mig-29 and Shukoi fighter

from

positions in the provinces of Benguela

planes manned by Angolan pilots not only
a time when
many were casting
doubts as to the government's ability to

and Kwanza Sul. Observers believe the

government offensive is directed at

are

dialogue, and to act in such a way as to avoid

Kuito on
August ?i. tocoincide with his 59th birthday,
before launching an all out offensive against
Kuando-Kubango. in the south.
But in response the government stepped
up its bombardment of Huambo. Bié and
Hui'la. accompanied by a ground offensive
which forced Unita forces

most

to

aspect is to create a climate favourable to

Unita forces in March this year.
Savimbi had planned to capture

vital

the government

came at

forcing

ambas

as

partes

Informa^oes

pelos acordos de

paz.

recentes indicant que a

Russia, que no pa.ssado foi o principal
foniecedorde iimias ao govemo angolano.

esteja

agora a considerar um pedido de
Luanda para novos fornecimentos de
material belico. O governo britanico
anunciou

nos

levantamento da
arnias

ao

principios do mes o
proibi<;äo da venda de
de Luanda,

governo

mas

W'ashington. que durante muitos anos
lubrificou a maquina de gueira da Unita,
recusou os pedidos do govenio
angolano
mesmo

Em

para

assistencia militar nao-letal.

recentes

observadores
-

resoluoes.

no

os

tres

patses

processo de paz

Estados Unidos,

Portugal e

angolano
Russia - bem

Conselho de seguran?a das Na^öes
Unidas reiteraram o direito do govemo
como o

Heavy artillery and bloody battles have been reported in several parts of the country,
leaving unfulfilled past promises that war would never return to Angola.
Huambo.

Pic. ZIANA

angolano se defender contra a Unita. E
desde entao, Luanda conseguiu adquirir

Unita levantcocercode
sete meses contra o Kuito e o
Menongue.
Artilharia pesada e batalhas sangrentas
tern sido reportadas cm varias partes do
pat's, deixando incumpridas prome.ssas do

observadores em
daspaitespotleniviratu-recadarumavitdria
militar, apesar do sucesso das ultimas
iniciativas diplomaticas do governo para

armas

pa.ssadodcquenuncamaisaguerravoltaria
para Angola.

convencer a comunidade internacional a
levantar o embargo de armas imposto sobre

galvanizouassuastropasparaumgolpede

.Sapem Ai

ate que a

ciiisT,

199.^

Ha contudo.

geral entre os
Luanda, de que nenhuma

um concenso

no

mercado

notavelmente de Israel

internacional.
da

Europa,
Depois de 55 dias de combates intensos
pelo controlo do Huambo, o h'der rebelde
misericördia sobre

o

e

Kuito.

na

provmcia
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counter

dow'n

Unita's offensive, but also kntx'ked

some

of Unita's vital anti-aircraft

defence and communications systems,

according to official reports.
Military analysts e.stimate that Unita has
more than 35.000 men on the ground, while
the government fighting force is said not to
exceed 20,000 troops.

According toofficial military sources, after
days in which they carried out 60 air
strikes, Angolan forces had also destroyed a
Unita military reinforcement convoy
heading for Huambo, and Savimbi's main
southern logistics base codenamed "Zona

two

Vemielha" (Red Zone).
The destruction of the base, the

sources

said, would have left the rebel leader

apparently incommunicado from the rest of
his

organisation's leadership.

In the attacks against
forces
Luanda:

Before Savimbi took it

upon

central do Bid, onde uma forga

de 2.500

da cidade.

Fontes
Id.OfX)

governamentais estimam em
ja registadas
meses de cerco aquela cidade de
niimero de mortes

o

no.s sete

250.000 habitantes.
Savimbi

planeara capturar o Kuito no dia
Agosto, para coincidir com o seu 59.
aniversario natah'cio, antes de lan(,'ar uma
ofensiva de grande envergadura contra o
Kuando-Kubango. no sul.
3 de

Em resposta, as
aumentaram

a

forgas governamentais
escalada

dos

seus

bombardeamentosaéreos contra o Huambo,
Bid eHuila.acompanhadade uma ofensiva

obrigou as for§as da unita a
recuarem de posi^öes vitais nas provmcias
de Benguela e Kuanza Sul. Observadores
acreditam que a ofensiva governamental
de.stina-se a obrigar a Unita a regressar ä
mesa daf>
negocia^öes e a assinar
terre.stre que

incondicionalmenteoprotocolode Abidjan,
conclufdo

em

Maio.

MasdirigentesdaUnitaacusamogovemo
de prosseguir um “piano diabolico” para a
liquida9äo dos seus dirigentes e o
extremi'nio da tribo Umbundo,

tribo de

Angola,

para a sua
22

L

e que

emancipayao.

the Intrnational Committee of the Red C ross

himself to destroy it.

homenstemestadoare.sistircontraatomada

a

maior

Savimbi diz lutar

No meio de toda a desconfiany'a mutua
: os

que

Huambo, government
mistakenly destroyed the offices of

defendem

que o aspecto

hä

mais

teria deixado Jonas Savimbi supostamente
"incomunicaver'com o re.sto da direc^ao

importante é criar um clima favoravel ao
dialogo, e agir de forma a evitar que o

da Unita.

isolamento internacional da Unita, depois

governo destrui'ram também os escritdrios

do reconhecimento do governo de Angola

doComitéIntemacionaldaCruz'Vemielha
(CICV), cujo delegado no Huambo. Martin
Alleman. escapou misteriosamente ileso.

pelos EU A e do estabelecimento de rela^oes
diplomaticas entre os dois pai'ses, tome a
organiza^ao de Savimbi incomunicavel e
docil aos apetites daqueles que querem
prolongar a guerra em .Angola.
Os “raids” do governo. efectuados por
avioes do tipo Mig-29 e Shukoi, de fabrico
rus.so. e tripulados por pilotos angolano.s,
nao so

surgiram

numa

altura

em que se

punhajaemduvida a capacidade do governo
da Unita, mas também
destrui'ram alguns sistemas vitais de defesa
anti-aérea do inimigo. segundo fontes
travar os ataques

oficiais.
De acordo com fontes militäres oficiais, as

forgas governanientais cotiseguiram
também destruir uma impoitante coluna
militar de reforgo no Huambo, e a principal
base logistica da Unita para a regiao sul
conhecida como "zona vermelha”. As fontes

afirmaramquesoemdoisdiasasforgasdo
governorealizaram60ataquesaéreoscontra
posiyms da Unita.
A destruifäo da base, disseram as fontes,

Nos ataques ao

Luanda

Huambo, As formas do

desculpou-se do incidente.

afimiandoqueadelega^SodoClCVestava
ao

lado do comando militar da Unita.

Um grupo

de jomalistas franceses que

viajartun para o Huambo, aparentemente
pam participar nas celebrayöes do
aniversario de Savimbi. confinnaram

versao

governmanetal

detalhadamente

corno

os

e

a

contaram

residentes do

Huambo foram colhidos de surpresa nas
.suas casas, quando afor^a aérea iniciou os
bombardeamentos.

Sem mecionarem baixas do lado da Unita.

jomalistas deram grande destaque ä
morte de civis, e de umacrescente faltade

alimentos, agua e medicamentos.
Seguindo-se ä ofensiva governamental

Savimbi empurrou os
“boinas vemielhas” para a frente do
Kuito, onde conseguiramocuparopaläcio

contra o Huambo,
seus
do

governador provincial no dia 9 de

Agosto, para além do rapto de 30
Sapem Augu.st. 190.1
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(ICRC) whose Huainbo delegate, Martin

account

Alleman, mysteriously escaped unhurt.

caught by surprise in their homes when the

“peace plan". Beye travelled to Kinshasa.
Brazzaville, Lusaka and Harare in an attempt

air force started its bombardments,
Without any mention of Unita military

the

Luanda

apologised to the humanitarian
organisation, saying that Unita’s main base
in the city was situated next to the ICRC
offices.

AgroupofFrenchjoumalistswhotravelled
to Huambo

apparently to attend Savimbi's
birthday celebrations confirmed the
government version and gave a detailed
missionarios catolicos, incluindo o

Bispo

do Bié, Dorn Pedro Liu's Antonio.

Informaydes do Kuito indicam

que a

também um niimero näo
especificadode civis. utilizando-os como
nas

diferentes frentes

de combate.

Desmentindo
secretario

infonna(,'öes de que o li'der

da

o

Huambo,

organiza9äo

para

o

a

informagiio, Jorge Valentim. bem como
Lukamba‘Gato’, o.secretiiriodas relatj'oes
exteriores, quebraram o silencioda Unita.
para anunciarem que “vereis em breve o
presidenle Savimbi”.
Apesar da sua desvantagem no ar, a
Unita continua

a tomar a

iniciativa

oficiais do exercito

continuum
da Unita

a

em

casualties, the journalists spoke of many
deaths amongst civilians, and of an ever

increasing shortage of food, water and
medicines, which amounted to a death
certificate for most of the wounded,
Following the government offensive on
Huambo, Savimbi dispatched his "red
berets"

to

Kuito, managing to occupy the

provincial governor's palace on August
9. and kidnapping 30 catholic missionaries,
including the Bishop of Bie, Dorn Pedro
Lui's Antonio.

Reports from Kuito said Unita has also
an unspecified number of
civilians and is using them as human shields

kidnapped

da Llnita teria abandonado

terreno. e

were

local

Unita raptou

escudos humanos

of how Huambo residents

em

no

Luanda

acreditar que a capacidade
a uma ofensiva de tal

resi.stir

elevada envergadura se

apoio logi.stico

que
savimbi tern vindo a

deve ao continuo
a organiza^ao de
receber a partir de

“fontes

privadas" na Africa do Sul e do
presidente Mobutu Sese Seko do Zaire.
Mas
ao
ni'vel
diplomatico, o
repre-sentante especial do Secretario-Geral
das Nagoes Unidas em Angola, o
antigo
Ministro dos Negocios Estrangeiros do
Mali, Blondini Beye, tern continuado a
apelar para que ambas as parte.s retomem
o processo de paz
quebrado em Abidjan
quando a Unita recusou-se a retirar as
suas formas das regioes que
cKupou depois
de perder as eleifoes.
Depois de anunciarem Windhoek o .sen
ultimo "piano de paz", Beye viajou para
Kin.shasa, Brazzaville, Lusaka

e

Harare

esfor^'o destinado aconseguir o apoio
respectivos governos em relagäo ao
piano, o qual ele acredita ser a unica
alternativa
para
p6r termo ao
num

dos

Sapf.m August. 199.T

in different

war

fronts.

Dismissing reports that the Unita leader
had fled Huambo. the organisation's
information secretary Jorge Valentim, and
Lukamba 'Gato', the foreign relations

to

get the respective governments to suppport

plan which he believes is the only
alternative to stop the bloodshed.
A parallel initiative has been proposed by
the leaders of Morocco. Ivory Coast and
Nelson Mandela of the African National

Congress (ANC) of South Africa, to try to
get Savimbi and president Dos Santos to
meet

in Rabat.

Savimbi. who faces comprehensive
sanctions and an international arms embargo
if he has not agreed to peace by September
15. may see the meeting as an opportunity
for a diplomatic coup which would enable
his organisation to avoid punishment,
However, in Luanda, president Dos Santos
has turned down the offer, saying that such
a
meeting would only bear fruit if Unita
agrees to sign the Abidjan protocol in its
pre.sent form and abide by existing peace
agreements and UN resolutions.»

secretary appeared publicly at the height of
the bombardments
will

to announce

that

“you

president Savimbi".
Despite its aerial disadvantage Unita
continues to take the initiative on the ground,
soon see

and official

sources

that Unita's

capacity to resist such

in Luanda still believe

scale offensive is due

to

a

large

the continued

logistical support the organi.sation receives
“private sources" in South Africa and

from

from Zaire's president Mobutu Sese Seko.
But at the diplomatic level the UN secretary

general's special representative to Angola,
a fomier Malian
foreign minister Blondini
Beye, has continued to call on both parties
to resume peace talks broken last
May in
Abidjan, when Unita refused to agree on the
withdrawal of its forces.
After

announcing in Windhoek his latest

Following the government offensive on
Huambo, Savimbi dispatched his “red berets”
to Kuito, managing to occupy the local
provincial governor's palace, and kidnapping
30 catholic missionaries, including the
Bishop of Bié, Dorn Pedro Luis AnUinio.

derramamento de sangue em Angola.
Uma iniciativa paralela foi proposta pelos

sanij'oes caso näo

lideres de Marrocos. Costa do marfim

opoiiunidade de conseguir rnais um golpe
diplomatico e evitar a puni^ao. Contudo,
em Luanda,
opresidente Dos Santos rejeitou
a proposta. afiimando
que uma tal cimeira
so teria resultados
positivos se a Unita
aceitas.se assinaro protocolode Abidjan na

Nelson Mandela, do

e

por

Congresso Nacional

Africano (ANC) da Africa do Sul para tentar

organizar uma cimeira entre Savimbi
presidente José Eduardo dos Santos

e o
em

Rabat.

Savimbi, que enfrenta

um vasto pacote

de

aceite a paz ate 15 de
Setembro, podeni ver nessa iniciativa uma

sua

presente forma.»
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GUEST COLUMN

THE PALESTINIAN ISSUE LIVES ON

o

interim government,

August 15 a senior official of the

n

Palestine Liberation

Ali Halimeh

Organisation

(PLO) announced that the 11th
Session of the Middle East Peace

rangement.
2.

negotiations will be resumed on August 30,

Negotiations
conducted

1993.
The

10th Session ended in no

is one with two phases
interlocked in the agreed time frame;
phase will naturally bear relphase, with
the understanding that all options for the
second phase remain open to the parties
to agree in the framework of the above
mentioned agreed basis.
During the interim government period,

The first
evance

could not at that stage announce any

of the negotiations,

Palestinian and Syrian

the Palestinians of lack of

The Palestinian delegation presented a draft

putting

Both feel

negative.

The gap between the

a

resolutions

particular, the Palestinians.

as

the basis for a settlement and

calling for the total withdrawal of the Israeli
forces from the territories occupied in 1967.

than president George
judging by President Clinton’s
appointment of Dennis Ross, a prominent

Tho Arabs have also accepted the formula
of land for peace. Israel continues to insist

Israeli government
Bush did,

Jewish leader, to head the US team
peace
A

that Palestinian land is

There

participant and a direct
negotiator in these talks.
The Americans and the Israelis

insisted on

delegation from the occupied territories
excluding
the PLO, as they could not
a

communicate with the PLO because of its
stand in relation to the

Gulf

war.

this as a compromi.se so
could begin. But two

The PLO accepted
the peace process

years after, the Pale.stinian delegation has
failed to reach any common understanding
with the Israelis because it

isnegotiating on

behalf of the PLO in Tunisia and has no

authority to promptly respond to the needs
24

6.

i

achieved

manent status

interlocked with UN resolutions.
The interim self government

should be

established through free general and direct
elections under international

supervision.

^^d will assume legislative, executive and
judicial powers,
The Palestinian

territory occupied in 1967

is an integral part and constitutes a single
territorial unit under one system of law.

Israel wants to frustrate the whole peace

by not accepting the Palestinian

negotiations.

law enforcement organ.

Israel and the Council will agree on co-

operation and co-ordination in areas of
mutual

concern.

What Palestinians want are the

rights of

the people of Palestine to self determination
and

to an

independent state in accordance

with the UN resolutions. Israel

insists

on

limited Palestinian
The UN has

a

rights.
major responsibility at this

juncture and it is very importantthat it
intervenes decisevely to put the process on
the right track.
Without

responding to the basic needs of

the Palestinians it will bedifficult to reach
an

process

assume

PEC will establish a police force as

a

8.

conducted in two phases which are

This council will

of which will be determined in the per-

major disagreements between

negotiations can only be
through direct contacts to be

—

judicial powers (By independent judicial organs) per the agreement.
The territories are viewed as a single
territorial unit, the agreed proper facts

Successful

full

general and direct election by and

fer the PEC

disputed, not

of the interim self-government,

The Madrid formula was designed to avoid

representatives from

The Israeli civil administration will tran.s-

5.

Israel and the Palestinians on the functioning

communication.

as a

are

(PEC)

agreed functional num-

from the Palestinians of the territories.

Administration entertains such an approach.

negotiations.
major obstacle is the lack of

the PLO

free

occupied territory. The American

in the

consist of an

ber of Palestinian

Israelis and the Arabs

US
inclined towards the

It has become clear that the new

the

the territories will be establ ished through

is still wide, with the latter insisting on UN

position oppo.sed to by the Arabs and in i

administration is more

to

the full participation of the PLO.

strongly the need to change the

responsibility for

A Palestinian Executive Council

4.

political analysts in the Middle East
believe that there will be no progress without
But

Clinton

initiatives,

Israel will maintain

overall security of the territories;
Israel will also be responsible for
Israelis there.

The Israeli response to this is still

Administration.
rules of President Bush's

tions of the civil administration;

end to the duplication of the

an

Palestinian representation.

principles of the peace talks
violated by both the Israeli

towards the second

transfer to the Palestinians most func-

delegation, a move seen as designed to

the Israelis’ views.

and the new

3.

resignation of Faissal
Housseini, leader of the Palestinian

a

government

seriousness.

This led to the

declaration of principles in
response to an American proposal which
was rejected by the Palestinians forfavouring

have been

exploiting the situation to accuse

Israel is

delegates achieve progress.

The basic

on the pemianent status,
the basis of UN resolu-

The process

the Israeli and the
Palestinian delegations on the one side and
Syrian and Israeli delegations on the other.
An agreement was reached between the
Jordanian delegation and Israel, but Jordan

proposal for

on

tions 242 and 338;

major

agreement between

agreement until the

which emphasizes its

on the following principles:
1. Talks on interim self government ar-

policies

acceptable settlement to the conflict.»
Sapem August. 1993

BUSINESS AND FINANCE

NEW US INVESTMENT IN BOTSWANA'S
MANUFACTURING SECTOR
harming Shoppes, a clothing
retailer
headquartered
in
Bensalem, Pennsylavina, has
established a joint venture with a Hong
Kong company. Elegant Crown, to open a
US$3.2 million bluejeans "assembly plant"

and production is expected

C

to

begin by

Novemb)er 1993.

in Gaborone. Botswana.
The

plant, one ofthe largest manufacturing
enterprises in the country, is expected to
employ 980 local workers and 30 Hong
Kong supervisors. Production inputs,
including everything from denim cloth,
cardboard packaging to fluorescent lights,
will be imported from Hong Kong and China,
All of the Botswana production - 15,000
pairs a month - will be exported to the U.S.,

,

It will be Charming Shoppes' first
investmentin Africa, and follows two years
of negotiations with the Botswana
government. Although 100 percent foreignowned the investment qualified for
Government of Botswana Tax incentives
and training grants. The financial package,
together with Botswana's political stability
and liberal exchange regulations, were the
deciding factors in picking that country,
according to Charming Shoppes'Hong Kong
based representative who closed the deal in
June,
Aware of the disincentives

to

investment

in Botswana - low labour productivity,
relatively high textile wage rates and high
utility costs - representatives of Charming
Shoppes and their Hong Kong partners said
they invested in Botswana because they
wanted an African production base to
circumvent U.S. textile quotas on Asiansourced clothing,
Botswana appears to have made its first

majorbreakthrough in attracting the king of
"global economy" investment it (and African
competitors) are seeking. For Botswana's
decelerating economy, the labour-intensive

manufacturingenterpriseisexactlytheboost
in non-farm,
needs

non-mining jobs the country

most.*

MALAWI: A PROJECT TO BOOST
RURAL LENDING

T

he Malawi government will embark
on

a

the financial sector, traditional financial

Rural Financial Services

institutions tend

Project (RFSP) to alleviate
threatening growth in the rural

constraints
sector.

The project is being mounted

following

a

International

study undertaken by the
Development Association

(IDA) which revealed that limited
to

■

financial

resources

main constraints

remains

one

to

become less inclined to

increaseorextendlendingtotherural.sector
in general and agriculture in particular,
primarily because transaction costs and risks
are relatively higher than on other sectors.
"If the

access i

of the

threatening sustained

growth in the rural sector.

i

The RFSP, to be funded

growth of Malawi's rural sector.
particularly agriculture is to be achieved,
(focused) lending as propo.sed under the
RFSP would be required." he said.
An IDA review of SACA activities

by the World concluded that in its present .structure, it
through IDA. has developed a two- ! cannot be self-sustaining given the current
pronged approach, aimed at execution of highandrising levelofGovemmentsubsidy.
financial policy reforms and allow access ■ In addition SACA is
currently serving less
,

Bank

to financial services for

rehabilitation and

;

than 25 % of rural households which form

improvement of key agricultural services, j 90% of Malawi's population and infonned
According to Project Coordinator. Bester sources say it offers little prospects for
Nampuntha. the RFSP also aims at
converting the Smallholder Agriculture
Credit Administration (SACA), the
government department responsible for
channelling agricultural credit to
smallholders, into

Rural Finance

,

Sapem August. 1993

rural commercial investments and assist

the

instmments suitable for lending to the
rural sector", he said.

scale

As

department, SACA
legally mobilise resources and that,

a government

cannot

j further hindered its chances of becoming
company.
self-sustaining, thus making it imperative
Nampuntha said experiences from other to privatise and turn it into a full service
countries have shown that by liberalising
Rural Financial Company (RFC) with
a

operating policies and
procedures.
"It is expected that orientation will enable
it to extend .services, particularly credit,
over the rural sector with
greater outreach
than has so far been achieved by SACA."
Nampuntha said.
The company is expected to assist the
government to strengthen the financial
intermediaries, capacity to lend to the rural
sector, while serving as a vehicle to translate
reforms currently env i.saged for broadening
and reforming the rural financial markets.
Nampuntha said the project will fintmce
expansion of agricultural production and
facilitate the adoption of new improved
technologies, support the development of

either "increasing its coverage or developing
new

■

commercial

expansion of viable small to medium
enterprises.
Ministry of Finance officials in Lilongwe

believe that the establishment of the

is consistent with Malawi's
strategy of "fostering economic growth,
company

national food security, poverty eradication,
off-farm employment, while protecting the

country's

resource

base".*
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SAPEM INTERVIEW

NIGERIA: WHAT NEXT?
comes to federal

'

High

To find out what the future may hold
for Nigeria, following President Ibrahim

to

Lumeett Metterd^n

alliances. It is from these

For long-term

But it’s not clear whether

stability wouldn't the
military want to remain in power?
Already we have got in place democratic
insttitutions that have been working for the
past few years, we have got elected local
governments that are functioning. We have
got elected state governments and also
elected state governors that are functioning
for more than two years now. And we also
have the national assembly itself, that has
been elected for the past 18 months.
So, we have all these democratic

colleagues are going to accept his offer
are going to persuade him to still play a

institutions. Therefore, 1 wouldn’t see any
difficulty in the present arrangement that is

Excerpts:
- On what basis did
president Ibrahim Babangida nullify the

GONSALVES

results of the .June 12 elections?

National Electoral Commission (NEC),

malpractices that were
actually documented in the process of the

announcement.

his
or

role until another election in about 12
months time

after

-

we

will know

or

18

only on or just

taking

us

through

period of 12 to 18

a

months,

August 27.

apart from other
elections.

experiences that

the government decided to create two parties.

Babanginda’s decision to nullify the
results of the June 12 elections, widely
believed to have been won by media
tycoon. Chief Moshood Abiola,
SAPEM’s Fernando Gon9alves spoke
to Nigeria’s High Commissioner to
Zimbabwe, Lameen Metterden.

METTERDEN: According to the federal
military government, there have been a lot
of irregularities in the conduct of the
primaries. The government also has
documentary evidence about attempts
compromising senior officials of the

elections, is for those parties
two broad groups or

coalesce into

Many allege that the main reason for
nullifying the results was based on ethnic

What do you see as
of this crisis?
I have no doubt that

the possible outcome
we

will find a peaceful

considerations?

solution to the

If these

irregularities concern the NEC
why punish the parties?
Irregularities do not merely concern the

Everybody is entitled to his own opinion,
but it was clear that Abiola was leading in
all parts of the country, not just in his own

electoral commission. The votes in the

part

of the country in the south-west. He

anybody will like a situation of chaos, not
even Chief Moshood Abiola himself. He is
a businessman and a situation of instability
is not in the interest ofhis own business. So,

primaries were entirely an affair of the parties

even won

in Kano state which is the state of

1 don’t think anybody may like to have a

themselves.

his opponent. There is always a tendency in
African politics and for the international

situation where everything deteriorates into
anarchy and a complete breakdown of law
and order. In any case, we do still have a
military government in place,

What

were

these

malpractices?

The NEC had set out

some

electoral

guidelines and regulations for the conduct
of even the party primaries. Some of those
irregularities were actually connected with
the breach of such electoral regulations.

mediagenerally totrivialise Africanpolitics
into the questions of ethnicity, religion and
all that. But I think the elections, if anything,
did prove that Abiola had support across
ethnic and regional barriers.

Babangida has announced that
he was stepping down and handing over
the country to an interim government of
his

own

choice.

I don't think President

Babangida has said
stepping down. But he did say
that he has offered to step aside for the
interim government... of national unity
that he

was

which will be

predominantly compo.sed of

civilians and the leader of the government is
also

to allegations of
military conspiracy to hold on to power?

we

26

a

When the
lifted, about
39politicalgroupingsemerged,outofwhich
only 13 went through the registration stage,
It depends on your own opinion.

ban

on

political activities

Even at that level when

was

they went to local

such
monumental malpractices. All of these 13
political parties had to be registered but the
government had to ban all the parties and
government elections, there was

going to be a civilian. But what role
Babangida himself would play ...

decided

will not know until he makes an

many

President

I don’t think

Chief Abiola campaigned for sanctions
against the military government. Do you
believe in sanctions?

What is your response

President

problems.

on

creating two political parties,
has been that however how

Our experience

parties

we

had, the tendency when it

Chief Abiola is very

much at home in

places like the U.S.A. He was for several
years vice-president ofthe US Conglomerate
Telecommunications giant, ITT for Africa
and Middle-East and also he has good
connections within the Afro-American
communities.
So far the

only limited sanctions that have

been announced by some of the Western

countries is against military personnel in
terms of military training. 1 don’t really
know whether his campaign outside the
country, if you call it so, will have much of
an impact.*
Sapem August. 199.T
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TOURISM SUPPLEMENT

TOURISM IN ZIMBABWE
international trends show

urrent

C

Before the advent of majority rule

in 1980,

that tourism is

almost 75% of the tourist traffic to Zimbabwe

has the prospects

was

big business and
of being the
largest industry in the world by the end of
the decade. Zimbabwe has proved to be one
of the most attractive destinations in

from South Africa. The remainder was

in the form of domestic

(then almost

exclusively white) arrivals.
It took

a

decade

to reverse

By

1989, visitors from North America and

attractions such

unsurpassed
wildlife, panoramic landscapes, the sunny

Western

climates, waterfalls and exotic cultural

international arrivals at hotels. South Africa

heritages.

on

the rich and

Zimbabwe's tourist

classified

one

as

hidden assets

industry has been

of the nation's greatest

major earner of foreign
exchange, employer and rural development
-

a

stimulus.

Policies

on

tourism

are

enunciated

government, through the

by the
Ministry of

Environment and Tourism. The Zimbabwe
Tourist Development Corporation

(ZTDC),
parastatal which was set up in 1984
monitors most of the industry's activities.
Its major responsibilities include the
development and running of the
superstructure projects - accommodation,
transport etc - as well as coordinating
marketing and promotional efforts.
The government has expressed its
commitment to aggressively promote
tourism. It is still putting in place structures
that limit the proliferation of the negative
sociological, ecological and cultural
consequences of mass tourism.
Zimbabwe's policy hinges on the
development of upmarket international
tourism which puts more emphasis on special
a

Europe accounted for some 79%
of visitor arrivals at borders and 67% of
the other hand

visitors arrivals, but

provided 37% of the
only 7% of the hotel

arrivals.
In 1980, the tourist sector earned the

$24,1 million and this
figure rose to $39,2 million in 1985. Figures
could have been much higher. This
observation was made by a ZTDC 1986
survey which revealed that available
statistics were a gross understatement for
the full foreign currency earnings. It was
established that from January to April 1986,
country a total of

for 361 466 tourists who visited the country

and spent an average

of $59,00 a day and
stayed in the country for at least 7 days, total

to

the diversification of the

country's economy. Besides employment
generation, the industry has stimulated other
economic sectors including the informal
arts

the pattern.

Southern Africa because of its natural tourist
as

also contributed

and crafts

sector.

The ZTDC is

responsible for improving
image of the country abroad in order to
establish a consumer awareness especially
on aspects that make the country a safe and
desirable tourist attraction. The organization
coordinates the entire travel industry in the
country which comprises tour and safari
operators, travel agents, the national carrier,
the

external carriers with offices in Harare

country's capital city), the national parks
and hoteliers.
Tourism's role in natural economic activity
in international transactions and

securing
makes
it a significant factor in world development.
During the 1991/92, Southern Africa's
tourism experienced a slight increase in
both tourist arrivals and tourist receipts of
1,5% and 9% respectively. On the other
hand, world tourism experienced a decline
the balance of payments equilibrium

ZIMBABWE TOURIST DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

ZIMBABWE TOURIST STATISTICS
Tourist
Visitor

Average Hotei
Occupancy

Year

Arrivals

Receipts
ZS'OOO

1980

268 418

24 196,0

10,9

42,5

1981

372 436

32 664,6

11,49

39,8

1982

331 740

32 809,8

11,5

36,9

regional tourism has been boosted through
a number of bilateral agreements with

1983

276 864

27 579,8

12,3

32,9

countries such

1984

314 383

39 103,3

11,5

33,9

1985

361 646

39 246,7

9.3

37,6

1986

3945 091

49 157,0

6,7

36,9

1987

454 779

54 786,2

6,7

35,5

1988

451 844

47 659,4

6,0

40,8

Domestic and intra-

interest tourists.

as

Zambia, Botswana,

Tanzania and

Mozambique.
been boosted by
Development
Community (S ADC) Tourism Sector which
presently has eight core projects which will
cost at least US$4,49 million. The projects
consist of established joint commissions
specifically focussing on the creation of
package tours, undertaking joint promotions
and training of personnel in the hotel sector.
These agreements have
the Southern African

28

(the

earnings should have been $149,5 million,
Notwithstanding the above, the sector has

Average Number
Of Nights Spent

Ratio %

averaging 15% in arrivals and 37% on
receipts because of international conflicts
Sapem August. 1993

Internationally acclaimed.
Mature and above average in strength.

Smooth and full-bodied with a hint of bitterness.

PREMIUM EXPORT LAGER @
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TOURISM SUPPLEMENT

hotels. The

leading hotels are of international

standards and have been

venues

of several

gala events including conferences for
ZIMCORD. PTA, EEC, SADCC/SADC,
UNESCO, CHOGM and NAM. The hotels
have

successfully hosted world leaders that
and continues to be in the
hub of business and pleasure for international
visit the country

travellers. For international travellers, the

country is fast
the

becoming

a

major centre in

region.

The presence
Sheraton which

of hotels like the Harare
opened in 1985, places
the country high on the international scene.
was

The Sheraton group operates a

network in
hotel put

more

worldwide

than 60 countries.

The

the intemaional
conference circuit and it is quite clear that
the Sheraton Corporation has boosted
Zimbabwe's tourism by promoting the sell
of a destination along with a hotel and
regarding the country as a prime destination
Rafting

on

the Zambezi River.

especially the Gulf War.
Sub-regional conflicts notably the
increasing violence in South Africa and the
shaking peace settlements of Mozambique
and Angola, have crippled the Zimbabwe
tourist industry which is presently fighting
a

Zimbabwe

for commercial
have on the tourist industry.

as

on

well

as re.sort

business.

The national airline, Air Zimbabwe has an

The government
justified this by highlighting the fact that the
excellenct facilities offered by the industry
are provided at a cost which "remains at a

advertising strategy which helps to boost
the tourist industry. The airline promotes
sports participatation for its citizens overseas

competitive

and exhibit at fairs in Berlin, London and

battle for survival.

Regional political instability discourages
participation in Southern African tours and
local tourism is diminishing because of the
increasing economic constraints of the last
few years imposed by a prolonged period of
recession.

Developments of this nature have justified
stringent
border and entry facilities to the country.
Most of the people engaged in the industry
have encouraged the state to progressively
relax or even do away with the current
border formalities and requirements.
Potential for development is also curtailed
through foreign currency restrictions. The
amounts of foreign currency individulas
have access to in the country, make it
virtually impossible to go on holiday outside
one's own country.
For example, the
country's 1993 budget increased the sales
tax payable on hotel accommodation from
10 to 15% in total disregard to the
con.sequential adverse effects this move will
the continued existence of very

.^0

level

by

international

Durban. It has extensive joint ventures

standards".
Tourist accommodation is available for

cross-section of
from

a

holiday makers ranging
rugged camping site to five star luxury

with
feeding
of traffic into for example, European
gateway points.
other airlines which facilitates the
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SCULPTORS^ WORLD
Leading Sculptors, Promoters and Dealers in
Quality Verdite Stone and Wood Carvings
THE HOME OF SHONA SCULPUTURE AND VERDITE CURIO

WORKS OF THE BIG NAMES IN SHONA ART
ON SEMI PRECIOUS STONES
A WIDE VARIETY OF OTHER SEMI PRECIOUS

STONE JEWELLERY
Head Office

Shop 18, Sopers Centre
Park Way

30 Wonder

Shopping Centre
J. Nyerere Way

P.O. Box 154
Victoria Falls

Harare, Zimbabwe

Tel.: (113) 4649

Tel.: 720507

Air Zimbabwe cooperates
in order

to

develop

with the ZTDC
Zimbabwean based

a
aviation market. These activites extend to
other

cooperative efforts with hoteliers
espcecially on the issue of assisting
passengers connecting to points by offering
them free nights facilities.
Tourism is boosted tremendously by the
hosting of cultural activities that draw
together international visitors. The Southern
Africa Film Festival which is going to be
held in October is one such gathering. This
activity is celebrated in the tourist calender
as a major pan African gathering which
brings together African producers and film
makers to discuss the film industry and give
the Zimbabweans an opportunity to see as
many films as possible which might never
get on their film circuits.

and its rain forests, the

numerous

national

parks and the mountain scenario in the

elephants, hippo, rhino and buffalo.
Tourist industry operators are obliged to

Eastern

maintain the wildlife

offer mountain climbers a challenge

costs

highlands. The eastern highlands
and the
area is of great scenic beauty.
Trips to
Fothergill island and areas like Mana Pools,
mountaineering and golfing in Nyanga are
just a few activities that make a tourist
package complete.
Lake Kariba in the northern part of the
country is the largest, and by far the most

estates

and

cover

the

of conservation efforts. In this

regard,
the protection of wildlife has escalated the
situation to an all-out confrontation resulting
in increased calls for international assistance.

Local aid

from

attractive stretch of water in the country that

organisations like
specialise in tailor made
special tours with popular choices including
archaeology and botany, closely followed
by omiphology and ethnomusicology, and

offers the visitor, business people or holiday

otherevents to raise funds for conservation.

makers, sport and relaxaion in many forms.
It is classified

fishermen's

paradise
harbouring the tiger fish, bream and the
ubiquitous "kapenta" fish. Other activities
on the lake include angling, photographic
as

a

safaries and wildlife

tours.

came

Interlink which

Zimbabwean tourism is

one avenue

of

selling the country's culture and its
history.The arts and crafts industries
combined with the series of safari fashion
shows and the
featured

on

holiday resorts activities

the various entertainment

have a limited capacity when environmental

Wildlife viewing is a major tourist
attraction and almost 11,5% of the country

programmes are important mediums of
communication that should send visitors

considerations

is set aside for parks and wildlife estate.

away
and

Most of Zimbabwe's tourist attractions

most

are

taken into account. The

popular tourist attractions include the

ancient Great Zimbabwe

monuments

because of their historical and cultural

significance, the magnificent Victoria Falls
Sapem August. 1993

The
Hwange National Park complex located in
the north west Matebeleland is the largest
wildlife sanctuary and tourists are mainly
attracted to the large numbers of lions.

from the country with greater respect
understanding of Zimbabwe’s
predicament both past and present instead
of simply confirming the stereotypes and
prejudices that tourists bring with them.*
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SECOND THOUGHTS ON
TOURISM IN ZIMBABWE.
ourism is one ofthe fastest growing

industries in the world and in recent
years,

Tourists at

developing countries have

national park

a

United Nations estimated that tourism

countries about 55 billion US
making it, after oil, the
second largest earner of foreign exchange.
One in sixteen jobs throughout the globe is
associated with the tourist industry, claimed
one magazine in a recent evaluation of this
sector. In other words, tourism is extremely
dollars in

32

1989

until the end of the decade. At a time
when local and international capital seems
reluctant to invest in other types of industry
year

in northern Zimbabwe.

targeted as the newest market for
Westerners looking for a break. It was
reported that in the winter of 1988/89, over
20 million people from Europe and the USA
spent their holidays in the Third World, The
been

earned poor

big business and at a time when the fashion
in Europe is for "exoticism and adv enture",
Zimbabwe too seems set to receive a slice of

this

very

tourism has managed to
considerable financial assistance,

in Zimbabwe,

large cake.

Tourism in Zimbabwe has increased
from around 250,000 visitors in 1980 to

attract

Zimbabwe Sun Hotels spent some 120
million dollars on redeveloping the Elephant
Hills Hotel and golfcourse

'Tourism promotes stereotyped images
which do nothing to help indigenous
cultures
express
themselves.

in Victoria Falls.

An estimated 400 million dollars

are to

be

invested

Opportunities for tourists and hosts to
meet as equals and get to know each

by other companies in the
construction of new hotels, lodges and other
tourist facilities. Under a joint EEC -

other are limited, if not non-existent."

Zimbabwe Government agreement some

16.5 million dollars is

Are

over

650,000 in 1992. There

increase this number

hopes to
by about 10% every
are

being spent on
promoting Zimbabwe's image abroad
through a series of international travel fairs
Sapem August. 1993
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The Sheraton Gallery
We’ll treble your business lunch venue options, with three great restaurants.

K»MBA11AR1
Kombahari takes you
into the real Africa.
The Harvest Garden,

1

with its cool, casual

La Chandelle, our Gourmet

atmosphere. The double

restaurant

feature buffet lets you
eat

P
P

your

heart

out.

Sheraton service
you can
your

Yet

Watch your meal being
cooked before you. Our

i

ti

hostess will take

is sheer luxury.

With a seleaion from our

you

Gourmet menu, A la Carte

a

means

leave in time for
next meeting!

3
r

here

as

choice of

Lunch

Executive Lunch,
there’s as much variety
or

care

of

all the way. And with
our

Special

Business
or

A la

Carte, the Kombahari
will be

there are luncheon
in this hotel!

a

memorable

experience!

venues

P

For business

lunches, your venue is

Sheratwi Harare
HOTEL

IMiiHSlieralfin
DDH&M 302«

and

resort of the Sahara.

by strengthening their representation in ! corporations who owned and controlled the
offices.
industry.

Several hotels were

airport was constructed to
accommodate thousands ofvisitors on direct
built. An

overseas

Defenders of tourism make a variety
ofclaims for its attractiveness to developing ; flights from France. Tours of the surrounding
developing this sector, it might well ponder countries. It brings in scarce foreign area were organized and jobs were created
the lessons learnt from other developing
exchange, they say. It creates many jobs. It as a result. But when I visited the area in the
countries which pursued this path and are
enhances understanding between peoples mid 1980s, few of the local people 1 spoke
less than enamoured with the actual results. I of different cultures. Even Pope John Paul j to were enthusiastic about recent
The Government in Bhutan, for example, \ has been quoted by tour operators. "In I developments. The electricity, water and
have come to the conclusion that the | facilitating 'more authentic social
roads that had been brought to the town
additional income from tourism is not worth
relationships between individuals, tourism ; bypassed the local community, conveniently
the effect the industry has on the culture,
can help overcome any real prejudices and | tucked away behind a nearby hill in order
environment and development priorities of
furthernewbondsoffraternity.lnthissen.se j not to offend international visitors. The
the country. "The adverse effects of tourism | tourism has become a real force for world
price of land had increased to the extent that
on the Gross National Happiness is not
peace." Yet acloser look at the reality of the noneofthelocalscouldaffordtopurcha.se
worth the rise in the Gross National Product."
situation often reveals that the negative
any. Basic commodities, often in short
claimedtherulerofthecountryinl989.ini consequences can outweigh the benefits supply, were now snapped up by tour
operators, hotels etc since they had the
a study done in Fiji, one of the most |
listed above,
Tamanrasset,
a
town
in
southern
Algeria,
'
money to be able to cope with any rise in
developed tourist resorts in the Pacific, it
was found that less than 25% of the money |
is a case in point. In the late 1970s, it became prices. The hotel owners, managers of craft
earned from tourism actually stayed on the
the focus of a drive by Government and .shops,tourorganizersetccamefromoutside
island. The rest went to the multi-national ‘ international business to become the tourist
the region, often abroad, and favoured
But while Zimbabwe

a

seems set

to invest

considerable amount of money in

,
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imported labour, with the result that few
jobs material ized for the original inhabitants
of the town. The cultural impact on a society
of devout Muslims of semi-nude Westerners

drinking alcohol, smoking cigarettes and
taking endless photographs angered older
members of the community who became
worried that their own youngsters would

also

Many of the crafts produced in
Zimbabwe

...

have

more

to do

with what the tourist expects
and wants than with any

expression of national identity.
that

taking a girl here is as easy

as

something of a Joke. In a study done on
provided to tourists from
Europe of the countries they were visiting,
over 70% indicated that they had been
given
no information about the
lifestyles, beliefs,
.sensitivities or wishes of the local people.
Very often that information when it is given
is little more than a warning to beware of
thieves and pickpockets, as if the local
population had no other purpose in mind but
to rob visitors of everything they had. "Towns
and cities in Egypt are full of nervous groups
of tourists huddled together in protective
bands and clutching wallets and handbags as
if they expect to be attacked any moment,"
the information

buying a

'

wrote one

At the

author returned from that country.

time the package tour type of
holiday reinforces this segregation between
local community and visitor by isolating
same

travellers in air-conditioned hotels, tinted-

glass tour buses and tourist shopping centres.
Cultural shows, when they are on offer, are
I
:

taken out of their natural setting and become
commercialized. Many ofthe crafts produced

in Zimbabwe, for example,

have more to do
with what the tourist expects and wants than
with any expression of national identity.
Claimed one local artist, "Tourism promotes

i

An

early morning shave

on

the banks of the Zambezi River.

begin to emulate such behaviour. One old
man concluded. "The
majority of people
who have little

from tourism

or no access

are

materially

to

the benefits

wor.se

off than

before its arrival.”
The claim that "tourism

brings jobs"
of menial and
temporary employment that this can often
be. One tour operator in Sweden defended
his package tours to Thailand as bringing
employment to local women. He was
referring to the sex indu.stry in that country
fails

to

which is

indicate the type

one

of the attractions

thousands of We.sterners and

on

offer

to

Japanese who
One brochure
in the following
terms, "If you ever want to have an exclusive
and special sex-holiday which you really
will remember the rest of your life, then this
is a unique chance in your life. Girls can be
hired for low prices for a couple of hours, a
whole night or a week. You can get a feeling
flock there every year.
advertized trips to Thailand

packet of cigarettes.”
Another aspect to

stereotyped images which do nothing to
help indigenous cultures express themselves.
Opportunities for tourists and hosts to meet
as equals and get to know each other are

limited, if not non-existent."
The desire to travel is a legitimate one.
effects it can have on local economies and
Throughout history, people have visited other
industries. In one region of India, the fishing
cultures to broaden their minds, to see other
industry collapsed since most of the young ! ways of life, to learn something about
men were lured to the hotels and resorts of
themselves. When done in the right spirit,
the region with the promise of more money,
with the right information and degree of
When the tourist industry declined as the sensitivity travel has a lot to commend it.
market moved elsewhere, many were
But in its present form the tourism that has
reluctant to return to a style of life which i evolved between the industrialized world
they now considered primitive in and developing countries is little more than
comparison with what they had been doing, aformofexploitation, withfew if any benefits
"The type ofjob related to tourism," claimed
for the communities and people it affects
one researcher, "is usually low
paid and most. Unless the profits ofthis major industry
menial. It teaches few skills but subservience
are shared more equitably, unless local people
and smiling at tourists. It is usually seasonal
have more of a say in the type of tourism they
and often never lasts more than a few years
w ish to entertain, unless visitors from the
as the tourist
industry finds newer, more West learn to be more sensitive and informed
about who they are visiting, Zimbabwe could
attractive pastures for its clientele."
The claim that tourism promotes
end up pursuing a course it will live to regret
understanding between different peoples is in future years.*
the creation of

employment related to tourism is the harmful

,
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AIR ZIMBABWE CORPORATION
PRESS RELEASE: TRAVEL
AGENTS AUTOMATION

T

he automation of Travel
link

them

to

Agents to

Air Zimbabwe

Reservation

System (ZEBRA), is
now underway with two Bulawayo travel
agents, Centrust and Manica, already on-

The linking of agents is an advantage
to them and Air Zimbabwe because

agents can now make and confirm
their own
which

line.

were

After

bookings.
taken down

check

Linking of agents to the airline’s reservation
system will enable them to make bookings

availability of

for their clients worldwide.

confirmed. If

It also

that

they can have access to
enjoys.
It is hoped that eventually all the travel
agents in Zimbabwe will come on-line, but
at the moment this is being held up by the
current laying of fibre optic cables by the
means

all functions of the airline

Post and Telecommunications.

Accomplishment of this programme also
depends on the availability of funds to

a

on

a

by hand

on a

card.

the status bulletin for

flight, it would then be

no status

concerned airline

was

bulletin from the

available,

a

telex

would be sent
could
or

requesting a booking and
only then be confirmed to the Agent

passenger.

There

lot of

disadvantages
like filing space
and the time taken to confirm bookings. It
was also very costly as a lot of telephone
were

a

associated with this process,

calls and telexes had to be made.
The airline

finance it.

Up to 1981, Air Zimbabwe used the card
system, where passengers or travel agents
phoned in to make bookings, details of

k

from

acquired the ZEBRA's system
British Airways in 1981, a system

Acquisition of this system eased a lot of
problems as most bookings could now be
confirmed instantly, hotel bookings could
be made through the system and there was
little filing necessary as all information can
be stored in the computer.
There

was a

limitation, however, in that

a

few

flights still had tobe requested, and the
system brings these up for chasing every
three days, so there is no question of
forgetting to re-request an unconfirmed
booking.
The system also keeps the history of all
bookings as all changes are recorded which
therefore makes for easier retrieval of post

flight information and statistics.
The linking of agents is an advantage to
them and Air Zimbabwe because agents can
now

make and confirm their own

This

eases

bookings.
the Airline's
time for all parties

congestion

which is linked to other airline's reservation

switchboard and

systems.

involved.»

saves

on

SOUTHERN AFRICAN FILM FESTIVAL
1-7 OCTOBER 1993

KINES 3 & 4 UNION AVENUE HARARE

FIRST AFRICAN INPUT WORKSHOP
BEST OF PAN AFRICAN SCREENINGS

SOUTHERN AFRICAN FILM & VIDEO COMPETITION

For further information

Southern African Film

please contact
Festival 144 Chinhoyi Street

Tel: 734077
Sapem August. 1993
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Above all?
have flown

Certainly. Ask any of our regular passengers - passengers who
on

other airlines and know the

We care? That's

score.

why our passengers are regular passengers.

The smooth touch-downs for which

our

pilots are renowned.

The excellence of the food and entertainment.

Above all, we care.

haven't yet proved for yourself the truth of this statement, then one

They know all about the thoughtful, corrsiderate attention they get wh«r

If you

th^ fly Airzim. The cheerful in-flight service of our cabin staff.

day you will.

ximbalnM^

Above All. We Care.
15355
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CLOSER TO THE CUSTOMER

A

ir Zimbabwe is

Customer Services

the

The company says that this merger
resulted not only in cost reduction, but

as

taking off to meet
challenges of what it regards

an

environment of increased

and bearish

competition.
strategy based on total "dedication
to customer service" is underway at Air
Zimbabwe. The airline says that the new
concept "revolves around Air Zimbabwe's
staff going beyond the normal call of duty in
meeting the needs of its customers both on
the ground and in the air".
The strategy involves restructuring the

costs

A

new

Victoria Falls:

a

-

formed.

service

has
has
also boosted the effort to provide a better
service to the customer. A special .section to
deal with customers' suggestions and
complaints has also been created. This stems
from the airline's approach of listening more
to the customer, which is the only strategy
to survive in an environment of competition
and fast changing tastes.
The Airline has launched

brought about by the training

programme

is also intended to bring about

drastic

improvement in the Airline's revenue
easing capacity and financial fortunes.
In order

to

fulfill "the obsession attached

meeting consumer expectations above
ordinary". Air Zimbabwe is harnessing
the latest technology not only in aircraft, but
also in sales and the handling of passengers
to

the

and cargo.

$1,16 million

Key aspects of operations, including
reservations and check in have been

the Airline in

computerised. The old central reservations

a

popular destination for both foreign and local holdiay makers.

and creating special services to
.satisfy the ever changing tastes of customers.

company

The national carrier is committed to

upholding the "above all we care" motto.
Under the restructuring exercise, the traffic
and marketing departments have been
merged and a new division - Marketing and
Sapem August. 199.^

programme to reorientate
favour of the customer.
The

day-long customer focus seminars
conducted by Scandanavian Air Services
were designed to create a high level of
customer awareness.

The

improvement of image and customer

terminals

at

Harare have been

Modern systems are

replaced.
being installed in other

key sales offices in Harare, Bulawayo and
Victoria Falls. This has helped Air
Zimbabwe to increase efficiency and lower
costs, as well as boost staff motivation.
37
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Kariba Dam: Another popular

With the

tourist attraction.

computerisation

sales offices have

an

programme,
automated ticket

progress.

In view of the

extremely competitive

service to the Zimbabwe import and export
business houses. Air Zimbabwe has

printing facility. The tickets will be printed

market AirZimbabwe will continue to offer

embarked

opposed to the previous practice of
handwriting, which will be not only faster

attractive fare

•

as

and neater, but also reduces human

error.

Harare, Bulawayo and Victoria Falls

airports have been fully automated with a
Departure Control System (DSC). This
programme, which is to be extended to
Kariba, Hwange, involves a more accurate
check-in process by issuing automated
boarding cards and matching of passengers
to baggage and faster load control, which
translates into improved departure times
and enhanced
demand for
within the

an

security. With increased
affordable business class

premium segment of the market.

Air Zimbabwe has transfomied its cabin to
two class

configuration. A new class rainbow - has been introduced to
compensate for the shrinkage of the first
class segment. The elements of this new
class will be better cuisine, more leg room,
and bettercabin service. The most significant
improvement involving anew seat, is still in
a

super

.^8

packages to its longhaul
customers. These include assisting
passengers connecting to points beyond
London and Frankfurt. AirZimbabwe offers
free

nights facilities in these two cities,

well

as

port cargo center.
•

•

as

in Lamaca.

AirZimbabwe has afso entered into various

the

following programmes.
Improving security at the Harare airon

•

•

Sub-leasing cold storage facilities.
Offering a transcontinental service by a
Boeing 767.
Offering attractive rates.
Keeping a strong sales service,

agreements with major airlines to maximise
The company has adopted what it calls the
equipment utilisation and boost trafffic ' "cautious approach" to fare increases to
through better connections. Key agreements develop the future indigenous market,
are with Northwest Airlines. Canadian
because it has realised that its future depends
Airlines and Virgin Atlantic. These are
on the development of a Zimbabwean-ba.sed
designed to feed into European gateway market.
points. In the region. Air Zimbabwe coInstead ofincreasing fares time-and again,
operates with Air Botswana, Air Malawi
Air Zimbabwe has initiated the installation
and Air Tanzania.
of a yield management system which, it
To tap the South Pacific Rim traffic. Air
hopes, will maximise revenue on the basis
Zimbabwe's co-operation with Australia's
of the existing structure and capacity.
The.se are only a part of a wide range of
Qantas has turned into a seat purchase
agreement.
corporate activities currently being
There are also new developments on the
undertaken. They are being carried out in
cargo front. As part of its drive to provide
the belief that they will help to sharpen the
excellence and offer competitive customer
airline's thrust to serve the customer better.»
Sapem August, IW.t
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THE ENIGMA OF A POST APARTHEID SOUTH
AFRICA: A SUB-REGIONAL POWER HOUSE?
Guy C.Z. Mhone

A

t a recent

OAU

reception of Heads of
of

State in Addis Ababa, the entry

Nelson Mandela was received with

by the lounging Heads for
someone not as yet a Head of State.
Indeed,
Nelson Mandela, himself made his entry in his
characteristic swagger posing briefly with each
Head of State to give a rather paternalistic bearhug and handshake. To be sure, Mandela's status
unusual excitement

andmystiqueasthemostfamousfomierpolitical
prisoner is beyond doubt, but one cannot help but
reception in Addis Ababa
key policy
sub-region that Mandela is seen

instance. But even more so. the course of current

irreversibly ushered in the impending demise of

economic and political events in South Africa
should give more cause for concern. The

the regime. South Africa had managed to maintain

'chickens'of the legacy of apartheid‘have come
home to roost'. South Africa is digging itself
into an economic and political quagmire, the
after effects of which may not only take decades
to eradicate, but that may also debilitate the
country so much that its future regional role as
extrapolated from its past role may be critically
compromised,

economic beneficiaries and

also deduce from that

Economics of Imperialism

and from recent utterances from
makers in the

and
a

sees

him.self as the heir to what is

soon to

be

political and economic powerhouse in Africa,
The imminent entry of a legitimate majority-

ruled South Africa into the African

economic

political arena is viewed with trepidation by
some, especially those who feel South Africa's
dominance might lead to the marginalisation or
and

pcripherali.sationofneighbouring economies very
much similar to what has been the fate

of

Botswana. Lesotho and Swaziland. Others like
Zambia and

Mozambique, for instance, view the

Africa in

sub-region is indeed indisputable. Not only
highest per capita

multinational economic and political interests
and emerging domestic nationalistic economic

link up

The historical dominance of South

the

in its

agricultural capital, mining capital,
manufacturing capital and white labour, all of
w hom constituted the dominant w hite oligarchy,
The resulting model of economic grow'th
represented a unique articulation of external

South Africa as an opportunity
with an economically advanced
neighbour in mutually beneficial economic
relationships.
reentry of a new
to

currently undergoing a crisis
political economy whereby the logic and
rationality of the past regime of accumulation
and economic growth is collapsing without a
clear indication of what is to replace it. The
South Africa economy has evolved, as is wellknown, on the basis of apartheid. Apartheid
however was not sufficient in itself to result in
the economic development that has ensued. The
South African economy has evolved on the basis
of an adept interplay and balancing of the interests
of dominant class fraction broadly consisting of
South Africa is

does South Africa have the

incomeandthemostindustrializedanddiversified

interests. Thus South Africa has emerged both

in the sub-region, but it also acts as the
mo.st important single country exporter to and
importer from the SADC countries. Its past
political role in the sub-region, although of a
negativecharacter. in that it was primarily directed
at destabilising its neighbours, is nevertheless an

as a

economy

Africacouldpotentially
translate its economic clout into political
influence regionally and continentally. Indeed,
with regard to its potential role on the continent,
Mandela has already dismissed Nigeria as a
paper tiger primarily boosted by its population
size, but lacking in economic muscle.
Much that is being speculated about South
Africa's future role and status in the sub-region is
essentially based on an extrapolation of its past
role and status into the future. The danger of
indulging in such types of speculation should
have been well underscored by recent events in
Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union for
indicationofhowSouth
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periphery vis-a-vis the developed Western

countries and as a sub-centre, vis-a-vis the sub-

region.
The economics of imperialism and white
nationali.sm redounded to the benefit of both,
Possible contradictions in the accumulation and
growth model were in the past deflated by the
hegemonic role of the state in balancing the
interests ofdifferent fractions ofdominant capital
and by calculated effort by western powers to
bolster the South African regime through foreign
investment and exports ofcapital and technology.
The role of gold and diamonds as foreign
exchange earners in this respect played an
important part allowing in hegemonic interests
not only to assert them.selves but to suppress
incipient dissent and insurrection from the
dispossessed majority, thereby, for a while
maintaining a semblance of political stability. In
short, until the Soweto Uprising, which

a

congruence

between its dominant fractions of

political hegemony.
political crisis has
not only cal led into question the existing structure
of accumulation and past growth, but has placed
a wedge between economic and political
begemony and dominance, thereby widening the
disjunction between the two. It may be true that
the current economic crisis may be due to an
exhaustion of import substitution possibil ities as
a consequence of the artificially narrow
consumption base implicit in the apartheid set
up. It may also be true that South Africa is finally
unable to replicate the state-led model of the
new ly industrialising countries (NlCs). It is also
true that the anticipated export of capital to
The current economic and

investment-starved countries in economic

Mozambique and Zambia can
only provide temporary relief for particular
investors and not necessarily for the South African
economy as a whole, and so are South African
exports to the sub-region meeting with stiff
competition from abroad particularly the NICs.
The old props to the South African economy
are no longer able to play that role with the
impending collapse of apartheid and the shift in
Western interest to Europe and Russia.
doldrums like

Impending Crisis
problem in effect is that South Africa is at
acrisis ridden turning point of which the persistent
and pervasive violence is merely a symptom.
The fundamental crisis relates to the uncertainty
about the accumulation regime, the hegemonic
mode of regulation by the state and the distributive
implications that are likely to succeed the present
The

ones.

Indeed the pressure

is fuelled

fora fragmented polity

by the need of particular dominant

interests to be able to

carve out

polities in which

economic and political hegemony and dominance

be made congruent in a manner similar to
to be ancient regime.
In spite of the many assurances to protect the

may
the

now soon

it is clear to
that given the grave inequalities in the
present economic system, a majority government
interests of the entrepreneurs,

everyone

that is worth its

name

will have to intervene

redistributively as a matter of urgency. It is now
a foregone conclusion
that the transition in
South Africa will not go the route of Namibia in
which the old hegemonic dominance has not
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A crippled South Africa is likely to
emerge from the ruins of the present
crisis and carnage. A South Africa that
will find it difficult
to assert Itself

regionally

continenfally

or

as a

powerhouse until its house is in order.

been disturbed,

the route of Zimbabwe in

nor

which the old order has continued albeit under

a

political hegemony that wishes to
simultaneously hegemonise it and to be part of it
and in which the reconciliation of parties
representing the interests of the masses has been
achieved to a large degree.
South Africa's
impending denouement seems to pose a
frightening combination of the Yugoslavian and
new

Soviet Union scenarios;

an outcome

that will

unequivocally underscore the hideousness of
the consequences of apartheid that had been
hidden underthe veil of fascist'political
stability'.
In order for South Africa to leave up to

its past
political role as a sub-regional
power house, a new majority government will
have to accomplish an indomitable task. It will

economic and

have to harness dominant class forces under its

hegemony while simultaneously fulfilling the
hitherto unmet needs of the masses; and it will
have

to

contain deviant black and white drives to

create more

articulated sub-nationalities in

ingenious political dispensation.

an

Thus it will

have to balance the needs of domestic

capital,
capital, white workers, black
workers, black unemployed, marginalised
peasants in Bantustans. migrant workers and
power-hungry ethnic and racial minorities in a
international

manner

with

that

ensures

accumulation and growth

equity.

Recent events suggest that this balancing act
will be an indomitable task for any government,
at

least for the

future.

A

crippled South
from the ruins of the
present crisis and carnage. A South Africa that
will find it difficult to assert itself regionally or
continentally as a powerhouse until its house is
in order. Indeed, one possible economic basis
for South Africa's regional role, that of a subcentre in an
economically integrated subgrouping is increasingly being undermined
simultaneously by the equivocation of member
countries over strengthening and harmonising
SADC and PTA and by the increased
Africa is

likely

near

to emerge

reinforcement of ties between the West and
individual countries in the
structural

sub-region through
adjustment and stabilisation measures.*

The crisis and carnage continues.
disjunctions between the accumulation regime,
the growth model, and the regulation regime can
be found in Stephen Gelb (editor) South Africa’s
economic Crisis (David Phillip Publishers.
ClaremontS.A.. 1991). Theinterplayoffractions
of dominant classes, race, the hegemonic role of
the state and the evolution of the economy is
analysed by Bernard Magubane. T/ie Po/imW
Economy of Race and Class (Monthly Review
Press. N.Y.. 1979). in Merel Lipton. Capitalism
and Apartheid. South Africa 1910-1986
(Wildwood House Ltd.. Aldershot. U.K.. 1986.
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INTEGRATING BLACKS INTO THE SOUTH
AFRICAN ECONOMY
Bethuel Setai
!
objective of this paper is to discuss The contribution of exports to Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) in percentage terms declined
the employment problem in South
from 3.8 percent in 1988 to 1.2 per cent in 1991.
Africa highlighting policy biases against
All the major sectors ofthe economy are declining
employment growth, and efforts toward
employment generation focusing in a limited and the prognosis is not good largely due to an
increasing budget deficit and declining foreign
way on the role of the National Economic Forum
(NEF) with its constituent members, the i reserves. The budget deficit mirror macroimbalances fuelled by violence, economic
government, business and labour. In a significant
sanctions
and political uncertainty.
way, the transition process is concerned with
Tables 1
2 provide further analysis of GDP.
short-term employment issues. Issues of longterm concern involving equity and access to
I Average annual real GDP growth amounted to
productive resources seems to have been pushed 0,7 per cent during the period 1982-92 as
indicated in Table 1. Real GDP growth showed
into the background.
checkered performance over the period showing
The Gini Coefficient is a measure of income
inequality and therefore mirrors the extent of highs of 5,1 % in 1984 and plummeting to zero in
1986. The fall in per capita terms is indicated in
poverty in the country. The Carnegie Report of
Table 2. The per capita growth rates showed
1989 showed that South Africa had the highest
Gini coefficient compared to industriali.sed
insignificant change between I960 and 1992.

T

he

-

0.66 for

Western countries. This measure was

compared to a range of 0.35 - 0.40
the Western countries (Wilson Francis and

South Africa
for

The value for 1960
was

population earned
two-thirds of total income in the country. And in
the same year, research pointed to 66 per cent of
the Africans living below minimum living

constituted one-sixth of the

R2769 and that for 1992

estimated at R3340 a mere 0,20 growth rate.

Mamphele Ramphele, 1992:4). The same report
indicated that in terms of 1980, whites who

was

TABLE 1

1982

0.4

1983

1,8

findings

1984

internationally that greater income equality is
achieved as economic growth occurs. This was
not possible in South Africa where restrictive
laws operated against income earning
opportunities for blacks. When Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) is expressed in terms of income
distribution to factors of production, the black
majority earned only wages. Insignificant

1985

5,1
1,2
0,0

countries

supports

empirical

numbers earned income in the form of interest,

dividends, rent and profits. All these
income were accessible to whites by

forms of
virtue of

1986

1989

2,2
4.2
2,3

1990

0,5

1991

0,6

1992*

1,5

1987
1988

♦ESTIMATE

The need to address poverty comes at

the time

has lost capacity to produce
and hence, to meet challenges that lieahead. The
South African Bank Quarterly Bulletin of 1992
shows percentage decline in private consumption
from 5.2 percent in 1988 to minus 0.2 percent in

when the economy

1991. Gross fixed investment declined from 8.9

percent in 1988 to

minus 8.4
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per cent

in 1991.

I per cent

as a

ratio of GDP declined

in the second quarter of 1992
TABLE 2

Change in Real GDP/Capita Rates
1960- 1992

1985-100
REAL GDP/CAPITA

YEAR

1960

R2 769

1963

R3 027

1966

R3 331

1969

R3 588

1972

R3 703

1975

R3 886

1978

R3 762

1981

R4 055

1984

R3 844

1987

R3 613

1990

R5 585

1992*

R3 340

Living Standards per capita back to 1966
leveis". Finance Week. Oct 1-7, 1992, p. 10.

compared with the average ratios of 14 percent
in 1970 and 8 pter cent in the 1980s. The result is
that the amount of capital stock has been deci ining
TABLE 3

Ratios of Gross Domestic Fixed

Investment to Gross Domestic
Product and

Savings as a Ratio
Gross Domestic Product
Gdfi/gdp

Savings/gdp

1977

28.0

27,5

1980

26,6
24,4
19,9
18.2

35,1

YEAR

Source: "Wasteland Closer, South

Living Standards per capita back to 1966
10.

levels". Finance Week, Oct 1-7, 1992, p.

1984

growing inequalities as
already indicated earlier.

These values mask the

South Africa is trapped in a spiral of economic
decline due to a secular decline in gross domestic
fixed investment

as a

of

Africa's

ownership of capital, land and other assets.
Macroeconomic Performance
and Constraints

to

*FW ESTIMATE
Source: "Wasteland Closer, South Africa's

1982- 1992
REAL GDP

The low Gini coefficients for industrialised

According to the Reserve Bank, net

Growth Rates in Real GDP

YEAR

standards.

investment.

domestic investment

ratio of gross

domestic

product (Gdfi/gdp) as well as the decline in
savings as a ratio of gross domestic product (s/
gdp) as indicated in Table 3.
A greater proportion of current investment is
for replacement of machinery rather than new

1988
1991

22.5
22,9
18,8

Source: "Wasteland Closer, South Africa's

Living Standards per capita back to 1966
levels". Finance Week, Oct 1-7, 1992, p. 11.

while most of it has been

growing old.
high proportion of savings is contractual
largely in the form of pensions with the result
A
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that

savings are dominated by a few institutions
which dominate the market. Such .savings are not

TABLE 4

necessarily channelled in directions that would
contribute toward breaking the poverty cycle. In
other

words,

the

WHO BOUGHT WHAT?

offinancial

structure

S A

Company

intennediation in South Africa favours the formal
sector with

the result that the

the bulk of

savers

remain

population fonning
marginalised in terms

Sappi
Mondi

Capital (light by South African companies
makes remote the possibility of recovery. In the
last two years, about R6,5 million was invested
abroad by South African companies through the
financial rand alone. Some of these companies

June-Nov 92

560

Mar 92

Circle which sold its South African interests

Nov 92

H. Ansbacher

Voltex

142

Bennet & Fountain (UK)

Murray and Roberts. B. Elliot sold its interest in
to Nueva Holdings.

Estimates by the London School's Economic
Centre forthe Study of S. A. Economy (0//(/;7c;7v

Report. November 1992) estimate that only
USSI.5 billion

was

invested in South Africa

since 1989.

200

330-490

Nov 92

Standard

212

Nov 92

M-Net

260

Feb 92

FilmNet (France)

Investec

185

Oct 92

Allied Tru.si Bank (UK)

Liberty

774

urgent
issues

political and economic future of the country,
Negotiations are on course, but could be
threatened by many external elements on the left
and right political spectrum. Potential investors
are equally concerned about
policies to be
followed in the post-election period especially
those concerning the development of the small
business sector and expenditure on social
upliftment. At the policy level, transparencyis
needed in terms of protective policies, change in
tax structure, cooperation of trade unions and
regional policies. Given the level of violence and
subsequent uncertainty, none of the stakeholders
is giving sufficient attention to these issues.

Employment Issues
The demonstration effect has

a

lot to do with

May 91
(Buys Richemont holding)

problem that mu.st be solved before other
are

attended to. In the short-run. the

is expected to provide for the economic
upliftment of 17 million people who live below

economy

the minimum subsistence level and 6 million
who

Business confidence is affected by an uncertain

are

unemployed.

The vulnerability of the economy may cause a
convergence of thought between the left and the
center on the direction the economy may

take in
the short run. Sound economic management
requires that the country have a sustainable budget
deficit at least, in order to avoid balance of
payments deficit and to avoid inflation. In this
regard, the manner in which labour generation
projects are financed will be critical. If they are
financedby printing new money, they will cause
an unsustainable budget deficit and may have to
be abandoned. If they are financed by
unsustainable loans, local or foreign, debt crisis
might develop requiring structural adjustment,
In the short run. structural adjustment
programmes will reverse the gains of employment
programmes.
Policies biased

against employment restricted

the low level of savings

income earning opportunities for blacks. Interest

investment.

kept deliberately low to encourage
saving techniques and low wages for
themajority of the black work force made it
possible for industry to adopt capital intensive
techniques from reali.sed savings. An overvalued
currency especially in the earlier years kept the
exchange rate artifically high and made it possible
for entrepreneurs to import capital goods.
Re.search on appropriate technologies and labour
techniques hardly attracted interest despite labour

by the household sector.
This phenomena is very common in South Africa
where high income groups compete on the
purchase of cars, homes and holiday houses.
With the acceptance of South Africa
internationally, competition for international
travel is Just starting and it can be expected to
intensify. Consequently, unless the savings by
the household sector improves, small and medium
size enterprises may continue to be strappied for
The fragility of the economy and its
susceptibility to internal unrest and international
.sanctions may be a constraining factor to reform.
Unemployment is emerging increasingly as an
44

(UK)

Sep 92
Sep 92

Bibby (IK), Right Issue
Chemplex (Australia)
ANZ African Bank Ops

Transatlantic (UK)

Fmrand: From: Back to the Rubicon. Financial Mail Volume 126, No. 10, December 4, 1992,
p.

to

Goldfields Industrial

Paper (Germany)

Frantschsach (Austria)
Del Monte Foods (UK)

Nov-Dec 92

interests abroad, large

international companies
divesting. These include UK's Blue

Hanover

413

Barlowa

While South African companies are purchasing

l.7bn

2,1 bn

Sentrachem

shown in Table 4.

also

Purchase

FNB

Royal

Capital Flight

are

Date
RM

of loan grants.

are

Value

rates were

labour

abundance in the economy.
There is a need to recognise

that as a way out.
in the productive
sectors using labour-intensive techniques. It is a
we

need to increase employment

21.

well-known fact that between 1976 and 1988.
the South African

manufacturing sectorfailed to
largely due to the employment of
labour saving techniques. (Brian Levy, 1992:i).
According to Levy, between 1976 and 1981,

generate jobs

manufacturing value added expanded at an
average rate of 6.1 per cent while employment
grew at only 1.4 annually. The country needs an
employment strategy. Below we raise some issues
related to the employment crisis and highlight
arrangements on efforts to address it.
No new investment is taking place as a result
of political uncertainty. Private investors are
reluctant to risk their capital under such
circumstances. The private sector is unlikely to
contribute toward employment generation unless
the government supports it in some rational way.
The private sector, with a few exceptions, has
depended directly or indirectly on government
subsidies and assistance. The National Economic
Forum argues that the government should
spearhead investment in a manner that will
encouragecomplimentary business activity with
high employment potential.
The Nonnative Economic Model recognises
the need to increase investment from a gross of
19.4 per cent of GDP in 1993 to 28.4 per cent in
1987. The model also proposes the use of labour
using techniques. The criticism one can level on
this point is that no new investment is taking
place as a result of political uncertainty. Private
investors are reluctant to risk their capital under
such circumstances. Consequently, it would make
sense if inthe short run the government could
introduce contingency plans to take the lead
eitherby investing directly or selectively offering
guarantees to investors. Unfortunately, sectors
in which the government is taking the lead such
as Mossagas are not
employment generating.
Sapem August, 1993
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Trade

Regime

has in the past followed a
highly protective trade regime focusing on an
import substitution strategy. The primary
objective of such a strategy was to protect white
jobs while wages paid to blacks were kept at a
minimum. High levels of effective protection
quotas were maintained as a further protection to
The government

industry.
While South Africa's trade policy has high
import tariffs and export incentives, it has not
been

empirically determined whether the

economy is inward or outward oriented. Most
economists accept it as being inward oriented.

inward or outward oriented
mean that the country
should have zero tari ffs and no export incentives.
Policies may be highly interventionist, with high
rates of protectin for both exports and imports.
For an economy to be
it does not

I

The

nece.ssarily

of trade orientation is the ratio of

measure

import protection to export protection. If the
ratio is one, the trade regime is neutral or outwardoriented. If it is greater

than

oriented and if it is less than

it is inward

one,
one,

it is export
Labour unions do not

oriented.

important to detennine the trade
policy on

It is very

orientation of South Africa to infomi

protection and employment policies to be
adopted. Pressure is being applied on South
Africa by GATT to abandon its protective trade
regime to enable it to be more competitive
internationally. Trade liberalisation can be
achieved through a better understanding of the
structure of the trade regime.

always support subcontracting especially when they

Pic.: Elmond

Jiyane
Dynamic Images

perceive it to be against their interests.
industry, becau.se of its seasonality, cannot be
expected to provide a stable labour force.

Consequently.inorderforemploymenttobenefit
from trade, new industries likely to becompetitive
internationally will have to be developed.

be implemented in the future
avoid segmenting the market further.

programmes to
must

try to

EMPLOYMENT STRATEGIES
National Economic Forum
The

employment problem and strategies to
are on the top of the agenda at the

address it

Employment and

National Economic Forum (NEF). The NEF was

Government Institutions

widely accepted as an

established in October 1992 to provide a

the 19.‘i()s. tbe country
strove to maintain a neutral trade regime by
raising export incentives just enough to counter
the negative effects of trade protection. In

instrument of affimiative action for whites.
Between 1987 - 1989. an average of I.S percent
of the economically active population in South

AfricawasemployedinthepublicsectortS.Van

mechanism through which major stakeholders
could address economic issues and seek
consensus on their resolution. The NEF has two
working groups which are the Short Term

addition. South Korea initiated measures to

policy adjustments provided the background to

derWalt. 1992: 12).
All key positions in the civil service are held
by whites as part of the affinnative action. The

on

the miracles of the 1960s and 197()s. Thus in

South African Race Relations Institute

The lesson South Africa can leant from South
Korea is that

as

early

as

reduce the level of tariffs

terms

across

board. These

managing the trade regime, llexibility
be the guiding principle.

of

should

The civil service is

shows that of 829 magistrates in South Africa 98
percent were white, while only 2 or0.2 percent

The

Employment

linkages of trade strategies ofemployment

detennine. Neoclassical
theory holds that trade increases economic
growth, and as a result, is dependent on the types
of exports and the technology used. The mining
industry in South Africa is amajorexport activity
and in the earlier years contributed toward
employment creation. In the latter years the
industry became capital intensive as it adopted
labour saving techniques. Presently, the industry
is declining and projections are that more labour
retrenchments can be expected. The forestry
industry in which South Africa has comparative
advantage is also capital intensive. The citrus

creation

are

not easy

to
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Working Group (LTWG). The STWG focuses

issues requiring immediate attention and short

term

delivery while the LTWG addresses longer

development policy
issues. Recognition is made that short term

term macro-economic and

regional prosecutors,
white while 41 (.2,8%) were

decisions must be sustainable in the medium and
long term. Business, labour and government are

black. Ofthe .22.29 top civil servants. .2075 (9.2%)

members of the NEF and each is entitled to ten

were

Trade and

data'

Working Group (STWG) and the Long Term

black. Of the 1069

9.^8 (88%) were

were

white while 146 (4,.2%) were black,

Parastatals have also served as instruments of

affirmative action. Professor Sampie Terblance.
(1987:2) reports that the NationalistParty has
over the years had the objective of maintaining
the South African State as a Welfare State for the
Afrikanerby promulgating discriminatory laws.
Economic theory warns against discriminatory
legislation because of the inefficiency it
introduces in the economy. The result is that the
South African economy characterised by
segmented markets that contribute to economic
inefficiency. Consequently, affirmative action

representatives per working group. (See Ar/r/ww/
Economic Forum Process Committee Report of
the NEF Process Committee to the NEF Plenary,

.“i.liily. I99.l.p. I J.lokilpagcsqfJoc.^.c.xcliicling
Addciuhim I «ii(/2). The input government made
wasinfonnedby the Nonnative Economic Model
(NEM). On employment, the NEM proposes
that labouremploymentbeincreasedby reducing
the capital output ratio from its 1992 level of 2.1
to 1.7 in 1997 and the labourcapital ratio from an
index of 1(X) in 1992 to 128 in 1997.
The

Congress of South African Trade Unions

(COSATU) based its submission on the
4.2
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Reconstruction Pact,

recently. As

a

short

a

run

document it

completed

strategy, the document

calls for the creation of employment

particularly
through the labour intensive techniques. In the
long run. the document calls inter alia forindustrial
restructuring, human resource development,
introduction of the social wage and the
introduction of policy on wage levels. The
submissions at NEF go beyond these two major
stakeholders and include business, private
organisations and Non-Governmental
Organisations (NGOs).
The STWG includes among its terms of
reference job creation and retrenchments, trade
and tariffs policy, public sector restructuring and
industrial restructuring. The LTWG focuses on
issues of high and sustainable economic growth,
social and development needs, productive
utilisation of

re.sources

representative. The representation will be
so that 25% of the
representatives
represent the state, 25% technical experts, 25%
business representatives and 25% labour. The
representation will take place as vacancies appear
on the State Tender Board. The
sequencing of
representation has not been announced.
The objective of restructuring is to ensure that
local content is increased with the objective of
employment creation particularly in the labour
intensive sectors of the economy. The price
preferences forthe utilisation of domestic material
are yet to be reviewed. Also to be reviewed is
how, through the Tender Board, the state can
assist restructuring enterprises to be
internationally competitive.
In its programme called "3-4—5-6", NAFCOC
calls for four specific targets to the achieved
through interaction with the formal sector. The
structured

I

distortions, imbalances

and

programme states that

of

listed at the

inequality in the economy and improvement
participation of stakeholders in decision

making in the economy.
Agreements are being reached
some

of these issues. The details

strategies

are

outlined. As

a

have at least 30 per cent of their board members
from the Black community, at lea,st 40 percent of

at the NEF on

are

available in

the SWTG report to the NEF of July
where principles for implementing job

their

community, at least 50 per cent of the
value of their outside purchases must come from

result of these

Black owned

suppliers and contractors, and at
least 60 per cent of their management ranks must

job creation in the 1993/94 budget year. COS ATU
considers these issues to be urgent because it has

be filled

lost 20() 000 of its members in the last three years
A word of caution

on employment generation
they may not necessarily
contribute to the growth of Gross Domestic
Product (GDP). If the strategy is to build
gravel
roads, linkages with other sectors may not develop
and the result might be inflation and ultimate
decline in the economy. The United States tried
a similar strategy to
pull the economy out of the
depression and performed dismally until the

The

schemes is that

are

whether labour

interests are compatible with those of government
and business. Inside

the

NEF, COSATU supports

objective growth through increased output
per worker. The former implies labour retention
while the latter implies retrenchment.
The crisis will be around the management of
the NEFs objective to achieve economic growth,
equity and participation and those of themajor
stakeholders. Another potential threat to these
agreements is the extent to which they might
enjoy political support considering that political
parties are not part of the process.
The NEF has also agreed to the restructuring
of the public tender system to be more
46

The LTWG does not address the issue of

equity through access to property such as land
and physical assets. The implication is that blacks
will hope to benefit only from employment as the
economy grows while failing to have access to
income generated through rent, interest and
dividends and the persi.stence of such a situation
will perpetuate income inequality and poverty,
In the medium term the government must institute
a rural land reform programme. Rural public
work programmes currently being implemented
must be extended to include development of
rural roads, electricity supply and irrigation
systems. The youth could also be employed in
public works programmes earning subsistence
wages while undergoing skills training,

Concluding Comments
Failure to address issues of equity anddistortion
would

meaninadequate attention to the agenda
players such as the ANC which
is committed to a restructuring programme that
will enable all to participate in the economy on
the principles of growth, equity and redistribution.
As a long-term strategy, the rate of migration
of major political

to the

would have

to

in NEF. The under currents

sector does not seem to have direct and

attention from high government levels,
The sector is important and quickly becoming a
major generator of employment,
proper

distortions and imbalances. In its initial work

the LTWG will focus on analysing
and assessing the investment gap. finance gap,
foreign trade gap, and labour markets,
employment creation and productivity.
In macroeconomic terms the LTWG has
!

business

Long Term Working Group focu.ses its
objectives on macro-economic and development
policy issues. It pays a high premium on
sustainable economic growth, linking the local
economy to the global one and addressing
programme,

outbreak of World War II when all economic

growth in a balanced way.
The success of the employment programmes
will depend on the sustainability ofthe consensus

by members of the Black community. If
it
in

this strategy was to be applied effectively,
would in a short period, create entrepreneurs
the African community.

through retrenchment.

contributed

shareholding must be controlled by the

Black

5, 1993
creation

agreements, R45 million has been set aside for

sectors

in ten years all companies
Johanne.sburg Stock Exchange must

subcontracting especially when they perceive it
to be against their interests. Thus, when
implementing such a strategy as an employment
creating alternative, the views of labour must be
sought supported by a thorough investigation of
the nature of sub-contracting.
The development of small to medium scale

identified important issues that must be addressed.
But one would hope that, as part of the process,
distribution issues will be addressed. It would be

important to investigate the segmentation of the
markets, evaluate the impact on the welfare of
the

people and propose policies to modify these
impacts.
The Asian countries have

examples South
replicate. Claudia Manning (1993:
1) citing World Bank figures reports that in

Africa could

cities

must

be slowed down. Land refomi

be part

of such a strategy. People
woudl have to be resettled to productive areas of
the land where employment can be generated by
to

work on the land. As part of the process education,
health facilities and housing could be developed
providing additional employment facilities.
The macroeconomic policies shoudi aim to
support employment creation. Strategies and
policies must aim to reverse the effect of its own
past prejudices. It mu.st, for example, implement

differential interest

rates

for sub-sectors such

as

housing, where prospects for employment
generation are high. Subsidies to technicons
be introduced to improve the skills base of
the working population.a
must

1986,42,5% of the value of the Korean industrial

NOTES

output was produced by small and medium sized

1. South African Race Relations (1992, p. 242)
in T. J. Magoro "Human Resource Planning

subcontracting enterprises. About two-thirds of
enterprises subcontract for larger ones. A similar
pattern exists
the small and medium size

in

Japan.
Labour unions do

for the Public Sector: Some
for Transition".
em

not

always support

Policy Proposals
Paper delivered at the South-

African Economic Series Conference in

Cape Town

on

18

-

22 Aug, 1992,

p.
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TOWARDS AN IMF STATE IN AFRICA?
Haroub Othman
arly debates on the post-colonial state ' theclass forces that were in power. The oppressed
in Africa centered mostly on the class ; and exploited classes were made to believe that
character of the state, and which forces i the 'state' was theirs too.
were in control of the state [Arrigi and Saul, i
Socialism vs Capitalism Debate
1974; Leys, 1975; Mamdani, 1978; Othman.
The last thirty years saw a fierce debate in
1980|. The paradigms set by Hamza Alavi and
others [Alavi, 1972; Girling, 1973], when | Africa on the question of a development path,
analysing the post-colonial state outside Africa, ' With the exception of Malawi and the Ivory
were accepted unquestioningly, and it was
^ Coast, no African country could admit openly
implied that they were considered relevant for i that it was building laissez faire capitalism.
Africa.
Many of them came up with different versions of
What those debates lacked was an analysis of
'mixed economy' and different faces of so called
the functions and tasks of the state. It was assumed j 'African socialism'. Some African leaders
at that time that once a state called itself'socialist', : (Nkrumah. Nyerere.etc.) were convinced of the
then its tasks and functions would be the same as
relevance of socialism to their situation; but
those of the then Soviet state; and if it
many others got on the bandwagon because it
characterised itself as 'capitalist', then it would
was fashionable at the time to be seen to be a
have the same purposes and functions as tho.se of
'socialist'. Moreover, socialism could always be
a developed capitalist state. Perhaps this lack of
j used as a way of stopping pressure from the

E

1981) and massive support was given through

projects. Things
changed with the appearance of Reaganomics
and Thatcherite 'people's capitalism' on the
the state to various development

international stage.

aproperanalysisofthefunctionsandtasksofthe i internal popular forces, and as a card to play
post-colonial state in Africa might explain why
against East and We.st in the ideological rivalry,
in most

cases

followed the j But by the end of the decade, several of the.se
political leaders in.stead of ; 'socialist' regimes had been overthrown by the

African scholarship

whims ofthe African

military.
a scientific inquiry.
With the decline of
faced with the situation where all i

basing itself on
And

now,

African countries,

regardless of their past

!

saw the rise

'populist socialism', we
in the seventies of'scientific socialism'

and the establishment of so-called vanguard

ideological stances, are confronted with deep
political andeconomiccrises, African scholarship

Erditardo dos Santos:
His MPLA

no

(Z™bab»s).

longer refers to itselfas a Marxist-

Leninist party.

parties. Congo Brazaville. Benin, Malagasy,
failstogiveproperexplanations.AsLemarchand ; Somali. Ethiopia and Burkina Faso, all under
military rule, declared themselves followers of
puts it:
'scientific socialism', and in all those countries
Peasants avoid [the state}. urhan workers
!
the parties hoisted by the regimes were called
despise it. military men de.stroy it. civil
'Marxist-Leninist'. In Angola and Mozambique
.servants rape it and academics ponder
the short-term and

where the liberation movements came to power

long-term re.siilts

prolonged amied struggles, the nationali.st
parties were also declared Marxist-Leninist. All
that is history now, because popular discontent
after

11988}.

Dictatorship of the Whole People
Soviet theory ofthe late 1960s and early 1970s | hassweptaway allthosemilitaryregimes.Though
Frelimo is still in power, the cruelty of the war
held that the Soviet state was no longer a
dictatorship of the proletariat, but a dictatorship :
ofthe whole people. The idea was that the Soviet
society has already reached a stage of developed
socialism when all clas.ses had withered away !
and class contradictions had disappeared.The j
.state then was only a legal entity for purposes of

with Renamo. and the pressures from the United
States, Portugal, the IMF, the World Bank and
others, have forced it to abandon Marxist garb,
MPLA in Angola, no doubt because of the
peculiar situation it has been thrown into as a
result of the war, seems to be reluctant to throw

international relations.

away

its leftist

poses.

ideologies of Africa's postprogramme replaced 'scientific socialism' with
colonial era transplanted this theory onto Africa
democratic socialism . and no longer refers to
by maintaining that there were no classes in : d^elf as a Marxist-Leninist party.
What was generally agreed, though, despite
Africa, and thus the state was of the whole

Sapem August. 1993

;
i

different political stances, was that the state had
an

important role to play in the proposed

transformation. And until the 198().s this position
] was accepted by the international financial
' institutions and the donor countries(World Bank.
j

and others.

However, it has in its

Some of the

people. What some .studies revealed on the
existence of classes in Africa [Hussein, 1970;
Nkrumah. 1970) and the nature of the state as a
class instrument was di.scarded for political
expediency. The reason behind this was to conceal

Joaquim Chissano; Forced to abandon the
Marxist garb because of pressures from the
war, United States, the IMF, the World Bank
The Interventionist State
very crucial in the development
capitalism [Miliband. 1973]. Not only did it
direct research into the development of science
and technology, but also increased the
accessibility of remote areas through road, rail
and sea transport. It not only decided on avenues
for investment, but also on priorities. The welfare
programmes of the modern bourgeois state were
The state

was

of
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all

propelled by an interventionist state. The
capitalism, the so-called Asian
tigers, could not have achieved what they did
without a strong interventionists state. .At present

•

between 1981 and 1990 the number of

•

between 1978 and 1988 the GDP

countries of late

it is in the North that

one

LDCs in Africa

finds the strongest

maintenance of law and order

142

cannot

be

to

US$20.3 billion in 1988;

external debt

•

1978

Developmentalist State
state

in

isacolonialcreation,

During the colonial period the colonial state did
everything; it organised labour, directed it to
farms and mines; compelled it to build roads and
railway lines; and specified for the famiing i
communities what to produce. At independence,
Geny Rawlings, head of the military dictatorship
the colonial state was adopted and legitimi.sed. If
responsible for Ghana's success story!
one
is looking for the origins of the
'overdeveloped' and 'overburdened' state in
sociopolitical and legal framework
Africa, then one has to look at the inherited state. |
conducive to market relationships. An
Because of the expectations of the African .
environment of security of property and
masses at the time of
independence and the '
predictahility is basic to encourage
aspirations of the new clas.ses in power, the state i
investment: in turn, this requires political
had to be developmentalist. It took upon itself !
stability and minimum degree of social
the task of integrating into a cohesive nation ■
harmony. Otherwise, investors cannot
different ethnic and linguistic groups, but went
calculate that an investment today will
further into developing physical infrastructures
hear fruit tomorrow. A legal ctxle that
and providing social services. However, it al.so
protects the prerogatives of the owners
undertook the construction of grandiose
and is officially respected {and hence
development projects which were of no direct
calculable} is another element. Such a
benefit to the poor, either rural or urban. Vast
code must, of course, create and protect a
public funds have either been siphoned out of the
unified national market by limiting the
country or been diverted to support the costly
ta.xation power of local authorities. And it
demands of the ostentatious life-styles of the
.shouldfoster a stable and rational ta.xation
ruling elites.
I
system that encourages investment. Al.so
vital is the protection of the institution of
The IMF/World Bank State
private property through such steps as:
The present economic crisis in Africa has
limiting the claims and powers of
brought out to the fore debates on what went
employees, abolishing traditional land
wTong. While everybody agrees on the causes of
tenure, safeguarding the sanctity of
the crisis, there are differences as to who has
contracts
and guaranteeing full
mainly been responsible for the predicament that
is facing our continent now. It is true that the
compensation In the event of
nationalisation [Sandhrook. 1986].
undemocratic nature of the international
But a political agenda is added to the socioeconomic system and the natural calamities have
.

contributed

to the

crisis. But what about the bad

development policies pursued by different
African regimes of whatever political colouring'.’
Are the donor countries and aid agencies also not
to

blame?
The IMF and the World Bank have

with the

come out

blueprints for development in Africa. In

the economic realm, SAPs and ERPs

are

the

pre.scriptions. One Canadian Africani.st has stated
whatis required now of the state in

very clearly
Africa;

development requires, as a
precondition. that the .statefoster a general
...

economic conditionalities of the IMF and the
World Bank.
The World Bank has been involved in Africa
since

independence, and the IMF has been in the
forefront in the last fifteen years. Many African
countries are now applying SAPs and ERPs
under the guidance ofthe IMF and World Bank.
but what

one .sees

in the whole continent

are

eomplete failures. The following illustrates the
point [Salim. 1990];
•

between 1978 and 1990. the average per

to

ro.se

from US$48.3 billion in

US$230 billion in 1988 and stood

excess

of US$260 billion in 1990;

the increase in

•

current

from USS3.9 billion in 1978

accounts rose

supported.

The modem African

to 16,‘i million

the deficit of Africa's balance of

•

the

to

millionpeople in 1962

people in 1985;

stripped to

skeleton, and its role be limited

dropped

the number of illiterates increa.sed from

•

of the state in the economy. The
insistence, therefore, by the IMF and the World
Bank that the African state should be

from 21 to 28;

from .7.0.^% to minus 0.7%;

presence

a

rose

5.3% in 1980

to

In most countries

unemployment

rose

from

13% in 1990.

implementing SAPs and

ERPs. the result has been increased poverty.

Restructuring in the private sector has led to the
retrenchment of millions of workers. In Zambia
alone. 20,000 civil

servants have already lost
jobs in less than two years, and there is a
threat of 70,(KX) more loosing their jobs also. In
Tanzania, the government has already announced
its intention of axing 40.000 civil .service jobs in
three phases.

their

In all the African countries

undergoing SAPs

and ERPs. the World Bank and the IMF insist

on

public enterprises being privatised in the belief
that private enterprises can deliver better results.
BunhejustreleasedHuman Development Report
1993 [UNDP. 19931 says that this is not true.
"Not all public enterpri.ses lose money, and not
all are always more inefficient than private sector
finns". In fact, the UNDP report refers to a recent
study on Kenya which showed that several public
manufacturing firms were perfonning better on
a number of indicators than
private sector
companies. This is not to say. however, that we
should continue with the public sector enterpri.se.s
even where they are
making losses. What we
need to remember, though, is that privatisation is
not merely a technocratic exercise, but also a
political process. In fact in a paper presented at
a recent seminar in Oslo, Tamara
Kunanay akama
[1993] points to studies which indicate that many
of the experiences of the countries of the South
in privatisation are really ones of denationalisation. They often lead tooligopolisticmonopolistic power of the dominant groups,
whether state-owned or private. They have
enhanced market concentration.not market

democratisation.
Ghana is said to be
studies indicate

a

a 'success story', but recent
different story [Bochie-

Danquah. 1992; Sawyer. 1990]. According to
Bochie-Danquah. the people who benefited from
SAP

are:

Top executives in the public services, who,
owing to the technocratic demands of the

capita income of the continent dropped

SAP.

from US$854 to US$565;

conferences, workshops and seminars and

are

called upon to attend numerous

T
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also

are
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cannot be done by depending on the hoe and
leaving the individual peasant to fend forhimself.

engaged as consultants ;ind advi-

sors;

Top executives in private business who
State intervention in agriculture is necessary,
deal with foreign capital and have benCountriesoftheNorthsubsidisetheiragriculture
efited from the injection of foreign ex- j at the rate of US$200 billion annually. Norway
change into the economy;
^ alone in 1994 is going to spend NKR12.8 billion
Local agents of foreign business, partners | as state subsidy to its agriculture. The European
and consultants to such businesses and | Economic Community spent (lOVc of its 1992
institutions providing specialised services I budget on the Common Agricultural Policy,
such as hotel and advertising agencies;
j Where then is the rationale in demanding of
Beneficiaries of divestiture measures who
African countries, for whom even food security
buy up or buy into state-owned : isstilladream.toabolishsubsidiesonagriculture'?
Marketforces seem to be the fashion now. but
enterprises;
Large land-owners and big-time commercan market forces marketise development and
cial farmers who benefit from higher pro- ' alleviate poverty'? Do markets know equity ?
Where do we move from here'? The
ducer prices and other incentive packages.
are

able to

Report states very clearly that the
democratisation process taking place in Africa at
story' in Ghana "has not yet
pre.sent is a positive development. But it should
been translated into improved living conditions
not end with the establishment of multi-party ism
for the majority of the people". On lop of that the I and the right toelect who should rule. Democracy
people of Ghana have all these years been living ’ is all-embracing, and its human rights criteria
under a military dictatorship. Since the other
include the right to life. work, education, health,
'success stories' were Argentina under the
etc. It requires a political culture of tolerance and
The UNDP

so-called 'success

^

Generals and Chile under Pinochet, we can be

■

for

^

excused if
is

success

we

a

think that the sine quo non

an atmosphere in which'hundred flowers blossom

and hundred schools of thought contend'. The
state cannot

dictatorship.

shirk from its responsibilities. While

I would not like to define its tasks,

interventionist,

Africa at the Crossroads

it must be

developmentalist

and

major political achievement of Africa in
democratic.
the last thirty-five years since the independence :
Planners, economists and politicians in Africa
ofGhana in 19.47 is the almost complete liberation j need to go back to the drawing boards and devise
of the African continent. With the exception of
a democratic development strategy. They have
South Africa. Western Sahara, Mayotte. Diergo | to understand that'development'is not the copying
Garcia and the Reunion, the rest of Africa has I of the production and consumption patterns of
The

attained
soon

the North or replication of the experiences of

political independence. Wehope that

we

Japan and the so-called Asian Tigers, because

will witness in South Africa the

the international context from which they
emerged was different. De/nocraficDeretopme/i/
of non-racial. democratic, unified South Africa. ! in Africa is bread and shelter, chloroquine and
But the promise of '.seek ye first the political
'kitenge'. schools and clean water, better roads
kingdom and everything shall follow' has not i and state intervention in agriculture. It means
come true. Instead, we have witnessed stagnation, |
involving the majority of our people in the
mass starvation, wars, torture and other forms of ' definition and control ot political issues and the
repression.Ourcountrieshaveshownaninability political process. The outlines tor that kind of

emergenceofirreversiblechangesthatwillassure
the international

community of the appearance

economic
policies which would make them economically

to

|

strategy cannot

organise internal political and

self-reliant.Acontinentthathasallthepotential

.

be found in the documents from

the IMF and the World Bank, but in the African
Alternative Framework to Structural
Adjustment Programme adopted by the

feeding itself now depends on food hand
The export-led strategy has not worked, ^ Economic Commission for Africa (ECA), the
iMgos Plan ofAction adopted by the Organisation
and indications are that it will fail (Brown et al,
of
African
Unity (OAU), and the
1992(. If these trends continue, we will see. to
recommendations of the report of the South
quote Su.san George, the continent being 'force
Commission. The Challenge to the South. The
marched into the 21st century'. We will see the
philosophy behind such a strategy is self-reliance
further marginalisation of Africa, and its
and national independence.»
becoming a periphery of the periphery.

of

outs.

Democracy and Development:
Walking on Two Legs
Everyone agrees now that food security is
very important in maintaining political
independence. Africa must feed itself, and this
Sapkm August. 1994
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GENDER ISSUES

BEING A WOMAN IN A RACIST,
GENDERED WORLD
Patricia McFadden
or several months, a
colleague in the
let the flack rain over my head, if there is any
publications division of SAPEM
flack.
Magazine has been trying to persuade
Let me start out with a few examples, just to
me to write an article on issues of
gender, race j make the point before 1 argue about its validity.
and ethniciy. Somehow, the problem was not
My son and 1 were on holiday in the Zambezi
being without ideas, because living anywhere in
Falls area, and we visited a snake park one
this sexist, racist world, and
particularly in
afternoon. A very pleasant Black Zimbabwean
Southern Africa, one can easily write on a myriad i man took us around,
explaining in detail about
of issues linked to being Woman and Black. For
the various snakes held captive behind glass
an inexplicable reason - which became clear ;
cages. After a short while, he introduced himself,
over the last two
days - 1 simply could not sit ^ in a very traditional manner, which seems to be
down to the issues. Then, whilst watching the
characteristic of the Ndebele people of this
Donahue show on not being "black enough" in
country, or is it because I do not speak Shona and
America, the penny dropped.
therefore have not recognised the same behaviour
Suddenly, all the painful memories of being among the Shona people I have met during the
female and black anywhere in the world flooded ' past month. Maybe,
back, and a little chink of light appeared in terms
He told me his clan name, and asked mine. 1
of how 1 had been grappling with the inability of
said "McFadden". Oh no, he said. 1 mean your
speaking to this issue.
j actual name, not the one you got through marriage.
1 insi.sted that McFadden is the only name 1 have
Racial Prejudice
ever had, that it is
my father's name, and my
Among Black People
grand-father's name, but he insisted that 1 was
The problems of racism and gender have been
[ hiding my real name as an African/Swazi woman,
discussed extensively and most ably by African
Well, after a while I reminded him that Africa
women in the diaspora - in North America, the
had been colonised, and that there are different
Caribbean, and Europe especially, and there are ; types of Swazi, as there are different types of
early attemptstobeginasimilardiscoursewithin
Zimbabweans. Yes, he said, but an African is an

F

■

Southern Africa. This however, is still shrouded

African, and that is where

we

left the matter.

;

that

my

prefered
i

carrying

a

white

name meant

that I

to be white rather than Black, and if 1

considermyselfBlack.lshouldchangemyname

I (she did not suggest to what),
'
Well. 1 was aghast, and simply could not
i understand how anyone could be so nasty and
narrow minded. And 1 interpreted her statement
as nasty, because it caused me such terrible pain,
For the first time in all my years of living,
,

i

someonehadhadthegalltoarticulateaprejudice
that I had heard, sensed and

even
suspected
times in the past. Now, here was this
woman telling me point blank that my name, my
father's name, rather, my grand-father's name.
defined who 1 am, as a woman and as a person,
I was angry, not only at her racial arrogance.
and her assumption that she was more African

i many

than 1 could

ever

be because she carried

an

| African name, but I was also angry at myself for
having taken the time to think through the
issues of gender and race as they affect me, as an
individual woman living on the African continent.
i What of my so-called heritage, which I never
even make reference to, except to remind
someone who is foolish
enough to ask where 1
! never

'

got a name like McFadden from, that Africa was
colonised. Was it that important to have an

'

"African"

j

name,

when all this time 1 had assumed

1 could have interpreted that last statement
by an uncanny fear or hesitancy about the subject,
that what 1 write, my love for Africa, my love for
especially when it seems to be leading towards differently - to mean that regardless of what hue
freedom, especially the freedom of women from
the very "untouchable" issue of racial prejudice
of black one is, one is still an African. And that patriarchal oppression, that these were/are the
would be the most comfortable interpretation for ; most
amongst Black people.
important things about me. about being
Having been bom a "brown" nigger, a tenn so ; me. given that it moves away from the stereotype
alive at this particular Juncture in time. 1 felt hurt
apt in exploding the silences that surround the
(whatever that is) that is thrust in one's face every ’ for a long time after that, and decided that the
kaleidoscope of colours within the range of the | now and then, when it suits whoever thinks they
only way to cross over to the other side of my
word "BLACK", (realised that a large part of my ■ are more African. He. on the other hand, was '
anger, was to consider this particular woman
hesitancy about writing on this issue is that not probably insisting that being African requires
ignorant, and not worth my energy and time. But
onlyamlawoman,butlamawomanwho"falls"
that one be a certain kind of "black" and have an j the question does not go away, and another

in the middle of this black spectrum, a spectrum

i
African name, a point ofcontention which brings ' incident brought it home again, in a more cynical
only mentioned in passing, through ’ me to another rather unpleasant experience 1 had
but similar fashion,
nastiness, flattery, and out-right insult. And in | recently in Kenya.
all of my 40 years of living on this continent,
We were attending a meeting on Women and
Sichone Rejoinder
prejudices by Black people against me, and the | the Environment, and one of the translators, a
A few months ago, 1 wrote a piece on staying
millions of other Africans who do not fit the ■ Kenyan woman, clearly from the coast
single being an empowering option, and a man,
stereotype ofthe "pure" African, have been among i (thoroughly mixed in racial terms-and who can
presumably Black, telling from his last name,
the most painful social experiences of my | say what has actually gone into
everyone who
althoughhisfirstnameisdefinitely white, wrote
existence.
I constitutes a coastal person in this sense), turned a "rejoinder". 1 prefered not to enter the fray.
So 1 decided to take the plunge, and write ; to me at the dinner table and said "You are not an
because in my opinion he does not know or
about race, gender, and maybe ethnicity, the ' African woman. You have a white name". 1 was
understand the terrain of the discourse, but 1
latterbeinganareathathasbeentotallycolonised j taken aback, to say the least, especially given would like to use someofhisexpressions, which
by Black male scholarship within the di.scipline ; that her accusation was totally unexpected. So 1
I considered insulting and insinuatingly
of Sociology/anthropology, and let us .see what j immediately went on the defensive,
demanding
prejudicial, to further make the point 1 set out
gives. As a good friend of mine always says-Just
to know what exactly she meant. But she insisted
above.

that is

.‘SO
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First of all. Mr.

Sichone

assumes

knows what the "true feminist "is

that he

(although I

doubt that he could define such a creature,

especially
as

far

as

as he is certainly not a femini.st), and
he is concerned, all 1 do is "make

mistakes" (he is a lecturer at a

university, let

us

not forget that). Worse, he is anti-intellectual,
especially when it concerns African women, and
reading through his diatribe on who or what is
"true" African, it is quite clear that Mr. Sichone
is seriously bothered by the fact that some African
women are educated, and more, can actually
articulate choices which threaten his patriarchal
priviliges as an African male.

of
promi.scuity-another.sexist con.servative, kneejerk reaction to the right of women to choose
Mr.

Sichone goes on to accuse me

prejudice, it becomes so glaringly
especially when coming from men like
Mr. Sichone, who think that they are more able
to speak for African women. For those who did
not read his "response" as carefully as they could

with sexist

be an African. Therefore, he

I could not possibly

obvious,

constantly "corrects" what he calls my "errors"
"mistakes" etc. and even advises me todo research
African

on

women.

because I
I

am as

women,

Well, you got
am

especially West African
it all wrong. Mr. Sichone,

have the first time. I would suggest

bom and bred on this continent, and

African

as

any

African

woman can

be.

The difference between me and many

other
African women, is that I insist on my right to
choose, be it a partner, where I live, how 1 live
and how I think. Too many of my sisters do not
have that right to choose, but that does not mean
that they would not make choices given the right
to do so. And exercising one's rights does not
make

one a

an

you go

(SAPEM. April, 1993, Vol. 6, No. 7)

and do

gendered reading of it. You will see

what I

a

mean.

He does not

even

know the correct

meaning of the term "sexist". Maybe one of the
women

in the Women Studies

students

Department at Witwatersrand University could
give him a few definitions of feminist concepts.
I think that the point has been made, and I
would like to take the discourse a little further,

non-African.

I do not have to li.st all my

that

back to it

beyond the petty arrogances of poorly educated,
sexist males who are .still trapped in the last

accomplishments as

African Woman Scholar, suffice to say

that I

century.

Race and Racism
We

are

a situation in which large
who are bom and live on this

faced with

numbers of people,

continent, and who love this continent and may

given their I ives for its liberation, have
quitely (though not always) accepting the
nastiness that is dished out by other Africans
who think they are superior because of the hue of
their blackness. This malaise runs through all
have even

!

been

social classes and countries
from children to elder persons,
as

in urban

walking through

outskirts of Dar

Pat McFadden

(left) “/

am as

their sexual partners, even

African

as any woman can

in the age of AIDS,

especially in the age of AIDS. I could give
a few lessons about irresponsible
male behaviour and the prevalence of HIV
and

Mr. Sichone

infections in Southern Africa, let alone some

insights about the violation of women within the
so-called sanctity of marriage, which is
sentencing hundreds of thousands of women to
death through AIDS, because they have no choice,
or very little leverage, as wives. But this is not the
time or place for that lesson. It will come another
time.

making reference to Sichone's remarks
underlying his entire response are
several assumptions that 1 want to challenge and
use to expose the insipid racial prejudices which
I

am

because,

inform much of the social and intellectual

exchanges in the region. Mr. Sichone assumed
that, because my names are
Sapem August, 199.3

Patricia McFadden,

he”.

have at least twenty years of research experience,
on

the issues affecting us as

if Mr. Sichone takes
be

a

African women, and

bit of time to read, he will

pleasantly surprised.
However, most

disturbing is the fact that

because Mr. Sichone assumed that 1 am a

the continent,

in villages as well

areas.

1 remember

;

on

es

a

village

on

the

Salaam, in Tanzania, and

suddenly hearing the children chanting
"miizungu. muzungu. muzungu". 1 looked
around, but could not .see any white persons,
then, turning to my companion, 1 asked her what
it meant. She laughed and said, oh, they mean
you. Me. a muzungu. 1 was stunned. 1 managed
to get close to one little girl, and asked her "who
is a muzungu" and she pointed at me. I was

disarmed, and walked away, trying to understand
why anyone, especially a child in a little village,
in the country that 1 love most in this entire
world, would perceive me as white.
Later, I had occasion to

actually ask someone
they meant by calling me "white". The
explanation I got was that muzungu is a term that
canrefertosomeone who is not local (but 1 could
have been Tanzanian and therefore "local"), or to
someone who is perceived to have money (ie.
what

"foreigner" and therefore have no business writing
or for African women.(in his opinion), he
rubbished everything I said in one breadth, whilst
agreeing with virtually every argument I had
made. The irony of his "response" is that he
being middle-class Black); or some who speaks
agrees with most ifnot all my points, but, because ' English well. There are probably many more
he thought/still thinks that I am not qualified to
explanations about why someone would call an
speak about issues of African feminism, he
African who does not look stereotypically
desperately tried to dismiss my article, and failed
African, muzungu. but beyond that, I think that
there are several issues we need to take up and
dismally. I may say.
It is such insipid racial prejudice that one is ! challenge, now, before the millenium is over.
First of all, the debate on race and racism in
faced with constantly, living in this region, but
Southern Africa seems to have been pushed to
across the continent as a whole. And combined
about
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the

margins of the wider discourse in the region,
literally no one talks or writes
about race and racism. The only time one hears
On the continent,

mention ofracism

as an

institutional fomi which

is used to oppress

the largest numbers of the
species, is when Africans in the North
or protest about the issue. But on the

human
write

continent, it has become

silent issue. It is

if

do not assume that that will become a passport to
being African.
For me, being African means much more than
a name or the hue of
my Black skin. Being
African means first and foremost loving this
continent, and defending it, even when you
knowthat all those jokes that the whites make on
the

flight between Harare and Nairobi are
independence agreements are signed, probably true. Being African, to me. makes me
raceandclass, become increasingly distant issues, i angry when I see priviledged white males,
living
submerged in the frantic attempts by petty
a life-style that most would not even dream of in
bourgeois elements to grab as much as they can. ' Europe and the USA, enjoying our beautiful sun
as
quickly as they can, of the "national cake",
shine, clean air, our hospitality (and we are a
And the years following independence become a
good people), still whinging and complaining at
landscape of futile Jokying with imperialist
the slightest opportunity. Every time I turn down
a job offer in the North, I know that 1 would not
agencies for a piece of the pie.
But racism does not die on the night of
want to live anywhere else, but on this continent,
independence. Instead it continues to thrive and
And even when nothing is going right, and an
a

as

the

once

between Black and white (as we can so
clearly see in Zimbabwe), and amongst Black
people. It is this latter fomi of discrimination,
which is es.sentially prejudice in a racial mould grow,

where

believes that

they

endless list of unnecessary blunders drive one to

the edge of giving
me

up. my

being African keeps

from simply packing up and leaving for

"greener pastures".

are more

Therefore, 1 think that it is fundamentally

African/Black because they have an African

wrong to discriminate against another African
because they do not look like you. and you have

someone

name.and theirskin is darker than that of another

African-that has recieved

virtually no attention

frotn scholars.

the misguided belief that you represent the race.
Often, when I

1 resent

being asked "where did you get a name
like McFadden" and 1 get even more angry when
someone dismisses me because I am a woman

am

confronted with racial prejudice

from another African. 1 think back to the racially
constructed stereotypes of the "noble savage"
and how

we resisted such representations of
whom the African is. and rightly so. But are we
not buying into those stereotypes when we exhibit
(or even think) prejudicial ly about other Africans,
sexism, chauvinism
and
other nasty
I think it is an area that requires our serious
characteri.stics which confront us every day.
attention, and I for one will no longer tolerate
I know that there is probably resentment on
insinuations that because my grand-father was a
thepartofmanyAfricansthat.duringthecolonial poor Scot who thought he might make it in
period, some Africans were selectively allowed
Africa (and didn't), therefore I am not a real
access to resources and "priviledges" becau.se i African.
they carried white names. I am also aware of the
Given the fact that the world has become an

with

hite

But anger

and resentment do
not enable us to challenge racial prejudices, ju.st
as they do not enable us to
challenge homophobia.
a w

name.

fact that certain elements of the African

community

were isolated and re-named as
"Coloureds" in all the settler colonies of the

region. But carrying

w'hite name does not
alwaysmeanorimply priviledgeandorunlimited
access to resources.

and from school

hard,

to

get to

a

I walked four kilometers to

as a

child, and I had

University, to sustain

my

to

work

grades,

toget good jobs, etc. In fact, it seemed that 1 was

always working harder than most of my
colleagues-bothBlackandwhite-andIcannot
remember anyone giving me anything because
of my name.
1 have had friends advise

me to
change my
lifeeasier.especially in
Africa. When so many African Americans were/
still are discarding their slave names and taking

African

names.

1 still feel that that is not what

I want to do. If it's

ahead and do it. That

.‘i2

more

species,

we

Africans must face up to the

challenges of living in a modem world. I do not
care what the stuffy conservative traditionalists
think or do not like, the world has changed,

Africahaschanged.andwillcontinuetochange.
and whom the African

woman (and man) is and
will be in the next century is something we
should discuss, rather than assume.

1 know that the die-hards will

scream

"our

traditions" "ouruniqueness",but Isay,traditions
made, they serve their purpose, and they die.
like all natural phenomena in nature and in
society. And. this is the time to create new
traditions. Traditions of democratisation between
are

name-because it makes

on

open place, with movement and
difference expressing the diversity of the human
even

important to someone, go
is your right, as long as you

women

and

men,

between

women, men

children (whether you birthed them or not.

and

they
have rights and those rights must be respected),
between different ethnic and racial groups, and

within racial and ethnic groups.

Gender and

Ethnicity

As faras ethnicity

is concerned. 1 think that we
need a completely new discourse, a gendered
discourse that recognises that women are not
simply objects that men switch between and
among themselves. Thus far. the conventional
concept of ethnicity assumes that women do not
have an ethnic identity. Their status as daughters,
wives and mothers is the over-w'helming factor
in establishing their identity. Ethnicity, like class,
and race, is still very much a male constructed/
male defined concept. Yet we all know that
women are

born into various ethnic and other

social

groupings, and that they speak particular
languages, and shape the specific ethnic cultures

of all societies.
In fact, it is
of ethnic

women who tend to be the guardians
specificity, but because thus far the

concept and its articulation have been so narrow
and male-biased, one hears of ethnicity only in
terms of wars, violence,
corruption and
conservatism. Men

use ethnicity in their own
particular male intere.sts in
the bureaucracy, in the military, or in some other

interests,

to

further

locus of power.

And most often,

women

have to

for the

consequences of such irresponsible
behaviour w hether it ends in war. discrimination
pay

against a
ostracism

particular group,
ithin a .society.

or

simply social

w

The issues of developing a

gendered concept
complex and difficult to deal
with in so
an article. And being without a
particular ethnic identity. I find such a discussion
difficult but fa.scinating. As 1 roam around the
African continent. I am continually amazed by
the scope and depth of the diversity of Africa's
cultures and ethnic identities. We are truely a
continent that has every reason to celebrate its
diversity.
But like racial prejudice, ethnicity remains
largely a factor of division and discord amongst
Africans, which is compounded by gendered
prejudice. I can honestly say that it is not easy
being a Black women in this racist gendered
of

ethnicity

are
short

world
Let

we

have to live in.

hope that we will be able to take up the
opportunity provided by the coming of a new
millenium. an opportunity which comes only
us

in a hundred years, and for which we are
lucky to be part of This is the time to make the
transition from a society that is sorely in need of
a fundamental re-vision in the
ways in which we
once

treat

each other-to a continent that is democratic

in every way - racially, ethnically, and in terms
of the class and the gendered relations which will
characterise

our

societies for

a

long time to

come.B

DR P. McFADDEN is the Head oflhc Gender Division
at

SAPES Trust.
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REGIONAL INTEGRATION

SOUTH AFRICA AND SOUTHERN AFRICAN
REGIONAL INTEGRATION
John Doe
here appear to

T

be two main schools of

on
a
post-apartheid
subcontinent. The first goes along the

thought

lines that due to the deep internal contradictions
resulting from three hundred years of racist
development. South Africa will be far too busy
trying to sort out its own problems and thus be
unable to play much of a role on the wider region.
The second school recognises that the new postapartheid state will be weak, but nevertheless

contends that economic forces will drive the

region towards greater integration due to the
gains to be made. This thesis basically says that
if the governments are too weak to move
towards greater integration, the process will still
be carried forward by bttth formal and informal

even

business,

as

subscribes to

is already happening. The ANC
variant of the second school, but

a

feels that the process will be carried forward by
a combination of both government and business,

and this is the view that I will propose

Trade and

here.

Transport

Whilst

,

vehicles (.^OfF). Furthemiore. in 1990 some
seventy per cent of South African exports to
Africa.excludingtheSACU. wastofivesouthem
African countries, namely Zimbabwe (26%).
Zambia(l2%).Zairc(l l%).Mozambique(l 1%)
and Malawi (9%).'Thus, although African trade
might be small in comparison with total trade
including primary commodities, it is important
for the crucial area of trade in manufacturers and
is concentrated in the southern African region,
Currently available trade figures are a few
years out of date and because trade with the
region has increased as the racist South African
regime has moved away from the apartheid
system, actual Bow s could be appreciably higher,
In addition, most data relates to trade between
the SACU and Africa, w hilst the SACU countries
themselves (Botswana. Lesotho. Namibia and
r——

—

Development Bank
(ADB)^ study suggests that there is a

A recent African

good "fit” between the Preferential Trade
Area (PTA) imports and South Africa's

regional integration goes beyond the .
exports.
question of trade, and includes important aspects \
such as regional infrastructure, nevertheless it is
the crucial area for any form of integration.
Swaziland) constitute important African trading
Popular wisdom has generally had it that the
partners for South Africa,
for the low level of South-South trade is

Due to the abhorrence of most African

the lack ofcomplimentarity between Third World

countries to the racist apartheid system, various
degrees of economic sanctions were imposed
which for some countries still have not been
lifted, meaning that the potential trade is most
probably much higher, particularly for the
geographicallycloserSouthem Africancountries.
A recent African Development Bank (ADB)'
study suggests that there is a good "fit" between

reason

countries.

They are generally all importing
goods and exporting primary
commodities. Thus they have very little to sell to
each other. This may be true for the Third World
in general, but 1 would like to argue that it is not
true ofSouthern Africa, particularly for the trade
and investment potential between South Africa
and the rest of the region.
An analysis of the crude trade figures will
show very low levels of intra-subcontinental
trade, but this is misleading.' Clearly the region
will never be a significant market for the bulk of
manufactured

particularly minerals.
given the region's large share of global resources.
but intra-regional trade is important inthe crucial
area of manufactures and also, to some degree, in
intermediate goods and foodstuffs. In 1991.
exports to Africa from the SACU’accounted for
only 8% of total exports. However, for the first
six months of 1992. exports to Africa of certain
key sectors was significant such as foodstuffs
and beverages (26%), chemical products (2.5%).
plastics and rubber products (46%). footwear
(.56%). machinery and appliances (46%) and
its

raw

material exports
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the Preferential Trade Area

(PTA)' imports and

South Africa's exports.'’ Flowever. in 1989 only
about 8% of the PTA's imports manufactured
goods (US$15 billion) were from South Africa,
In addition, in the same year South Africa
imported agricultural commodities worth US$1.,5

billion of which only 24% came from the PTA
even though total PTA exports of these
commodities came to USS2.9 billion.’Thus there
would appear to beample room for South Africa
to increase its imports of these commodities"
from the region once the trade regime has been
normalised and payment mechanisms are in place,

Transport
The subcontinental transport

infrastructure is
basically functional and links all of the Southern

African states,

tliough certain arteries are in need
major repairs due to almost two decades of
South African destabilisation, namely the
Benguela line (Angola-Zaire-Zamhia). the
Beira-Malawi line, the Limpopo line (Maputo-

of

Zimbabwe) and the Nacala line (Nacala-Malawi).
Due to the
natural

particular distribution of the region's

resources,

the colonial transport

infrastructure can be used both
materials

to

forexporting raw

the industrialised countries and for

intra-regional trade. Thus trade between
region should have a transport
costs advantage over trade with the rest of the
world, pailicularly for goods with low value to
weight/volume ratios. In addition, virtually all of
the equipment for rehabilitating the regional
transport network is made in the region,
particularly in Zimbabwe and South Africa
(railway lines, rolling stock and trucks).
Many countries in the region are undergoing
various fonns of SAPs' and have brought their
tariff levels down, generally to below .^O^r which
will facilitate intra-regional trade. In addition,
countries of the

there

are no

tariffs between the countries of the

SACU and

preferential tariffs between PTA
likely to
become a memberof the PTA and thus will gain
preferential access to these markets. Fuiihennore.

members. A democratic South Africa is

until

now

racist South Africa

was

excluded from

of aid financial imports into the region,
particularly the balance of payments type of
support, for which it will be eligible once
democratic, thereby further facilitating trade

a

range

Bows.

Energy and Agriculture
Apartheid South Africa's economic strategy
over the last thirty years can be summed up as
"self-sufficiency at all costs" and to this end.
between

USS.^O and .SO billion have been

squandered on uneconomicoil from coal projects
(over R.^O billion), oil from gas projects (some
RI .S billion), nuclear power and weapons (up to
R.SO billion),

comprehensive armaments
industry and numerous other support mechanisms
to local producers for the domestic market such
as grain subsidies. A democratic South Africa
w ill
increasingly import its energy needs and in
this regard, imports of either crude oil or (in the
future) product from .Angola would appear to
make sense. This would go a long way tow ards
equalising the trade balance as hydrocarbons arc
South Africa's largest import.'"
South Africa has cheap electricity based on
a
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enormous
a current

coal-fired themial power stations

maximum

with
generating capacity of over

36G^ and a peak consumption of 22 GW and in
the short to medium term it will be

exporting
electricity to other countries in the region."

mineral

deposits while South Africa is by and
large well-surveyed geologically with all the
interesting deposits already tied up. but the
potential for further lucrative mineral discoveries
in the rest of the region is enormous, particularly

Although the economic integration of
the Southern African sub-continent

through a customs union, possibly

an
extension of the SACU, and some form
of intra-regional currency convertibility,

would make eminent
a

rational

more

sense

use

in terms of

of

limited

resources...

etc.) that is able to supply almost al I the necessary

inputs for a new mine, concentrator or smelter/
refinery. If these items were freely available in
the rest of the forex-strapped sub-continent it
would probably provoke an immediate surge in
production in the short tennas existing operations
came up to full capacity and new operations
could become viable in the medium to long tenn.
Industrial Polarisation

Although the economic integration of the
Southern African sub-continent through a
customs union, possibly an extension of the
SACU. and some form of intra-regional currency
convertibility, would make eminent sense in
tenns

Tattered economies

Pic. AIM
of Angola and Mozambique would benefit from a customs
availability of commodities to revitalise peasant agriculture.
in the ex-Portuguese territories such as Angola
However, in the long term the price of electricity
will increase as the power stations are forced to
which has only had 20% of its surface geologically
install pollution abatement facilities and the
mapped, at only 1:2.‘S0,000 scale. In general,
SADC countries do not have their own mining
tapping of low cost hydro-power from the region
will become increasingly attractive. It isestimated
companies capable of exploring and developing
that both Angola and Zambia have around I5GW
their vast mineral resources, nor have they been
of hydro-power potential and Zaire could have ; able to attract foreign mining companies.
up to 200GW. South Africa will need a new
principally due to the de.stabilisation of the region
major power station in about 10 years time or it
by apartheid South Africa.
could rather invest in the development ofcheaper
However, although the SADC may not have
hydro-power in countries to the north of it.
mining companies able to undertake major large
Maize farmers in South Africa receive a variety ' scale exploration projects. Southern Africa does.
of subsidies and it has been suggested that much
South Africa is home to some of the largest
of the land currently devoted to maize farming is
mining companies in the world! Anglo. De Beers.
Genmin. Anglovaal, JCl) which have the
marginal and would be better utilised for other
activities, particularly cattle/game farming and
capability to undertake everything from
South Africa's maize needs could be more costexploration through to the development and
effectively met by investing in the well-watered
commissioning of a mine. In this regard, the
and arable regions to the north with much higher
refonns in South Africa have promoted a re
yields. Other crops that might be better sourced
penetration ofthe region by South African mining
from the region are cotton (and lint), tobacco and
companies. Several companies have already
rice. Water is already imported from Lesotho
concluded initial agreements such as Genmin in
and there are long tenn plans under consideration ■ Mozambique (coal and titanium) and Zambia.
for the importation of water from the region. In
De Beers in Angola (diamonds) and Anglo in
this way, as South Africa moves away from the
Mozambique (exploration). In addition, the South
African mining companies never left Namibia,
costly apartheid-determined strategy of selfsufficiency, there will be greater potential for Zimbabwe, Botswanaand Swazi land where they
trade withthe region.
have major interest.
South Africa also has a sophisticated mining
Mining
inputs manufacturing industry (equipment,
The SADC'- region has numerous undeveloped
machinery, spares, plant, chemicals, explosives.

union and the
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of a more rational

use

of limited

resources,

it also has many pit-falls, the most important of
which would be the problem of industrial

polarisation or hambazonke. This term was
during the short-lived Central African

coined

Federation (CAF). which included Zambia.
Zimbabwe and Malawi, and

literally meant that

everything went to Salisbury (Harare). In
addition, the

term

also described the fact that

a

disproportionate amount of the CAF federal

revenues (mainly from coppermining in Zambia)
ended up in Salisbury.
In the Southern African

would be

much

more

ca.se.

acute

i

the problem
due

to

the

overwhelmingdominanceofSouthAlrica which
has

a

GDP (80 GUSD)

of the

rest

of the

over

three times the size

region (SADC) combined

(about 25 GUSD). A customs union with currency
convertibility that embraced the whole of the

sub-continent(SouthAtrica plus SADC) would

have

a

population of around 1.30 million and

a

combined GDP of about US$I()5 billion. Total

exports would be about US$45 billion, but the

combined trade surplus would be much greater
than the

sum

of the individual states

as

many

importscurrently sourced from outsidethe region
produced within the region. An example
whereaforexsavingwouldnothaveconcomitant
forex earnings loss, would be lor mining
machinery (where many current SADC imports
trom outside the region) could come from South
Africa and Zimbabwe and would not

replace any

current exports, but would be met by increasing
output.
However, if there were to be a sub-continental
Sapem August, 1993
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union,

customs

there

could

be

a

of the

de-

revenues,

financed by

South Afthem for the

industrialisation of the SADC as production from

rica. This is to compensate

cost-efficient South African
replaced the higher priced production
from the currently protected smal I scale industries

fact that their industrialisation would be

the

larger

more

limited

industries

in the SADC, but this would not
case as

there

goods that

are some

by the forfeiture of national con¬

always be the
are

produced

cheaply in the region, such as textiles and
garments. This
centered

on

industrial polarisation would be

the PWV (Pretoria, Witwatersrand.

I

which has

Wereeniging)

area
infrastructure and

a

sophisticated

already has many of the
industries to supply the region. The PWV region

would become the

new

bamhazonke. This

should allow for infant industries to be

'

protected (in the country of location),
through diminishing import duties, from
South African competition for at least 10
years to bring costs down and to get over
the financial charges on the initial capital. After 10 years, the industry would
have to compete in the regional market,
but could still be protected from the
international market via regional import

clearly be unacceptable to the
region in the long term even though in

situation would
rest

of the

the short term, the war shattered economies of

Mozambique and Angola would benefit from a
union and the availability of
commodities to revitalise peasant agriculture
(both agricultural inputs and consumer items). In
the long tenn, however, even these countries

customs

would

come

to resent

ing. particularly in the early phase, until
the benefits of having some industries producing forthe regional market. Forexample,
one industry in Zimbabw'e catering for
the domestic market only and it would
thus be worthwhile to lose .some high
cost import substitution industries and
would benefit the consumers of the high
cost products which would be available
from the cheapest regional producer producing on a more economic scale.
Infant industry protection: The union

the smaller members experience

the fact that their closed-

down industries could never reopen

duties.

dominance of cheap

A local

due to the
South African products. :

resource

There would thus have to be measures to

A strict

compensate for the effects of
bamhazonke. The following are some such

materials

ameliorate

or

beneficiation

policy that
were

policy;
that raw

ensures

beneficiated in the

coun-

try of production would not only make
economic sense (by using the usually

policies:
Southern African

significant transport advantage), but

Development Rank: The.main purpose

would also allow for new resource-based

The creation of

of such

a

a

industries

.serving the regional market.
refineries in
the region wouldgradually be relcK'atcd
in Angola and the other countries would
import product. Also zinc concentrate

bank would be to fund indus-

development in the least developed
areas of the region through the provision
of infrastructure and of equity capital
(like the IDC’s of Zimbabwe and South
Africa). It could be funded by the common revenue pool where it held all the
revenues (duties and excise) until the
disbursement calculations were complete
thereby receiving a continuous interest
free two-year loan (instead of the SA

Under such a system, the oil

trial

froin Namibia would be refined at Rosh

;

Pinah rather than in South Africa, alu-

minium could be produced forthe region
in Malawi. Selebi Phikwe's copper-

nickel matte would be refined

Reserve Bank as is the case in the SACU)
of several billion US dollars. In

on

site and

potash could be
manufactured forthe region in Botswana.
An indu.strial location policy: This

caustic soda, chlorine,

addition,

would be difficult to achieve, but all the

agreed proportion of annual revenue
(excise and duties) could be u.sed to
directly finance the bank. The bank could

governments could get together to decide on the location of certain industries

also be the vehicle to attract donor fund-

that

ing for regional projects that involve
more than one state, particularly for the
provision andrehabilitation of the regional infrastructure (transport, communications and energy) and it could negotiate concessionary finance from inter-

rather than export

an

national financial institutions such as the
World Bank, the ADB and the EDB.
A

revenue

1.42

SACU agreement

multiplier whereby the
members get 42% more than their share
a

SADC Executive

Sapem August. 1993

Secretary Simba

Pic 2IANA

Makoni and PTA Executive

Chairman: Their organisations
indicated their acceptance of a
democratic South

bias in favour of the smaller

states: The current

includes

principally cater for the regional
market. For instance
tractor production could be located in
one country, trucks of certain sizes in

have

Africa.

to protect local industry (through
imports duties). A similar system would

trol

be essential in

a

sub-continental group-

another, and

so on.

difficult to get

It would however be

private capital to relocate,

rather it would be easier to achieve for

industries to manufacture products
currently produced in the region,
through incentives.
Strategic industry protection; The
new

not

union should also cater for the

protect ion

of industries of extreme national

impor53
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tance such as amiainents,

security printing, national mints, etc. This type of
protection would not be limited except
in the sense that the industries qualifying
for such protection would be reviewed
with every re-negotiation of the union
agreement/treaty.
Initial adjustment subsidisation: The
union could initially set aside funds to
aid selected industries to adjust to regional market competition and to expand to cater for the greater market. This
could be done through concessionary
finance to increase productivity and capacity.
These are but a few policies that would go
some
way in reducing the bambazonke effect.
There are nodoubt many more. Without apackage
of compensatory mechanisms, regional economic
integration would bedoomed to failure in the
long temi even ifcertaincountries may acquiesce

be

South

Africa

gives

adequate

cognisance to the probiem of equitable
gains, or bambazonke, and structures
its relationship accordingly, the
economic imperatives of regional
integration are likely to prevail,allowing
for self-sustaining development of the

•

short tenn progress. If, however, the
democratic South Africa gives adequate

some

new

cognisance to the problem of equitable gains, or
bambazonke. and structures its relationship
accordingly, the economic imperatives of
regional integration are likely toprevail.allowing
for self-sustaining development of the whole
sub-continent.»

whole sub-continent.

NOTES
Intra-SADC trade is

only about

of

total SADC trade.
tariffs with scant

regard for the effects

members. The CMA'^has the

same

on

other

2.

membership

SACU except for Botswana, but as the
Botswana Pula is negotiable, there are no

as

Union.
3.

are

Davies R, ct ah

Recoitstruclin^ EcoAfrican Reiiion: Issues and Options
for a
Democratic Sonth Africa, Centre for
nomic Relations with the Southern

appreciable payment or money transfer problems
within the SACU. The other currencies

SACU: Southern African Customs

all

4

African

5

Preferential Trade Area of East and

straits, in

pegged to the Rand at virtual parity.
The SADCC"’ was set up in 1980. partly in
opposition to apartheid South Africa and the
Consas.'^ and is made up of Botswana, Lesotho.
Malawi, Mozambique. Namibia. Swaziland,

African

Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe. In its first

f,

in the short tenn due to theircurrent dire economic
a large degree due to the past South
policy of economic destabilisation. The
post-colonial history of Africa is littered with
examples of regional initiatives that came to
grief because the bambazonke problem was not
adequately addressed.

Regional Groupings
All of the countries in the Southern African

region have had the. usually negative, experience
of belonging to a regional grouping dominated
by one country. Tanzania was in the EAC" with
Uganda, dominated by Kenya; Malawi and
Zambia were in the CAE dominated by
Zimbabwe, Mozambique and Angola were in
the Lusophone community dominated by
Portugal and Namibia, Botswana. Lesotho and
Swaziland are all in the SACU dominated by
South Africa.

If the

problem of South African economic

domination

and

concomitant

industrial

polarisation is adequately addres.sed, the regional
sub-continental

resources

and market could

provide the basis for not only a rapid expansion
of the mining, mineral transfonnation and mineral
inputs industries, but for rapid and sustainable
growth in all sectors and a long overdue
improvement in the life chances and living
conditions of the impoverished, war weary and
apartheid-traumatised peoples of the region.
Finally, a brief look at the current regional
organisations in the sub-continent: The oldest is
the SACUcomprising Botswana. Swaziland,
Lesotho and Namibia and allows for the relatively
free Bow of goods and capital but not labour. The

ten

it concentrated on a project-oriented
approach principally in the areas of common
interest such as regional infrastructure (rail, road,
telecommunications and energy) partly in
response to the wide-ranging destruction of
infrastructure by South Africa and its surrogates
(mainly Renamo and Unita). In 1992. it became
a Community and moved its emphasis towards
regional trade integration.
ThePTAwassetupbytheECA'“in 1981 and
has 19 members including all of the SADC
countries except Botswana and most countries in

Southern African Studies. UWC. March
1993.

Southern Africa.

years,

eastern

Africa and the Honi. It

intra-regional trade and has

concentrates on

clearing
house to facilitate this. The majority of intraregional trade now takes place through the
clearing house. PTA trade is dominated by
Zimbabwe and Kenya and is limited by the fact
that trade deficits through the clearing house
must be balanced in (scarce) hard currency. The
PTA has also had significant success in lowering

7.

g

q

13.

The SACU

was

established in

1899

(Maasdorp. G: What should South
Africa's Relationship he with African

RefiionalOrttani.tations,IDASA/Aspen
Institute Conference. April 1993.
LS.

Common
be known

Monetary Area, which used to
as the Rand Monetary Area or

the Rand Zone.
|(,

The Southern African

Development Co-

ordination Conference, later( 1992) Com-

munity (SADC).
17.

Constellation of Southern African States,
set up by Piet Botha as a (failed) regional
organisation dominated by South Af-

have stated that

a

5 to 6 billion Rand in 1992,8-9‘T of total

14.

12.

democratic South Africa will relate to these

they will join SADC and the
PTA, and both these organisations have indicated
their acceptance of a democratic South Africa as
a member. The question should how ever be how

Development Compatible with the Goal
of Regional Development In Southern
Africa'.’, paper to IDASA/Aspen Institute Conference, April 1993, p. .3.
Ibid., p. 6.
Particularly fish, coffee, tea. tobacco,
textile fibres and certain grains.
Structural Adjustment Programmes (of

imports.
Mainly Zimbabwe and Mozambique.
Southern African Development Community.
East African Community

11.

tariffs for trade between member countries and is

organisations.'■’In terms of relationship, it already
belongs to the SACU and the CM.A and both the
principal liberation movements in South Africa

CiK'kcroft. L: Is SA's Goal (f Economic

the IMF).
ip

set up a

aiming at a common market by the year 2000.
The question is regularly asked as to how a

Development Bank.

rica.
^

The UN Economic Commission for Africa based in Addis.

future South Africa will relate to these
19

See

Maasdorp. G: What should Sonth

main areas ofconllict are the stabilisation formula

organisations. Ifitsfutureinteractionisba.sedon

which South Africa finds

its current conduct in the SACU. then the chances

Africa's Relationship he with African

of the

Rctfional Orizani.sations. I DAS A/Aspen

the long
delay in payment and the high handed
way in w hich South Africa modifies and changes

(two year)

too onerous,

region moving towards long-lasting
though there could

economic integration are slim,

Institute Conference.

April 1993.
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THE LAND QUESTION IN SOUTHERN AFRICA: ISSUES
IN AGRARIAN CHANGE AND ENVIRONMENTAL

SUSTAINABILITY
(;UY C. Z. MHONE
prominent feature of development
strategy in Sub-Saharan Africa, and,
in the Southern African Sub-region,
has been the absence of or lack of clarity in the
fonnulation or implementation of an agrarian
strategy. This absence is in contrast to the
overriding preoccupation with an industrial
strategy in many of the African countries.
Ob.servers from both the right and the left of the
ideological spectrum have often underscored the
point that the promotion of economic
development will of necessity have toentail both
agricultural and industrial transformation, and
that with the majority of the African labour force
in agriculture, an agrarian strategy would have to
be a necessary requirement for economic
development. Nevertheless, both academic and

A

'

[

exploring the situation-specific structures,
relations and processes underlying present
resource uses in agriculture, particularly
communal agriculture. The aim would be to
identify the strengths and weaknes.ses of present

;

resource use patterns and the opportunities and
constraints they pose, respectively, for agrarian

'

transfonnation and economic and microeconomic
policy regimes.
It is nevertheless true that in order to proceed

beyond the fragmented generalities of
mixlemisation, political economy, environmental
and socio-cultural perspectives and approaches
: to the agrarian question, a positivistic situation' specific approach would have to be implicitly or
' explicitly informed by a nonnative motivation,

analytical rigour and consistency and the
possibility for assessing compatibility oftheories
or findings.
Some of the agrarian situation-specific issues
that need to be investigated relate to the following
patterns of household and communal repro•

duction;

linkages between social structure, social pro-

•

cesses

and

resource use

detenninants of

•

patterns;

productivity, quality and

quantity of rural resource endowments, particularly environmental resources;

i
’

nature

•

and

causes

of socio-economic differ-

entiation;

impact

•

on resource use patterns

processes from the national to the

of political
local level;

policy discussion of agrarian issues has been
by disarticulated or fragmented
approaches steeped in generalisations and
preconceived strategies.
It is in recognition of the woeful lack of ]
situation-specific and interactive discourse on
the agrarian question that
Sam Moyo has
advanced his research proposal and project titled
Land Reform and Agrarian Change in
Zimbabwe: Macro Prescription and Peasant
Responses. In this proposal. Moyo has
deliberately chosen to undertake a positivistic
research agenda aimed at analysing and
elaborating "what is" rather than "what ought to
be", in order to properly infonn on the nonnative
task of agrarian policy formulation.
In this
respect, he has directed himself at investigating
the existing agrarian reality in Zimbabwe in
terms of the cultural, social, political and

characterised

economic structures, attitudes, relations and

underpin resource use and levels
productivity in agriculture. Moyo has noted

behaviours that
of

that his "intention... is to fill

a

specific empirical

and conceptual gap in land policy analysis, which
is derived trom the predominantly macro-level

theoretical

perspectives on the land question,
inadequate conceptualisation of the

'p/fg majority of the labourforce

engaged in agriculture is African.

PiC- Mm, of Informafion (Zimbabwe),

and

A normative

It is SAPE,S T rust's belief that Moyo's proposed
approach is a useful one that requires replication
on a regional scale, hence this proposal. In this
respect. SAPES Trust proposes to launch a

underpinning is important partly
need to address policy
issues, but also partly, for heuristic reasons. The
normative postulation of homeostatic variables
and maximands particularly as related to the
need to maximize productivity, and incomes, or.
more generally, the need to maximize returns

research network of scholars from individual

and minimize costs at both macroeconomic and

foregoing can be, and have been
multiplicity of ways that are not
amenable to heuristic totalization, particularly
because of the desperate homeostatic variables

sub-region to begin the task of

microeconomic levels, heuristically imposes

andmaximandsutilisedforeachand withineach

and from
local

an

level character of Zimbabwe's land

question".

countries of the

Sapf.m August. 199.5

because of the urgent

•

impact of various economic policy regimes
agrarian resource use patterns and their

on

relation to the overall economy.

Now, the

tackled, in

a
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Thus, for instance, it is difficult

concern.

reconcile

to

the

findings of socio-cultural
approaches that focus on maximizing traditional
values and resources use patterns, with an
economistic approach that defines the
maximization of

returns

in

general
approach is
likely to yield conservative policy
recommendations related to turning the clock
back by preserving rural lifestyles, while the
latter is likely to yield policy recommendations
likely to drastically alter existing or historically
given resource use patterns. This dichotomy in
approaches can perhaps be reconci led by ensuring
that analy.sts explicitly declare their normative
assumptions at the outset, being sure to a.ssess
theircomparative merits in relation to alternative
such assumptions. It is only in this way that
research endeavours on the agrarian question
can
progressively contribute to a meaningful
understanding of the agrarian reality at stake,
and the policy concerns at issue in a coherent
more

macroeconomic terms. The fonner

manner.

Thus the

proposed research agenda will be ^
reviewing and synthesizing the w'ealth
Agrarian reform will revolve around the question of preserving rural lifestyles or drastically
of intonnation on agrarian issues in each ot the
altering the existing or historically given resource use patterns.
selected countries in relation to some postulated
4. To as.sess the situation-specific supply and
themes pertinent to the objectives of the research
maximands that are compatible at both macro
demand considerations related to the valuaproject and of paramount importance in the
aimed

at

and micro levels.

tion and utilization of the environment and

Development Objective
The

project will be aimed at facilitating the
infomied analysis of the agrarian problem and I
possible reform options, with a view to '
maximizing productivity and incomes within
the agrarian sector, and in the economy as a
whole, in

a manner

that contributes to economic

following:
assess

tor

the nature and determinants of

patterns in the agricultural secparticularly in relation to the following:

(a)
(b)
(c)

access to and ownership of resources;
pattemsofspecialization in production,

5. To

of rural households.

countries

the

impact of economic refonn
currently being undertaken in the
of the sub-region on rural entitle-

assess

measures

ments.
assess

the

impact of political

:

ticularly as regards modes of participation
and accountability.
The foregoing objectives have been formulated
in a broad manner to allow for the exploration ot
a wide range of
specific issues such as those
related to land reform, food security.

infrastructure provision, macroeconomic policies
and their

linkages with agriculture, supportive

levels of productivity, incomes.

measures

and

savings and investment;

objectives of the project

so on.

impact of macroeconomic factors and

onhowallocative(macroeconomic)andtechnical

policies.
the impact of social and cultural
practices on resource use patterns, productivity and incomes;

(microeconomic) efficiency can be maximised

(e)
2. To

3. To

assess

assess

agriculture and the
resulting implications for resource use patterns, productivity and incomes for different
strata in agriculture:
58

are

in the medium to long term w ithout compromising
equity and environmental sustainability.
Countries

the determinants of socio-eco-

nomic differentiation in

(a) social processes and resources use: (b)
land refonn: (c) entitlements and environ-

as

It is

(d) Macroeconomic policy and agrarchange; and (c) household security, reproduction and survival in a changing policy
environment (i.e the adaptive behaviour of
ment:

ian

rural households in response to structural
4.

adjustment measures:
Country monographs on the agrarian

proposed to undertake the research in

ques-

tion.

Themes

In addition, however, the

and

infrastructure and markets;

2. Thematic papers:
Thematic comparative books on such issues

processes on

thedivision oflabourandconsumption;

access to

of the project will be as follows:
1. Regional and Country .seminars to di.scuss
findings;

use

intended to have an
explicitnonnativethrustinthatevery issue would
have to be addressed in a manner that sheds light

(d)

Outputs
The outputs

patterns, access to infrastructure, and markets, and rural entitlements par-

immediate objectives will be the

resource use

comes

resource

Immediate Objectives

I. To

implications for environmental
sustainability, and the productivity and in-

6. To

growth, economic development and equity.
The

country concerned,

their

The

core

themes to be

country w ill be the

investigated in each
following:

1. Social processes, resource use patterns and
the adaptive behaviour of rural households.

2. Land refonn

options.
Country'participants: six individuals, one from

each of the countries.

,4. Rural entitlements and environmental
4. Macroeconomic

use.

policy and agrarian change.

Time Frame: 199.^ to 1995.»

Malawi.Zimbabwe.Botswana.Zambia.Le,sotho
and Namibia. Two

or more

scholars from each

country will be invited to investigate specific

DR GUY C. Z. MHONE is the Head of the Economic

Policy Division at SAFES Trust.
Sapem August. 1993
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BOOK REVIEWS

THE INVISIBLE GHEHO: LESBIAN AND GAY

WRITING FROM SOUTH AFRICA
edited

by Matthew Krouse, assisted by Kim Brenian. COSAW. South

Africa. 199.3

REVIEWED By Patricia McFadden

H

ow

and

one begin to review a book
subject that has been so central

importance of moving those issues that have

is its celebration of difference

been assumed to be "taboo", and "invisible" onto

racial and gendered difference,

real in the lives of many, yet

the national

political agenda of the South African
well as onto the wider
African political platfomi. Those who deny the
existenceandvalidityofotherfomisofsexuality
and loving, offeeling and caring, of pleasure and
giving joy. will be stunned into a realisation of
how real and important such issues are formally
more persons. Black and white, female and male.
than they ever anticipated, before reading this

Secondly. 1 was quite uncomfortable with the
associations that seemed to be drawn between
Black male homosexuality and the repressive
migration and prison systems. This tends to

book.

argument is also for a freedom of sexual

does

about

a

so

largely unknown and
unacknowledged, by both Black and white South

which

remains

African

women

prospect of

and

men.

I

was

thrilled at the

reading this book, let alone the fact

provides me with a rare opportunity to
speak to the issues of sexual preference/choice
and the serious problem of homophobia in all our
African societies. It is interesting to note that it
is out of the bitter struggle for self identity as a
nation that the issues of individual sexual identity
and choice are emerging, for the first time in

that it

Africa.
Most literature

on

the African search for self

realisation has assumed that the heterosexual
form is

a

.sexual
occassions when

pennanent given in the African

landscape. In fact, on the rare

reference has been made to issues of a different

sexuality with regards to Africans, homosexuality
( whether gay, and e.specially lesbian) has been
projected as un-African, foreign, perverse, evil
etc
all the negative representations which the
contributions to this book clearly speak to and
challenge.
The "hiddenness" of homosexuality within
African societies in general has led to the
assumption that sexual preference is not an issue
of sixtial concent, nor is it a right. Homophobia
is general ly accepted by most Africans - women
and men
as correct and even necessary, and
.scant thought is given to the fact that by denying
even one person in a society of the right to choose
her or his sexual partner, whether that partner is
-

-

of the

same sex.

that denial undemiines all other

claims to the

right to be free as a people, as
beings. We struggle for
the right of women not to be given away or
forced into marriages with men (often older)
whom they do not love or want to live with. Yet
we shy away from the Hip side of that struggle,
which is the right to choose one's partner,
regardless of his or her sex.
This book did several things forme. First and
foremost, it confirmed my conviction that the
concept of demtxracy must be democratised.
We must open it up so that it reflects each and
every element of social existence, regardless of
nations, and as gendered

how those elements have been understood in

the

Sapkm Aucjiist. 199.3

of someone's
homosexuality (usually male), and the knowledge
that there were gay men ( who came out of the
The

social

on

the critical

acceptance

closet) in almost all our communities,

is

something which most readers will empathise
with when reading this book. What might frighten,
and hopefully start many readers thinking, is the
prevalence of homosexuality amongst all the
social and racial categories which make up South
African society.
Which brings me to the third issue this book
raised for me
the fact that homosexuality can
no longer be dismissed as characteristic of only
one racial catergory ie. u hites. Persons of all the
racial groups (maybe with the exception of Asian
South Africans) are represented here, through
poems, stories, life-histories, anecdotes and
-

dreams of

This is

a

different future for that country.

support the

of sexual and

homophobic argument that Black

who are homosexual are thus not out of
choice and rightly so. if one considers the
circumstances that were thrust upon all males
men

whomigratedandorwereimprisoned.Yet.ifthe
choices

which Africans have been

making ever since we
evolved (and the lesbian piece entitled "Pathway
to the Moon" speaks so beautifully to this
tradition), then there is

a

need to make that

proviso, without denying the context of
homosexual experience over the past two
centuries.

Finally. 1 think that the anthology could have
benefitted

more

from

a

wider retlection of both

Black and white lesbian poetry

and stories. The
experiences of lesbian sexuality are a little thin
on the ground, so to speak, and although scattered
throughout the collection, the male experience is
dominant and most visible in voice and presence.
This is. 1 think, retfective of the

continuing
gendered inequities w ithin South African society,
across

racial, class and sexual lines, and it is

something that the gay and lesbian movement
need to pay more

attention to. Of all the social

lovely book, if one might use a term
that probably challenges the dry and often boring
language and format which strait-jackets most

groups within

book reviews. All the contributions celebrate the

the sexual sphere, remains a largely silent and

importanceofsexualdiversityandthecomplexity

difficult issue for all concerned with the
democratisation process. Being able to make a
choice, and to celebrate that choice through a
different lifestyle, will probably make the
difference in the lives of all South African .

a

experienced and expressed
through a different sexuality. The themes, which
are so clearly reflective of the diversity of South
African society, in racial, gendered, and class
terms, also weave together the history of
militarism, anger, resistance, and achievement
by a newly emerging South Africa.
of human emotions

However,

as

all reviews must do, there

are a

things that need to be said about the
anthology. Firstly. I think that the title buys into
the very characterisation of a different sexuality
as marginal and unacceptable. The ghetto is
generally associated with the stx ially stigmatised
and .socially degraded. And whilst I agree that
sexual preference and the choices made by
few other

homosexual

past.
Second, the book insists

reconstruction process, as

-

women

and

meti

have been treated

in aderisory manner, the strength of this anthology

that country, gendered oppression
of women, in all spheres, and especially within

Nevertheless, anyone who reads this collection
will take away a new sense of sexuality about
themselves and about the people and communities
in which

we

live. Although I am

tempted to say

if you are homophobic, bigoted and or sexist,
do not even bother to read the cover of this book.

-

let alone

buy it

-

should read every

second thoughts, everyone
contribution to this anthology.

on

For those who fear difference, it will be an eye-

liberating experience, and for
already know and accept the right to
preference, it will be a sumptuous

opener, a very

those who
sexual

celebration.»
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LAND IS LIFE
Land

Reform And Sustainable Agriculture, edited by Nigel Dudley, John Madeley and Sue Stolton. Intermediate Technology

Publications, 1992.

Reviewed By Chris McIvor
ccording to the editors of this

counterparts financial and resource assistance
other wild areas. Lack of secure property rights
publication, one of the most popular
for cash crop production as well as "gifts" of has also led to a disrespect for the environment
equations concerning famine in Africa cheap grain and other foodstuffs to undermine ' since fanners are forced to squeeze the maximum
is the one that identifies overpopulation and
local produce. "African food self-sufficiency in
amount from apiece of land in as short a time as
local ignorance as the principal cau.ses. This ] cereals now stands at60
per cent of total needs
possible before they are evicted,
seems to be widely accepted by the Western
j and is expected to decline to 50 per cent by the !
Many "experts" from the West have in fact
public as revealed in a recent survey among ' year 2(XX). Per capita food output dropped by 12
acknowledged the extent of indigenous
school children in Britain who listed poor
per cent from the early 1960s to the early 1980s
agricultural expertise. Crop rotation has been
agricultural practice, too many people and a
and the slide continues", (p 85)
practiced for centuries, soil conservation and
harsh climate as the main reasons for continuing
The perversity of this approach to agriculture
protective measures are traditional within many

A

famineonthecontinent.Thisequationalsodirects |
type of assistance offered by the West to j
African countries. "Salvation lies via the magic i
bullet of technology. The only way out of the ^
mess caused by
overpopulation is seen as rapid i
the

was highlighted during the terrible famines of i African systems and the principles of organic

1985 when thousands of tonnes of cotton were
exported to the EEC from Port Sudan at a time
when starvation prevailed in refugee camps
nearby. Other consequences of Western
intensification of agriculture”, (p 3)
sponsored high-tech solutions are soil erosion
Drawing on experiences of fanners in Africa,
through use of inappropriate machinery,
Asia and Latin America, Land is Life explores ! poisoning of land through contamination from
some of the issues involved. It includes
papers
agro-chemicals, .some ofwhich have been banned
that were presented to a conference in Berlin in j in
theircountriesoforigin. and increased salinity
November, 1991 ,called'SoilforLife: Promoting i due to inappropriate and extensive irrigation.
Sustainable Land Use', which was organised by i
two non-governmental organisations, the !
Land Reform
Gemian-basedStiftungEntwicklungundErieden I
The main thrust of this publication is that
(Foundation Development and Peace) and the
while these solutions have been regularly
Swedish-based Right Livelihood Award. This
attempted, resulting in many of the failures
was
probably the first international conference
outlined above, a principal cause of famine in
to link up the issues of sustainable
agriculture Africa continues to be unrecognized, if not
and land reform. One of the principal areas of i deliberately ignored. Land reform, the
legally
assistance from the West has been the provision ' implemented redistribution of land to a
greater
ofhigh-yield variety" crops to boost prcxluction
number of people, is the key issue that needs to
in developing countries. Yet as a contributor
be addressed by food policy makers and activists,
points out, the so called "Green Revolution" has ! But as the authors acknowledge, it is a contentious

agriculture now in vogue in Europe are still
carried on in many areas of Africa untouched by
a high-technology, industrialized approach to
farming. "African people maintained a living

balance with their natural environment." writes

,

servedbettertheinterestsofitsWestemsponsors
and

| issue which threatens the economic and political

few select fanners than the

majority of j status of power within the national and
Africa’s rural population. The new seed varieties ' international
community. "Right up until the
require large inputs of agro-chemicals such as
present time, most aid agencies and donor
pesticides, fertilizers and herbicides. Most of governments have dodged the fundamental issue
these have to be prtK’ured from Western producers
of land reform. This is partly because the rich
at prices beyond the pockets of peasant farmers.
, elites ofNorth and South collude with each other
Unable to compete with large scale landowners, j to keep landlessness off the political agenda and
thousands of rural Africans have had to abandon
partly because fieldworkers cannot be too
their holdings while an ever-shrinking number
outspoken about land rights issues ifthey wish to
of farmers dominate the market, .serviced by ■ remain in the
country at all”, (p 38)
credit, mechanization and a transport
Many of the problems within African
infrastructure that high-yield crop production
agriculture cannot be dealt with unless the unequal
demands.
systemoflanddistributionisaddressed.Muchof
At the same time Western aid has targeted
the environmental damage done to farmland on
production ofcash crops such as tobacco, cotton, i the continent has nothing to do with the supposed
tea. coffee and horticultural products. In the
ignorance of local peasants. Overexploitation of
a

i

intensive farming. In his review of Agrarian
| Reform in Brazil. Lino de David concluded that,

j

i "When agrarian reform, including land
redistribution, takes place it will make a major
impact on rural peoples and on food output. It
; will increase food production, meaning there is
j no need to open up new producing regions and so
j contributing to environmental preservation, and

,

^

overview

on

Africa. Mohamed Suliman of the

London-based Institute for African Alternatives,
argues that food security has been eroded by
Western Governments offering their African
60

the environment results from economic pressures

which force farmers to

land

more

j
■

will afso help to persuade people to stay in rural

areas, easing pressure on the big cities”, (p 65)
With awareness growing of the link between

|

land reform and sustainable agriculture, the issues
covered by this book will be at the forefront of
the food and agriculture debate in the 199()sand

'

beyond.»

;

than

they
otherwise would, or cultivate ground which has
previoulsy been left alone, such as forests and
use

contributor. "They kept an intimate organic
relationship with nature, characterized by a higher
degreeofsensitivity and respect for the workings
of natural ecosystems. Colonialism upset this
harmonious relationship by imposing everincreasing demands on natural resources. It
introduced larger-scale agriculture, mainly based
on
mono-culture, and began massive
deforestation and intensive mining”, (p 84)
The authors warn, however, that a simple
change of land ownership is not the whole
solution. Land reform programmes such as the
one in Zimbabwe have been compromised by
neglect of other factors. Lack of vetinary, credit,
training and resource support hampered the
productivity ofresettled farmers, fuelling claims
by commercial landowners and other observers
that peasants were unable to compete in food
production. Yet when these inputs have been
offered, productivity has more than matched
that of large estates and at the same time offered
an alternative to the highly exploitative and
ecologically damaging system of mechanized,
one
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if its

catered for?" referring to the upgrading of
by the USA. It is such activities which
constitute the greatest threat to peace and security in the region he retorted.

SAPES SEMINAR SERIES

TOWARDS A SECUIRTY COMMUNITY

1

Concepts of peace and security are fast changing as people of Africa are
realising the overwhelming poverty and weaknesses of theircountries. The
future of the continent no longer lies in the sovereign nation state as people
see increasingly the logic of breaking down borders and barriers in favour
of pulling resourcestogether and thus maximise the gains, argued Professor
Sam Nolutshungu during his presentation on S()»t/iernA/;7ca///r/;eG/o/)c//
context: Towards a Security Comniunity at SAPES Trust on July 28.
Now that most citizens

■

GENDER DIVISION

PROGAMMING WORKSHOP
The participants were Ms. Lebogang Letsie-Taole, Botswana: Ms. Irene
Van Rhyn. Namibia; Ms. Mothokoa Mamashela, Lesotho; Dr. Richard
Mkandawire. Malawi; Ms. Felicia Sakala,Zambia: Dr. Patricia McFadden.

attention to the glorious history of the antiof the state has become a major source of

Dr. Guy Mhone, Dr. Ibbo Mandaza, Ms. Joyce Kazembe, Ms. Barbara
Guyo, all from SAPES.
The committee members who were unable to attend were Ms. Carla

insecurityforthepeople.ThestateinSouthernAfricastandspoi.sedagainst

MariaTeofilo Braga. Mozambique: Ms. Ruth Meena. Tanzania: Ms. Rudo
people.
Globally, the EastAVest ideological divide u.sed to constitute the major Gaidzanwa, Zimbabwe; and Mr. Thandabantu Nhlapo. South Africa,
determinant in the security discourse. Because of the revolutionary ;
The meeting began on Monday, the 19th July, with an introduction of
expectations and accompanying visions of the future, the importance of ' Committee members present, all of whom were new members, with the
Africa in the world was over exaggerated, Nolutshungu further argued,
exception of Ms. Mamashela, who .served on the first Gender Committee
The current African scenario shows beyond reasonable doubt the complete
in 1990/91.
Due to the absence of Ms. Ruth Meena. the former coordinator of the
paralysis of the state and its loss of prestige.
The USA continues to dominate the world and its hegemonic role cannot
Gender Project, her final report was not presented, but some reference was
be transferred to any other power in the near future. One witnesses the , made to certain issues she had raised,
Dr Ibbo Mandaza presented a comprehensive overview of SAPES
transfer of the US hegemonic role via the multi-lateral framework of the
UN.Thedet'mitionofanew worldorderhingesaroundtheUSconsiderations
programmes , with particular emphasis on the Gender Project,
Dr. Mandaza also articulated some of the possible ways in which
on the creation of a capitalist Russia, removing the potential ri.se of new
nuclear powers and finally deterring the growth of the new hegemonic
Committee members could contribute to SAPES activities at the country
level within the region. In his presentation, he raised the following issues;
powers.
SAPES links with the Association of African Political Science
Southern Africa powers, according to Nolutshungu, cannot impose
•
themselves as world powers. Their participation in global politics is
(AAPS)
dictated by those defining global management. At the sub-regional level,
background to the Magazine (SAPEM)
there is no reason to contemplate increased threats of war because it entails
on-going programmes in SAPES
enomious political costs.
background to the Gender Project
•
the importance of regionalism as well as national priorities in
Those who might be dissatisfied with the democratic dispensation in
SAPES operations
South Africa do not have the capacity to bring down governments, but can ‘
the importance of designing feasible programme activities which
cause problems similar to those facing Angola currently.Consequences are
j •
are also contextualised within a reasonable time-frame
grave for neighbouring countries because fomier alliances and cleavages
will involve all the regional countries.
During an extensive discussion, some of the following issues were highIn his conclusion, Nolutshungu recommended that the states in the
lighted:
the need for gender-sensitive training for state and government
region should move closer in resolving .security threats through the
its

I

are not

concerned with issues of who will win the

are

election and pay scanty
colonial struggles, the state
next

strategic interests

the Botswana Defence Airforce

own

creation ofa framework for renunciation of the use of force, and what fonns
this renunciation should take. There must be

a

convergence on

political

perceptions and how to deal with the rest of the world. States should agree
on force levels, levels of force used, joint training and orientation to
remove nationally motivated chauvinistic thinking. It was argued that costs
will be reduced by sheer economies of scale through cooperation on most
military projects. This arrangement will give the people an ideal measure
ot security and reduce incidence of careless statements by governments
and heads of states which often

Other contributors cautioned

cause war

in Africa.

officials
the problem of disdain of .scholarship by policy makers in the
region
difficulties of impacting on policy levels
•
•
importance of designing an appropriate advocacy strategy
•
importance of relating theory to practice and visa-versa
During the second day of the workshop. Dr. McFadden facilitated a
discussion of the definition and role/functions of the Gender Committee,
She gave a background to the idea of constituting a Gender Committee, and
set out the regional, national and institutional aspects of such an idea,

against the portrayal of African people as
There was extensive discussion on how to fonmdate a strategy on
passive actors in the unfolding drama and perceived marginalisation via
SAPs and the World Bank. Despite the presence of security threats in the
making gender analysis accessible to scholars and policy makers in the
fomi of freelance violence symbolsied by mercenaries pushing various
regions. The following points were noted:
causes, many an African people have defeated their own states and other : .
need to create links with Universities in the North and use all
accessible funding to strengthen such links and exchanges
symbols of foreign domination.
One interesting remark made concerned the joint US/Botswana military ' .
make better u.se of the Gender column in SAPEM
air base in Botswana. Professor Bernard Magubane queried the logic of j .
encourage linkages with African Studies Programmes and Women's
Studies Programmes/Institutes in the North
classifying Southern Africa as a region of non-strategic importance in
use gender divisions/units in donor offices to access literature and
global policies when he asked, "Since when has a big power responded
.
positively to a request by an insignificant power to a joint military exercise
Sapem August. 1993
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other infonoation

gender for use by local scholars
make informations and literature about gender known
on

agricultural land in the country while the majority 83().()()() African fanners
in each

occupy 42% oftotalfamiland whose greatest
arid and arid agro-ecological zones.

proportion is located in semiregional basis
The Zimbabwe Fanners Union supports the Land
target policy and information personnel through invitations to
Acquisition Act. but
seminars and workshops on gender issues
specifically recommends that the resettled people must be fanners. "Settlers
fomi awareness-raising groups in the respective institutions.
for future schemes can be drawn from persons who have
gone through
All Committee members present expressed an
urgent need for gender i formal agricultural education and those who have been trained in the field
sensitive training for themselves, which would enable them to
respond ‘ (eg master fanners)." said Dr Mukora.
more effectively in their role as Committee members, as well as facilitate
Workers and peasants will not benefit from the current farm
designations
their support of younger .scholars in their respective countries.
by government unless a platform and mechanisms are urgently put in place
for them to voice their opinion, argued Sam
Matsangaise one of the
Research Themes
1
panelists.
The following themes were presented by Dr. McFadden followed
As a member of the International Socialist
by an |
Organisation (Zimbabwe) he
extensive discussion concerning their use in the book
projects and as
does not believe that the government has the capacity nor the political will
ongoing themes in the Gender Programme up to the year 2()(X).
to resolve the land
question in favour of the have-nots especially when one
All the themes proposed were adopted and several additions were made
considers that the same ZANU (PF) led government failed to
implement
by Committee members:
socialism.
Gender Sensitive Methodologies in Social Science Research
Whilst he supported the principle of land designation, he was however,
The Relevance of Feminism in Democratic struggles in Africa
concerned by the composition of the consulted
groups. He said that it w as
Population Control and Issues of Reproductive Health and Rights i not necessary for government, the mainly white-dominated Commercial
country and on a

'

Sexual Preference

-

a

critical

assessment

of sexual choices in

modem African societies

FarmersUnion(CFU)andpredominantly.AfricanZFUtoreachaconsensus
unless their interests

HIV/AIDS and its impact on Women and Men in the region
Land reform and women's needs

communal/resettlement

The

post-colonial state and struggles for multiparty democracy
Regional integration and the informal sector in Southern Africa
Constructing/deconstructing Womanhood/Manhood through the
media- Violence against wximen in the domestic and public
spheres
The domestication of women in plantation systems in Southern
Africa

as

food

producers

The

family, marriage and change
Studies on indigenous peoples of Southern Africa with
focus

on women

Education
and how

There
a

special

in such communities

with an emphasis on sexism as a class-room culture
evolve effective intervention strategies

-

to

Arts and Culture
the

a critical evaluation of
misogyny in music and
repre.sentations of women through various art-forms
-

Women with disabilities and issues of violence

Women (and children)

on

were

were

not

areas.

repeated calls to treat women as a special category in the land

issue discourse and also
set

i

not to

dismiss the 1980considerations and criteria

for resettling
been

Africans "How then do you measure potential when it has
tested." one participant queried, with specific reference to the

ZFU recommendations.
Most of the remarks showed that the

public welcomes an administrative
politically inspired land reform programme to resolve the
imbalances rooted in the country's colonial experience.

framework and
historical

the street and the emergence of a street

family culture.
All the above themes will feature in the
the

similar. He

argued further that the current
gestures are aimed at securing ZANU (PF) another tenure of office in the
forthcoming 199.3 general elections.
Comments from the floor highlighted the fact that the government w as
showing its weakne.s.ses because of its failure to designate lands in the most
fertile parts of the country, thus avoiding the heavyweights.
The ZFU was critici.sed forexcluding landle.ss
pea.sants and the working
class in its programme. One intervention angrily dismis.sed the ZFU claims
that the land question revolves around the tw o
separate sub-sectors of the
agricultural industry namely: the commercial free-hold land and the

The Youth in Southern Africa

SADC CONSTITUENCY

following fora:

regional book; the country book; the bi-annual gender conference;
gendercolumn; the monograph series; occasional papers and

the SAPEM

seminars.

BUILDING SEMINAR
More than I (X) people attended the Harare July 23 - 27 SADC seminar
aimed at canvassing popular support for the
organisation'sobjectives and
programmes.

AAPS ZIMBABWE CHAPTER

LAND DESIGNATION IN ZIMBABWE
Various conflicting opinions were expressed at a meeting
organised by the
AAPS (Zimbabwe Chapter) last month in Harare where it was underlined
that the

significance of the current farm designations mean different things
people.
"Views held are therefore necessarily polarised and divergent, and even
conflicting because the exercise has political, social and economic
implications which may seem mutually conflicting." said Dr C. M.
to

different classes of

Mukora. the Director of Zimbabwe Farmers Union (ZFU), the main

speaker during the public debate.
The minority white fanners own approximately 30% of the best
62

Participants who were mainly drawn from the media, business
community. NGOs and government departments explored various ways of
building a regional identity, understanding and a common destiny among
the peoples of the region.
It was reiterated that if integration is to be meaningful, the proposed
social and political objectives should enhance the pursuit of economic
programmes leading to increased production thus raising the peoples
standard of living, equitable distribution of income, and raising levels of
disposable income.
The group discussions highlighted the importance of political will and
commitment by the various governments of member states. Institutions in
civil society should create space and conditions that will facilitate the
monitoring of activities and maintenance of the maximum possible

I
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In this regard. Dr Simba Makoni the executive secretary of SADC

I

I
j
I

I

encouraged all those present to use their various constituencies not only as
building bkx:s, but also as the foundation of SADC since the organisation

not

only be

action

a vast

to meet

is not intended for heads of states only.
Most participants expressed satisfaction with the proceedings of the
meeting as it had empowered them to outline proposals on how best their
services could be utilised in their various networks in the region.

1

Planning Committee is confident that the Congress will
pool of bubbling ideas, but will also formulate a plan of
the challenges facing the Pan African world.

ORGANISE. The

accountability.

I

NEWS FROM THE LDC
sorting and where necessary refiling all documents in
necessity proceeding slowly because the senior
documentalist is spending all her time managing the subscriptions to
SAPEM. Plans are afoot to re-establish the Harare Thesaurus Group, and
a meeting will be convened soon. The assistant librarian attended the
monthly MicroCDS-lSIS usergroup meeting, where a proposal was made
to hold a training course here in Zimbabwe for trainers, in order to enlarge
the pool of those able to teach others in the use of the programme. Hitherto
only two or three people have been called upon to teach the programme,
and the number of training courses being held using local resource persons
has increased from none to three in 199."? with prospects for more in 1994.
A monthly list of articles indexed from periodicals is available for July
and for August, and will be given free to interested persons.
We have received many enquiries from people interested in receiving
photocopies of papers delivered at the SAPES Colloquium for 199,4.
Unfortunately we are unable to .satisfy all these requests owing to the
unavailablity of a reliable photocopier and the costs involved. However, a
selection of the papers will be published in the near future. The first will
be Dr Mandaza's paper, followed by papers presented by Drs Mhone,
Rugumamu. Nolut.shungu and Sejanamane.
Work continued

on

the LDC. This work is of

THE 7TH PAN AFRICAN CONGRESS

I

IN KAMPALA UGANDA
Dr

Tajudeen Abdul Rahim, General Secretary of the 7th Pan African

Congress on behalf of the Secretariat has announced that from the .4th
December to 9th December 1993, the 7th Pan African National Congress
will be held at
its

Kampala with the Nile International Conference Centre as

venue.

Members of the International

Preparatory Committees were given the
forming national committees in East Africa. Southern and West
Africa as well as North Africa. Committee members were also appointed
to cover Europe, the US and the Caribbean.
The Congress would be open to all shades of opinion, groups and even
individuals from the Pan African world as well as governments in Africa
and in the diaspora.
task of

The theme of the conference is
of opinion.

so

broad

as

to

accommodate all shades

It is FACING THE FUTURE IN UNITY. SOCIAL PROGRESS

AND DEMOCRACY.

particular the continent of Africa is facing
challenges from internal conflicts to marginalisation, from
disintegration of the nation state to recolonisation. Some topics focus on
just the.se like
The Pan African World and in

MISSION
MALARIA

many

State and conditions of the Africans on the continent and the

diaspora.
Debt crisis and civil

•

war.

SAP IMFAVorld Bank and

•

decolonisation.

was chosen as the venue for a few reasons. The present leaders
around President Museveni were in Tanzania at the time when the 6th Pan

Uganda

Congress was held in 1974. President Museveni when
student at Dar-es-Salaani University mobilised students tosupport

he was a
Frelimo's
war of liberation against Portuguese colonialism. One of the first tasks in
forming the government in 1986 was to inform liberation movements like
.he ANC. PAC and PLO that they were free to open their offices in Uganda.
When President Museveni was approached about Uganda being the
venue, he readily agreed on his government and people providing food,
accommodation and domestic transport for those who would be
participating. This was indeed a magnanimous and a generous offer
considering the difficult economic situation Uganda and otherAfrican
governments are facing.
African

The 7th Pan African

Congress is expected to focus on grassroots

organisations. This would mean contacting in addition to political parties,
trade unions, professional bodies like the teachers, lawyers, medical and
nursing associations. Religious and sporting bodies will be encouraged to
participate. In Tanzania, the national committee has decided to focus on the
youth, and in particulartho.se in secondary and high schools. The youth are
asked to participate in an essay competition giving their views on any of
the subjects ranging from AIDS, Aid. refugees, to "How do you see Africa
in the 21 st Century'".’ In addition, they were asked "How do you see the role
of the youth in the reconstruction of Africa"'.’
The slogan of the 7th Pan African Congress is Don't Agonise, BUT
Sapem August. 1993

Mission Malaria is a CAPS Holdings’ community Initiative to
promote the anti-malaria message natkmvnde.
In part three of this series we look at persona! protection and steps
you can take at home to avoid becomirig a victim of malaria.

PERSONAL PROTECTION
bywearing long-sleeved shirts, long skirts
night that you are most vulnerable to mosquitoes.
2. A number of repekerk creams, soaps, colls snd sprays are
available which will help keep nrasquitoes away. Find out which
products your local store has svailable.
3. Some plants such as wild basU(njkovhi), marigold (mbanda)
and pyrethrum can be used to repel rnosquitoes. These and ether
strong smelling plants can be cut and dried. If the leaves are crushed
or burned they will givo off a smell which helps keep the mosquitoes
away. Find out If these grow near your home and if nM, see If your store
has any seeds so you can grow these for use later.
4. Mosquito nets are an excellent form of protection and these
can be sprayed with insecticide to make them more effective. It is
important to make sure that nets are regularty checked and repaired
to stop mosqukoes getting through holes.
5. Screens at doors and windows are very effective against
mosquitoes and other insects but again you must make sure they are
1.

or

Alter dark cover up

trousers. It Is at

well maintained.

REMEMBER - every littie thing you do will be one step
keeping you and your family safer.

towards

Next month vre shall be looking at how doctors diagnose malaria
ways in which technology Is helping to beat the Idller disease.

and

Help keep your family safe Malasone anti-malaria
one of a range of antimalaria products from the CAPS

take

tablets,

group of companies. For details
contact your nearest pharmacy
or clinic.

25934

A CAPS

Group Community
Initiative
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We are still
to

awaiting responses from some of the people who were asked
directory of libraries and documentation centres in

Pathziber. IDRC, Nairobi.

collect details for the

the

region. We have also received additional details from

Nova

the Inter Africa

SAPES/SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

Conference, held in South Africa in May.

I

SOUTHERN PROJECT
Professor Horace

Campbell from the University of Syracuse is currently
SAPES/Syracuse University Southern
Project. The project will focus on the teaching and research on the
changing political economy of Southern Africa.
SAPES Trust to launch the

at

African

Development Bank. Se/er7edsraf/.vr/t so/( regionalmcm-

her countries. 1993

In the initial three years,

World Bank Atlas. 25th

UNDP. Human

Anniversary Edition. 1992
Development Report 1993.

Central Statistical Office. Census 1992. Provincial

instruction of

the thrust of the

project will be coordinated through the Syracuse University Division of

Profile,

Mashonaland Central.

International

Reviving local self-reliance: people's responses to the economic
crisis in Eastern and Southern Africa, edited
by W Gooneratne
and M Mbilinyi. Nagoya, Japan, UN Centre for Regional Development. 1992
South Africa's increasing economic interaction with Africa .since
Cuito Cuanavale: a chronology of pre.ss reports. Update. Jan-

member from Syracuse stationed at SAPES
teaching,

Mar 1993.

Programmes Abroad and SAPES. There will be

The first group

UWC. Centre forSouthem African Studies, 1993
You

Fischer. Geneva, UN Institute for Disarmament Research
the chemical weapons convention, by A
Geneva. UNIDIR. 1993. Research Paper No 18

are

faculty

expected to arrive in September.

are

invited

to attend a

seminar

on

The historical reconstruction of

Gender in Zimbabwe which will be

presented by Diana Jeater. Ms Jeater
hi.story at the University of West England.
The seminar will take place at SAPES
headquarters in Deary Avenue at
I430hours on Thursday 9 September.*

(UNIDIR), 1993
to

of students

one

to coordinate research and

SAPES SEMINAR SERIES
ANNOUNCEMENT

compiled by Robert Davies and Mfundo Nkuhlu.

Nonmilitary aspects ofsecurity: a systems approach, by Dietrich

Inde.v

will include the

programme

Syracuse University Students in Harare, Zimbabwe. The

is

Walter Dom.

Technical problems in

the verification of a ban on space weapby Stansilav Rodionov. Geneva, UNIDIR, 1993. Research
Paper No 17
Conference of Latin American and Caribbean Research Institutes: proceedings of the Sao Paulo Conference. 2-3 December
1991: edited by Péricles Gasparini Alves. Geneva, UNIDIR,

a

lecturer in

ons.

MISSION
MALARIA

1993

DemocratizingSouthern Africa: challengesfor Canadian Policy.
by Heribert Adam and Kogila Moodley. Ottawa, Canadian
Institute for International Peace and Security, 1992
Should we abolish the death penalty in Zimbabwe? Paper presented at the Zimrights Conference 1993
New African Yearbook 1993-1994. London. 1C Publications.

Mission Malaria is a CAPS Holdings' community initiative to promote
the antl-malana message natkMiwide.
In part four of this s^les we lode at the step» v^ich are being taken
towards diagrwsis arKi detection of
killer disease.

I

DIAGNOSIS AND DETECTION
1. People have suffered from malaria for thousands erf years and
every

year in Zimbabwe around four million people are at tMr from the disease.

2. Through the Government's maiarn contre^ programme greet steps
have been taken to control, and in some areas, wipe out the disease. As
a result approximate 60 percent of Zkr4>abwe is free from endemic

1993.

malaria.

VISITORS TO SAPES

^plth i

o

During the month of July and the early days of August. SAPES Trust was
honoured by visits to its secretariat by a number of scholars, academics,
NGO representatitves and members of the diplomatic community. Notable
among these were:
B. Botte. French Embassy; Milos llic. Harare; Monica Munachonga.
Zambia; Robie Siamwiza, Zambia; Jimi O. Adesina. University of Ibadan;

Although this traditional method is an excelent one, newtechnologies
which are faster and more accurate hiwe been developed. An example
of this is the QBC (Qualitative Buffy Coat) method which has raceritly
4. Malaria can be kjentified and, if diagnosed in lime, R can be cured.
Take advar^ge of the health services available and, if you think

,

or does not have
t^ood test ctone.
Ne)d month we shall be

to have
the

doctor

Eftekhari, Embassy of Iran; Dr Leone Giantures. University of Rome &

of your

malaria is

looldng at
symptoms of malaria and treatment

A CAPS

5935

or

a

available.
To keep your lamtty safe •
take MALASONE anti-malaria tablets,
one of a range of antl-malarla products
from the CAPS group of companies. For
details contact your nearest pharmacy
or clinic.

Alison Field-Juma, Nairobi; Werner Hillebrecht, Namibia; Morteza
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REMEMBER -the only way to be sure that you or a member

family does

,

Kjelloust. SAREC. Sweden; Camilla Odunoff, SAREC; and Eva

you know may be suffering from malaria, cor^sult
local health clinic immediately.

someor^

your

Nigeria to the United Nations; Dr Kasuka Mutukwa. ESAMI; Prof.
Terence Ranger. Oxford; Iddi Simba. Interfinas. Tanzania; Sylvester
Nsanzimana Rwanda; Karrim Essack. Dar-es-Salaam; Henning Melber.
NEPRU, Namibia; John K. Boshtume. Ghana University Press; Calestous
Juma. Nairobi; Stephen Koremezi, Nairobi; Afzal Sher. SAREC. Sweden;

Thomas

^

been introduced to Zimbabwe

Paul Jourdan. ANC (S.A.); Prof. Ibrahim Gambari. Permanent Missions of

Florence; Abbas Haghighat, IPIS, Teheran, Iran; Elizabeth Gwaunza;

_

3. Malarte has been diagnosed using the blood film method, a ptwiss
which requires considarable skHI and expertise on the part of
workers.
$
A
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Healthy Outlook

Caps Holdings is a group of companies with a healthy outlook. This springs from a belief
a bright future, not only for ourselves, but for our nation and the region to which we
supply a wide range of products.

in

Our manufacturing capability includes one of the most modern penicillin plants in Africa,
wide range of quality pharmaceutical products, proven and tested over-the-counter
brand names, and veterinary medicines.
a

Rigorous quality control and on-going research ensure consistent improvement of
helping in our goal for a healthy and flourishing future for all.

standards

For

a

product catalogue

Manchester Road, Southerton, Harare,

or

trade enquiries, contact

Zimbabwe P 0 Boi ST202, Southerton

Telegrams "Chemcap". Telephone 63581 (15 lines). Telex 26259 CAPS ZW. Fax 61228
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Dawn.
Blue Sky.
Cattle. Tobacco.
Maize.
Heat & Dust.
Wildlife. Safaris.
Hotels. Tourism.
Minerals. Mining.

Industry. Wealth.
Sunset.

Tranquility.
Dusk.
Zimbabwe.
A rich tapestry
of life.
ZIMBANK.
Your Bank.

Professional.

Progressive.
An integral
part of Zimbabwe.
Our people.
Our Government.
Our way of life.

Zimbabwe’s bank for your business

MOVE UP

TOWS^m B/if^K/NG AT/rs BEST
ZrCABW( BANKf« CQRPQRATKn LMrtO

r

HEAD OFFICE. ZIMBANK HOUSE. 46 ^
P.O.BOX 3198. TELEPHONE 735
INTERNATIONAL DIVISION. Zi
PO.BOX 705. TELEPHONE.794474

I

Nordiska afrikainstitutet
icuca

;

^wjoo.zouö.

SYFRETS MERCHANT BANK LIMITED. REGISTERED ACCEPTING HOUSE
ZIMBANK HOUSE
P.O BOX 2540 TELEPHONE 794581 TELEX 26292

BARKER. McCORMAC ZIM 368

